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Drepana Schrank, 
S'. & 6. I. 

falcataria Linnaeus. Syst. Nat.1758.3d.10.p.519. 
-falcula Schiffermuller. Wien.Verz.1775*P»64. 

aberrational forms etc. 

fal catar ia Linn, typical form — ochreous or pale brownish wings with a spot near 
middle of forewing. The Linnaean type does not show any ’’blue-grey’1 which*Linnaeus 
mentions in his la tin description—wings falcatis glaucis. Lempke in Lamb ill ionea 38 
p.3~6 states that in his opinion this was a mistake. 

ab. pallida Stephan. Iris 1924.38.p.2o6. 
Quite pale examples,with almost obsolete markings on the hindwings. 

ab.ochracea Lambillion. lev.Mens. Soc.Bnt.Nam. 1906.6.p. 18. 
Cc7c-^Y s/a.) /l c c/l/'i -y-Z~?7rvi, > w/tfcv/ xtl -y7cV7?7c*-7 o c 7ooy/ c, a 

ab. infernalis Hoffmann. 3nt.Hundsch.1912.29. p.lp8. 
- obscura Stauder, Its. /iss.Ins.3iol.19l6.12.p.111. 
= klemensiewiczi Kaucki. Polsk. Pi.smo. 3nt. 1924. 3 ,p , 91» 
= loki Skala. Zts.Ost.Ent.Ver.i929.14.p.38. 
Both fore and hindwings strongly darkened,particularly the costa,apex and marginal 
area of the forewing. Hindwings also darkened except at base and on costa. 
Stauder*s obscura had the ground colour so dark abrown that one could take it for 
ourvatula but the markings prove it to be falcat&ria, 
Kaucki*s klemensiewiczi was merely described as ’’Dark specimens”, 
Skala*s loki was described as "dark specimens resembling curvatula in colour but 
not in markings. 

ab, curvatuloides V/agner. Its.0st.3nt, Ver. 191914.p. 10. 
Eeminding one of curvatula, the wings dark violet-brown,the markings strong and 
darker. The hindwings do not show in the costal area the strong paling usually 
present and the transverse markings are not confined to the inner-marginal half of 
the wing but continue right up to the costa. 
Very similar to the preceding and placed as a synonym by 3ome authors but the 
hindwings lacking the usua.1 pale costal half would seem to be sufficient to separate 
it , entirely brown hindwings being much less common. 

ab. intermedia Lempke. Lamb. 1938, 3®* P* 1- 
’lore brown than the typical form but not so dark as ab. inf ernalis Hoffmann. The 
ground colour brown,free from mixture. 

ab. approximata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. i960,103. p. 188. 
The second and third transverse lines of the forewings are close together,sometimes 
even touching each other in various places,so that the median area is strongly 
narrowed. 

ab.estrigata Luoas. Ent. Ber. (.Amst. ) 1939* 19»P* 203. (^is* Tijdschr. nt.rO^.pl.1 . . 
The dark line running from the apex of forewing to the inner margin is 

completely absent. 





p.2 falcataria Linn. continued. 

ab. crassistrigaria Strand. Seitz Macrolep,1911.2. p.199. 
Primarily an underside form. The two transverse lines on the underside of both fore 
and hindwings are twice as broad as ususal and also wider apart.The inner one 
crosses the end of the cell,running through the outer of the two small discal spots; 
normally this line is well separated from both this spot and the end of the cell. 
The upperside is darker than normal. 

gen. aest. tenuistrigaria Lempke. Lamb. 1938. 38.p. 7.pl. l.f.2. 
The -summer generation. The line from the apex of forewing to the inner margin is 
narrower and less distinct than in the spring generation. 

subsp. scotica Etytins ki-Salz. Ent. See. 1939* 51. P. 1^5• 
The race from Scotland.Differs from the typical form by its much lighter ground coloi 
the lack of brownish suffusion and the very dark and distinct marks. It is not ident¬ 
ical with ab. pallida Stephan as all the marks are very distinct. 





Dropana Schrank, 

S +&. 2. 
p.l. 

binaria Hufnagel. Berl.Mag.i767. 4. p.516. 

- hamula Sohiffermuller. v/ien. Verz. 1775*P* 64. 

aberrational forms etc. 

binaria Hufn. typical form — male -both fore and hindwings brownish yellow with 

two pale transverse lines. Female lighter,especially the hindwings which are 
yellow. 

ab.cultrarioides Dannehl. Mitt.Munch.Ent, Ges. 1929.19. p. 103. 
Fore-wings strongLy violet-grey darkened,the central area only weakly tinted but 

the bordering transverse pale lines distinctly marked. Hindwings with only the 
central band darkened. 
Sex not stated. 

ab. oranaria Strand. Seitz Macrolep. 1911.2.p.200.pl.23.row i.(figured as oranula.) 
Fore and hindwings greyish-violet,the costal margin of the forewing bright yellow, 

the distal transverse line present but the proximal one only slightly indicated. 

ab.liliputaria Strand. Seitz Macrolep.l9ll.2.p.200. 
Fale ground colour,hardly a trace of the normal dark colour on the outer border of 
apex of forewing. The specimen is very small,length of forewing only 13-14 mm. 

Although the name is apparently given because of the small size,Strand links other 
characters which presumably mustbe present. 

ab. umbratula Staudinger. Gat. Ed. 3.1901.p. 129. 
Much darker,chestnut in colour. 
Sex not stated. 

ab. nigrescens Van Wisselin^i. Snt. Ber. (Amst. ). 1962.22. p. 140. 

Wings strongLy darkened especially in the central area of the fore and hindwings, 
and before the outer border of the forewings. 

ab. obtecta Dannehl. Mitt.Mftnch.Ent. Ges. 1929.19.p. 103» 
The darkest of the dark forms,a deep brown predominating over the blue tones,the 
spots on the forewing hardly visible as,to a lesser degree,are the nale bands. 

Described from Italy and may be racial there. Sex not stated. 

ab.impuncta Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1960.103.p. I89. 
Upperside of the fore-wings without the two dark discal spots. 

ab. obsoleta Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. i960.103.p. 188. 
Unicolorous female,yellowish with obsolete transverse lines. 

gen. aest. aestivaria Lempke. Lamb. 1938.38.p. 12.pl. l.f. 7. 
The summer generation. The colour less warm, greyer, in both sexes; the two daj-k 
spots on the forewing smaller; the moths are smaller, the males are sometimes 
real dwarves. 
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D r ep ana Schranlc. 

cultraria Fabricius. Syst.Ent. 1775*P* 621. 
= sicula Esper. Eur. Schmett. 1787.3.p. 378.pl. 74. f. 4-5. 
- unguicula Hubner. Saraml. Eur. Sohmett. 1800r03. Bombyc. pi. 12. f. 48. 

aberrational forma etc. 

cultraria Fab. typical form — the Spring generation. Orange yellow. 

ab. flava. Lercpke. Lamb. 1938. 38. p. 12. 
The ground colour of fore and hindwings yellow . 

ab.obscura Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. i960.103,p. 189. 
ground colour dark brownish,about the same colour as the males of binaria Hufn 
transverse lines weak or indistinct. ' * 

ab. latefasciata Lempke. Tijd3chr.Snt.i960.103.p.l89. 
The central band on the forewings distinctly widened,because the inner transverse 
line is nearer to the base. 

gen. aest.aestiva Speyer. Stett.Snt. 1,1872. 33. p.169. 
= minor Fuchs. Stett. Ent. Z. 1884. 4p.p. 239. 

Summer generation. Snaller size,the discoidal spots more constant. 
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Drepana Schrank, 
S. -t' & t+ 

laoertinaria Linnaeus. §yst.Nat.Ed.l0.1758.o.319. 
= lacertula Schiffemuller. /ien.Verz. 1775. P. 64. 

• = dentaria Thunberg. Diss. Acad. 1784. l.p. 18. 

= scincula Hubner. Samml.Eur. Schmett. Bombyc.1800-03.pl. 12.f.50. (cf) 
= curvula Haworth. Lep. Brit. 1909.p. Ip4. 

= tacoraria Schulze. Berl.Ent.Z. (1912) 1913. 57. P. H8.pl. 3. f. 10-12. 

lacertinaria Linn, typical form - yellowish with dusky speckling,the central area 
showing two dusky transverse lines. Hindwings paler without speckling. Spring gen. 

tacoraria Schulze, Berl.Ent.Z. (1912)1913.57«P. 118.pl.3*f. 10-12. 
Described as a subspecies from EngLand but there appears to be no constant 
difference, Schulze named it on the strength of 3 cfcf and 2 99, It is placed as a 

synonym of the type form. 

gen. aest. aestiva Rebel, Berge's Schmett.1910.p. 137. 
Specimens of the summer generation.Larger and paler. 

ab, erosula L asp eyres. W. Schr. Waturf.Freunde,Berlin. 1803.4. p. 36. 
Occurs in the summer generation. Ground colour of the forewings ochre-yellowish. 

I have not seen the original description. According to Schulze it should be the 
name for gen. aest, but all specimens of the summer generation are not ochreous and 
most authors treat it merely as an ab. 

ab.interpres Schulze. Berl.Ent. (1912)1913*57»p.ll7.pl.3.f.4 
A specimen of the spring generation,taken in May,but with the appearance of 
the summer generation. 'The ground colour ochre-yellow but particularly in the 

distal part of the forewing strongly darkened. The dusting on the veins and the 
transverse lines are of the colour of the spring generation but the tooth in 

cell M3 fails. 

ab.conjuncta Rebel. Serge’s Schmett. 1910.p. 137• 
The two transverse lines of the forewing only present on the inner-marginal half 
and flow together just below the middle spot. 

ab. conjuncta Richardson. (nom.preoc. Rebel. ) Ent. See. 1952.64.p.272.pi. 11. f. 17. 
The two transverse lines of the forewing are drawn closer together and joined on 

the costa by a short bar. Tie basal area is pale. 

ab. approximate Lerapke. Tijdschr.Ent. i960. 103.p. I87.pl. 18.f. ~J. 
Tne two transverse lines of the forewing are close together so that the central 

area is very narrow. 

ab. fasciata Lempk , Lamb. 1938. 38.P.H, (fig’. Ti jdschr. Ent. 103. pi. 18... f. 8. ) 
On the forewing the space between the two transverse lines is filled up with dark 

so that a transverse band results. 

ab.impuncta Lerapke. Lamb. 1938.38.p.ll. 
Forewing without the usual discoidal spot. 

ab, obscura Lerapke. Tijdschr.Snt. i960.103*p. 188.pi. 18. f. 10. 
Forewings black-grey,with normal markings,without the brownish tint in the central 
area.Hindwings also darkened,especially along the outer border.Body black-grey. 

ab. scincula Hubner. Samral. Sur. Schmett. Bombyc. ISOO-Oj.pl. 12. f. .50. 
Some authors regard this as an aberration but it would appear to be the male of th< 
typical form,the 9,on the same plate,being lacertula. Both are placed here as 

synonyms of the type form. 
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lacertinaria Linn, continued. 

ab.dimidiata Tengstrom. Pa.una St' Flora Fenn. ,Forhd.l869.10.p °02 
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p. 1. 
tS& £ 

Gilix Leach. 

glaucata Scopoli. Ent. Gam. I763.P. 221. 
= ruff a Linnaeus. §yst. Nat. Ed. 12.1767.P. 1068. 
'= spinula Schiff ermuller. V/ien. Verx. 17*75. p. 64. 
= corapressa Pabricius. Gen. Ins. 1777.p.279. 
= raodesta Walch. Naturforach.I779.I3.P.27.pl. 3.f. 4a & b. 

aberrational forms etc. 

glaucata Scop, typical form — specimens of the summer generation. Vings white, 
with median fascia fuscous.Hindwings with fuscous border,otherwise white. 

gen.vern. obscurata Lempke. Lamb. 1938.38.0.14.pl. 1. f. 10. 
.Specimens of the Spring generation. Larger size,the oval spot in middle of forewing 
almost as dark as the inner-marginal soot,the marking on the outer border heavier. 
The hindwing crossed in the centre by an obscure band with rather indistinct 
outline,which is lacking in the summer generation. 

ab. aeruginata Turati. Nat, Sic. 1907.20.p. 22.pi. 3. f. 17 & 19. 
Porewings white,the marginal spots very weak; a brown triangular spot in the middle 
of the inner margin. Head,thorax,abdomen,legs,etc. ,white. 
The upper part of the middle mark on 'the forewings is absent,as it is in the 
following two forms. 

ab. angelina Dannehl. Ent. Z. 1925. 39.p. 119. 
Porewings with the middle band marking effaced except for a little triangular spot 

in the middle of the inner margin. In extreme specimens the submarginal row of spots 

is also absent. 
This form can only be separated in its extreme form with the submarginal spots 

absent,in the preceding form they are present but very weak. 

ab. albescens Lempke. Tijdschr. Snt.i960.103.p. 190. 
Porewing with the upper part of the middle band very weakly marked but the small 

triangle on the inner margin present and normal.The row of spots on the outer 

margin also normal. 

Differs from the preceding two forms by the presence of normal blackish marginal 
spots. 
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T'Tola Leach. 

cucullatella Linnaeus. Cyst. Mat. 175?'.Ed. 10. p. 537* 
= ludvigella Muller. Faun. Friedr. 1764,0. 58. 

= palliola Schiff ennuiler. ien Verz. 1775. P« 69. 
= cucullata Borkhausen. Eur. Schmett.1790.5.p.474. 

= py gaaria Fabricius. Ent. Cyst, 1794*3. (2).p. 1$3. 

= palliolis Hubner. Samml.Eur. Schmett. i796.Pyral.pl. 3. f. 13. 
= cucullatalis Haworth. Lep. Brit. 1811. p. 387. 

aberrational forms etc. 

cucullatella Linn, typical form — wings 
stripe. 

whitish-grey,for ewings with black curved 

ab. fuliginalis Stephens. Ill. Haust. 1834.4.p. 63. 

Y/ings smoky-bluish,with the base,and a very obscure central line,darker. 

ab. basigrisea Lenroke. Tijdschr. Ent.i960.103.p.209. 
Basal area of the forewings not darkened but of the same grey colour of 
the wing,but the bordering of this area contrasts sharply. 

the of 

ah.variegata Lerapke. Tijdschr.Ent. i960.103. p.209.pi*21.f. 2. 
Rhe basal area and outer area of the forewings of about the same colour,the central 

area pale and contrasts strongly. Ibis pale central band may reach to the central 
shade and is rather narrow in this case,or may reach the postmedian line when it is 

much broader. 

6. ab. nigrofasciata Cockayne. Ent.Sec. 195'+. 66.p. 65.pi.2, 
Basal and marginal areas of the forewing are of the same pale brown colour,but 
whole of the median area, is 
is pale and the median area 

black. Thus the area which is normally black 
which is usually pale is black. 

at the 

the 

base 
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p.l. No Is. Leach. 

albula Schiffermuller. /ien. Verz.l775.p. 69. 
= albulalis Hubner. Samml. Bur. Schmett. i796.T77ral.pl. 3. f. 14. 

aberrational forms etc. 

albula Schiff. type form — Schiffenauller merely mentions the larva. 

ab.fascialis Spuler. Schmett.Slur. 1906.2.p.123. 
Forewings with a broad black-brown central area separated by the pale sharp wavy line 
from the dark grey-brown marginal area. 

ab. centrilineata Lempke. Ti.1dschr.Ent. i960.103. p. 210. pi. 21. f, 7. 
A dark brownpharply contrasting line runs through the yellow-hrown central area from 
costa to inner margin. 

ab. alboraarginata Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. i960.103.P. 211.pi. 21. f. 8. 
The whole outer area of the forewings is unicolorou3 white. 

ab. reducta Lerapke. ri.jdschr. Ent. i960.103. P. 211. pi. 21. f. p. 
Markings of the forewings strongly reduced,only one or two transverse lines remain, 
hindwings normal. 

ab. nivalis Caradja. Iris (1934-). 1939.48. p. 189. 
= albata Bytinski-Sain. Mem. Soc.Ent. It. (1936). 1937.13* P« 196. 
Forewings with the basal and distal areas pure white,the pale yellowish transverse 
band is narrow and stripe-like. On the costa and terraen there are very small yellow 
streaks. 
Bytinski-Salz described his albata as having the forewings chalk-white,entirely 
without dark scaling,the only visible pattern an extremely narrow basal streak,a very 
much reduced median band of brownish which narrows towards the hind; nargin,and a series 
of small costal snots and very narrow marginal band which does not extend to the apex 
Hindwings lighter than in the typical form. The 9 usually more distinctly marked. 
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p. 1. Nolo. Leach. 

strigula Schiffermuller. len.Verz.i775.10. 6% 
~ strigulalis Hubner. Sarmnl.Eur. 3chraett.i796.P7ral.nl. 3. f.l6. 
- monachal is Haworth. Lep. Brit. 1811. p.386, 

zelleriana Fisch. d. '/aid. Entomogr. Puss. 1824.2. p. 246. pi. 9. 
= lineolalis Sversmann. Faun.Volga et Ural. 1844.p, 474/ 

aberrational forms etc. 
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Gelaraa. ,/alker 
s +- &>■ 9 

p.i. 

confusalis Hgrrich-Schaffer. Cyst. Bearb. Sch.Eur.l845.2.p, l64. 
= cristulalis Duponchel. (nom.preoc. Hbn. )Paj>.France. 18^2.8. (2). o. 269 

pl.227.f.6-7. 

aberrational forms etc. 

confusalis H.-Schaff. type form —- 

&b. columbina Image. Ent. Sec. 1905-17*P. 188. 
= pnlveraria Dufrane. Lamb.193P.35*P.pO. 
Forewings soft grey,showing no white except on the scale-tufts. Hindwings uniform 
silky grey. These grey forms are most inconspicuous on tree trunks in Epping Forest 
whilst the ordinary form shows up like a white snow-flake. 
Dufrane*s pulveraria had the wings strongLy charged with black atoms,they would thus 
be grey and almost certainly the same foim as columbina. 

ab. bicolor Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.i960.103.P.212.pi.22.f.7. 
The basal half of the forewings of the normal whitish-grey ground colour,the outer 
half dark grey. 

ab. suffusa Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. i960. 103.p. 213. 
The whole forewing tinted with rather dark grey,the markings normal. 
The hindwings are not mentioned so presumably are of the normal colour and not sillsy- 
grey as in columbina Image,otherwise the form would seem to be very similar. 

ab. pallida Lempke. Tijdschr.Snt.1938.81.p.257. 
Completely white,with weak transverse lines,otherwise without markings. 

ab. fuscoourvata Dannehl. Ent. 2.1925.39. P.lb. 
A broad black-brown-filled,curved,transverse band,the borders of which stand out 
strikingly. 
This presumably is the postmedian band which normally is in the form of a double line 
not filled in with dark. 
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p. 1. 
-5. g. /0• 

Qelama ' /a lice r. 

tuberculana Bose. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. 1791.1. 0.196*pi, 17. f. 4-5, 
- aerugula Hubner. Vogel und SolTra8tt.1793.pl. 6l. 
- oentonalis Hubner. S&mml.Eur. Sol1mett.i796.H7ral.pl. 3. f.p. 

aberrational forms etc. 

tuberculana Bose, type form — Forewings white,dotted and spotted with fuscous and 
grey,with three tuberoals near the costa.Hindwings pale fuscous with central black 
spot. 

ab. fasciata Hebei. Serge ' s Schraett, 1910.p. 421. 
The central area of the forewing completely filled up with pale brown. 

ab. contrarialis Heydemann. Int. Ent. Z. 1934.27. p. 420. Heyd. pi. f ig. 20-21. 
‘Fie yellow-brown of the forewings replaced by black-brown. 

ab. aurda Lucas. Ent.Ber. (irast. ). 1939-19*P*203. 
The normally dark greyish-brown colour has changed into a yellowish-brown. 
Fnis description is puzzling,I would not say the species is normally "dark greyish- 
brown".Heydemann takes the opposite view and says the "yellow-brown" is normal. 

ab. f urao s a Ber ger. 3,0 s t. Ent. V e r. 1918 . 3. p. 13* 
Fie upperside of the forewings wholly unicolorous smoke-brown,however the three scale 
-tufts below the costa are distinctly visible. 

ab. spitzi Schawerda. Z. 0st.Ent.Ver.1921. 6.p.2. 
Hot only the central area is brown but the whole of the forewing also. 
•Possibly the same as the preceding but since Berger says furaosa is "smoke-brown" his 
form is possibly darker,spitzi presumably is of the same colour as the normal central 
area but the colour is spread all over the wings. 

ab. atomosa Bremer. Bull. Acad. Sci.Petersburg. 136l. 3.p. 491. 
Forewings white with tA^o weakly visible transverse lines. 
Original description not yet seen. 

ab. alfkeni 'arneoke. Abh. "Tat.Ver. Bremen. 1938. 30. p. 122. 
Entirely white. 
Original description not yet seen. 

ab. candidalis Staudinger. Mem.Horn.1892.6.p.p28., 
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A'tolmis Hubnetr 
~S>. aX-' G> I 0/\ . 

P.l. 9 

rubricollis Linnaeus. Syst. at. 1758. Gd. 10. p. ill. 

aberrational forms etc. 

rubricollis Linn, type form —wings black,abdomen tip yellow-orange,collar red. 

ab. flavicollis "Teuburger. 3oc.Snt.1903.17-p. 155* 
'Hie collar pale yellow insread of red. 

ab. caiiescens Strand. Lep. Catalogue 1919.15. pt. 22.p. 355* 
(nom. nov.pro Ab. 1. Harr©s. Gat. Lep.Fnal. 3. p. 4-78. ) 

Tne hindwings pale grey. 
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p.l Nudaria Haworth 
S.+ B-H- 

} 

mundana Linnaeu3, Faun. Suec. 1761.2. p.349. 
- transparena Betzius. Gen. Spec. Ins. 1733.p.52. 
= munda Fabricius. Ent. 3yst. 1793.3. (1). P. 482. 
= nuda Hubner. Samml.Eur. Schmett.l800-03.2.p. 118.pl. 17. f. 63-64. 

aberrational forms etc. 

mundana Linn, type form ~ forewing white but thinly scaled,with two undulating 
stripes and median spot fuscous. 

ab. dilucida 3pul er. Schmett.Bur. 1906. 2. p. 144. 
Less.scaled than the type form,therefore more transparent. 

ab. alpina Uf f eln. But. 2.1912.26. p. 13. 
Differs by the rather intense blackening of 'toe wings, especially on the margins 
and veins. 
Taken flying among the type form in the .topes and may be confined to such localities 

ab.hemerobia Hubner. Samral.Bur. Schmett. 1800-03.2. p. 118. pi. 17. f. 63. 
Hie wings without pattern or scales. 
Tne figure shows the wings white without markings of any kind. Hubner says it i; 
most probably an example of toe present species. 
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Thumatha /alker, p. 1. 

senex Hubner. Samml. Bur. Schmett. 1803-08. Bomb. pi. pp. f . 236-7. 
- rotunda Haworth. Lep. Brit. 1809. p. 12b. 

aberrational forms etc. 

senex Hbn. type form — the figure shows the wings pale buff with prominent 
black discoidal spot on forewings and a marginal row of short streaks. 

ab. fumosa Bankes. Bntom. 1909. 42. p. 60. 
Forewings smoky-brown,hindwings 'bather paler. The markings normal but rendered 
very inconspicuous by the darkness of the ground colour. 

ab. karva.jszkyi Dioszeghy. Fov. Lapok. 1922.26. p.22. 
Barker buff,densely peppered with black.Forewings with five black lines 
shaded submarginal band clouded with blackish. 
I have not seen the original description. 
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I£Lltoohrista Hubner 
5 - +■ &- i 3 

p. l. 

miniata Forster. Jov. .Spec. Ins. 1771*P*75* 
= rosea Fabricius. gy*strEnt. 1775*?• 5^7* 
= rubicunda jchiffermuller. /ien.\Terz.l775*P* 68, 

aberrational forms etc. 

miniata Forst. type form *-pale red, ..dth undulate line near base and 
line in middle; a series of black spots in margin. 

"character" 

ab.flava. de Graaf. Bouwstoffen Faun. Fed. 1873*1.0.234. 
= crogea Bignoult. Bull. Soc, Ent.Fr. 1880. p. O'/. (obvious mispelling) 
= crocea Kirby. Cat. Het.1892.p.312. 
= virginea Delahaye. Bull, Soc.Bat, Fr.I896. p. Ipo, 
- flava Meyer. Insektonborse 1906.23.P.88. 
Yellow or straw coloured instead of red. 

ab. intermedia Lemoke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p. 114. 
Ground colour yellowish,the borders pale red.Hindwing*s very pale yellowish-rosy,the 
borders a little redder. 

ab. intensa Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p. 114, 
Ground colour of the forewings red,the costa and outer 
pale red,also with deep red outer border. 

border dark red. Hindwings 

ab.fasciata Rebel. Berge *s Schmett.l910.p. 4po. (fig.Ann. Soc. Bnt. Belg.is63.pl. 3* Pi 
The area between the transverse line and the outer row of black spots on the forewing 
is filled up with blackish. 

ab.philippsi Costantini. Teu Beitr.Cyst. Ins.1922.2.p.100. 
The ante and postmedian lines close together,the postmedian not sagitate. The lines 
are more or less confluent at vein V(fouler)which is just above the inner margin. 
This narrowed median area is blackish and the normally .small dots in the margin are 
in the form of fairly long little black lines. 

ab.confluens Lambiliion. Cat. Lep. Belg. 1906.0.3^9. 
The dentate line of the forewing confluent wish the marginal dots. 
I have not seen the original description. 

ab. nigricirris Lucas. Ent. Ber. (hjnst.}. 1979* 19*P* 203* 
The fringes of the forewing black. 

ab. deleta Hofer. Verh. nool. -bot. Ges. ’ien. 1924. 73*p. (193) • 
- destrigata Dannehl. Ent. 2.1928.42.p-. 134. 
The black dentate transverse line and the basal line completely 
Spots remain. 

absent, the marginal 

ab. ibarrae du Dresnay. fiev.Fr.Lep. 1939* 9*P» 
Without any trace of black markings on the 

250. 
wings. 





p.2. miniata Forst. continued. 

ab. dentatelineata Lesonke. Beaux or tia 19o4.11.-d.1xli. 

?tOUt!rm,>ft.roun'?e? ourvea of tha P°3tmediaa line changed into share points. 
•oointo. I do not understand Lemoke’s description,all bur British specimens have" sharp 





p. 1. o’etina Schrank, 
£.+ & Ik-- 

irrorella Linnaeus. Syat. Tat. 1758.S&. 10. p. 535* 
ochr&cea Scopoli. Ann.Hist, Jat.l7*7£.5.p. 114. 
irrorea Schiffermuller. /ien. Verz. 1775. '•>. 68. 
flavo-nigropunctata Ketzius. Gen. Spec. Ins. YJQJ>.p. '10. 

irrorata Pabricius. Bnt. Syst. -Suppl. 1798.p. 4ol. 
binumerica Drapiez. Am. Sci. Plry3. Brux. 1819.1. p. 35. pi. 4. f. 8. 

aberrational forms etc. 

irrorella Linn, 
spots. 

type form — wings yellov .the forerings with three rows of black 

ab, aurantiaca Lempke. rijdschr. Bnt. 1961.104,p. 112. 
Ground colour of the wings orange-yellow,the head,patagiae and whole of the 
abdomen also tinted with orange. 

ab.pallida Lempke. Ti,jdschr.Ent. 19ol.l04.p. Ill, 
Ground colour pale orange-yellow. 
This would seem to be little different from the tyoe form. 

ab. fumosa Aurivillius. Tordens.Fjaril. I888-9I.P. 84. 
= brunnescens Hirschke. Verh. zool-bot. Ges. 'ien.i9iO.60. p. 4l6. 
The ground colour of the wings darkened to brownish. 
Hirschke's brunnescens was described as "smoky darkened".3y the name brunnescens it 
would appear to be the same form. 

ab. signata Borkhausen. Bur. Schmett. 1790.3.p.^58. fig.Esp.Bur, Schmett. 4. (l).pl. 94.f.5. 
The figure in Esper,which Borkhausen named,shows the spots of the forewing post¬ 
median line rayed inwards to unite in streaks with the three spots of the antemedian 
line thus forming two horizontal black lines,one at costa, and one at inner margin; 
in between these a Soman letter V placed sideways,its point towards the base. 

ab. riffallensis Fallou. Aiin.S0c.Ent.Fr.l863. Ser. 4.vol.5*p. 97«pl« 2. f.2. 
Similar but more extreme than the following ab,andereggii. The veins of the forewing 
blackened from base right out to the sub terminal spots, appearing like rays. Hindwing 
similar but to a lesser degree. 

ab. andereggii Her rich- Schaffer. Syst. Bearb. Schmett. Bur. 1845.2. p. Ip 6. pi. 9. f. 4p. Bombyc. 
'The veins of the forewing blackened from the base outwards for two thirds of the 
wing,the usual spots therefore not apparent,except the subterminal row. 

ab. brunnea Vorbrodt. Schmett. Schweiz. 1913.2.p. 208. 
All wings coffee-brown but the markings as in ab. andereggii which has the veins 
blackened from base as far as the postmedian row of soots. 

ab. postirnpuncta Van. ’'/isselingh. Bnt. Ber. (must. ). 1961.21. o. 39. 
All black spots of the hindwing absent. 
In Britain this is a most frequent form axid not worth separating. 





irrorslla Linn. continued, p.2. 

ab. furnata Strand. Arch.Math, og Mat. 1993* 23* n. 24. 

ab. crassiouncta Klcmenaiewicz. Spraw.kom. Fi.ziogr. Krakow.1913* 47. p. 128. 



- 



P-1. 
<5 • -=*" /3> 

Cybosia Hubaer. 

mesomelia Linnaeus. S/st. ::Tat. l758.*Ed.l0.p.535. 
= eborina Schiff. V’ien. Verz.l775.P. 68. 
- quatrilis Fourcroy. Ent. Paris 1785.2.0.294. 
= eborea Ssper. Eur. Schmett. 1786.4.0.98.pi.93.f.4-5. 
= albescens Gloss. Int.Ent. Z.1920.14.p.l3. 
= albida Catherine, amat.Pap.1923,1.p.242. 

aberrational forms etc. 

mesomelia Linn. type form —• the wings above white,underneath yellow and black 
internally. 
Many authors state that the tyoe form is yellow and consequently make the white form 
an aberration. See above synonymy -albescens Gloss and albida Catherine. 

ab. flava de G-raaf. Bouwstoffen Faun, led, 1853- l.p. 234. 
= lutarella Haworth. Lep. Brit.1809.p.148. 
- flava Preissecker. Verh.zool.-bot. Ges. ,'ien. 1909.59-P- (233)- 
= mesomellula Strand. Lep. Catalogus 1922.26.p. 759. (Hmpsn. Gat.Phal.2.p. 418. ) 
The forewings yellow instead of whitish. 

ab.flavobscura Lempke. Beaufortia 1964.11. p. 145. 
The ground colour of the forewings greyish-yellow. 

ab. obscura Lempke. ELjdschr.Ent. 1961.104. p, lip. 
The ground colour of the forewings dark grey,the borders yellow. 

ab.postpallida Cockayne. Ent. Pec. 1951- 63. p. 262. 
= postnallida Lempke. 3eaufortia 19o4.11. p. 145. 
The hind-wings cream coloured with grey dusting in the basal third. 
Lempke’s postpallida had the hindwings of the same colour as the forewings. 

ab.postnigrescens Lempke. Beaufortia I964.U.P. 145. 
Hindwings blackish with yellow fringe. 





p. 1, 
S. -t~ i3- ib 

Lithosis Bilberg. 

quadra Linnaeus. 3yat. %t. 1758. Ed. 10. p. 111. 9. 
= deplana Linnaeus. lant. Flantarum. 1771. P. 539* d 

aberrational forms etc. 

quadra Linn, type form — forewings yellow with two black spots, 

d ab. luteomarginata Lambillion. Cat. Lep. 3elg.l906.p.378« 
Forewings unicolorous yellow-grey without the usual dark border. 

hindvings yellow. 

d ab. obacura Schawerda. 3ts.Ost.Ent.Ver.1921.6.p.2. 
Forswings,particularly the central area,strongly blackish darkened,onlt the base is 
yellow. 

d ab. depauperata Henriot. hmat. Pap. 1923. 1.p. 244. 
= insol&ta Dannehl. Ent. Z. 1929. 42. p. 315. 
The chief characteristic is the absence of the black basal costal streak of the 
forewing which is yellowish-grey instead of the normal dirty 
is normally darker is here lighter than the ground colour.On 
shade on the costa is absent. 

grey. Hie margin which 
the hindwing the dark 

The description of Dannehlts.insolata is practically the same. 

9 ab. triangularis Lernpke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104.p. 117. 
The lower black spot of the forewing is triangular in shape. 

9 ab.unipunctata Spuler. 3chmett.Sur.l906.2.p.l4£. 
The lower spot,on the inner margin,!ails. 

9 ab. impunctata Spuler. Schmett.Eur. 1906.2. p. 148. 
The lower snot of the forewing is absent and the upper one 
Since Spuler gives the German name as "The Spotless one"it 
upper spot can also be completely absent. 

almost so. 
can be assumed that the 

9 ab. extensa Gloss. Int.Ent. 3. 1919.13*P» 51. 
The snots of the forewing greatly extended lengthwise. 

9 ab. confluens Dumont. Ann. 3oc,Ent. Fr.1903. 72.p. 4o6.pl. 5»f.6, 
= fasciata Spuler. Schmett.Eur. 1906.2. p.148. 
Forewings with a black elbowed band across the middle connecting the upper spot on 
the costa with the lower one on the inner margin. 

9 ab,.seminigra Dufay. Fev.Fr. Lep. 1954. 14.p, 239. fig.p.2b0. _ . ^ 4 
Ground colour of the normal 9 yellow but the black spots of the for swing so comiuo.u 
as to totally obscure most of the distal half of the wing. This part is al- olacs, 

the position of the normal black spots being’ indicated by brignt steel-slue. Hind-ra.ng 

with the normal costal shade much increased and darkened to blackish-grey. 
The figure shows the outer third of the forewing,from the spots outward3 to the 
mar gin, black, forming a very wide marginal band. 





quadra Li:m. continued. P.2. 

9 ab.pallida Van '.visselin^i. Knt.Ber. (hinst.) .i96l.nl. n.39. 
The ground colour of the wings yellowish-white. 





Lithosia Fabricius 
e.+ B.i7- 

P. 1, 

deplana Esper. (nec Linn. )Eur. 3otoaett.l786.4(l).p. 97*Pl»33*£*l“2« 
= depre s sa Esper. Eur. Schmett.1786.p.9 7•pi* 93*-•3• 
- complanfife Esper. (aeo Linn. ).Eur. Schmett.i7B6.pl. 92.f. 8(nec 7. ) 
= luteola Hubner. Beitr.1788,1(3).p.11,pl.l*f.E. . * 
= helvola Hubner. Sanml.Eur.Schmett.1800-03.pi*23.f.,3. 
- ochreola Hubner. Samml.Sur. Schmett. 1800-03.pl. 23. f. 96* 
= helveola Ochsenheimer. Schmett.Sur.1810.3.p. 133* 

aberrational, forms etc. 

d deplana Ssp. type form — forewings pale ochre-yellow mixed with reddish. Hindwings 
blackish-suffused,with a red-yellow border. 

0 deoressa. Esper.-unicolorous dark ash-grey, the borders (fringes) red-yellow, also tire 

costa of forewings. 

d ab. flavescens Leiapke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1961.104. p. 118. 
Forewings pale yellow,hindwings whitish-yellow,outer margin often slightly darker. 

d ab. albescens Lerapke. rijdschr.Ent.i96l. 104. p. 118. 
Forewings whitish-grey,hindwings whitish,outer border slightly darker. 

d ab.plumbea Cockayne. Ent. Fee. 1948. o0. p. 9* (fig. vol. 23. pi.!--.: .... 
Forewing uniformly deep brownish-grey,hinavrings uniformly dark grey with the basal 
area no lighter than the marginal.Head,thorax,legs dull grey,abdomen wholly ear: 

grey. 

cf ab.foeminea Guenee. Ann. 3oc.Snt.Fr. 18ol. Ser. 4. vol. l.p. p4. 
Absolutely of the same colour as the female,the hindwings unicolorous grey without 

the appearance of a terminal, band. 
This would seem to be very similar to the preceding ab.plumbea. 

d ab. violagrisescens Daniel. Hachricht. Bayer.Ent. 1954. l*p. 2. 
= atra Torstenius. Ent. Ii.dskr.i956.77*P. H3* 
Unicolorous black-grey with a violet shimmer,the base,costa,a short streak in the 
inner third of the subcostal,and the fringes strikingly dark brown.Hindwing dark 
grey,the fringes as on forewing. Head,thorax,antennae dark brown,abdomen dark grey. 
Torstenius described his atra as uniformly black-brown,hindwing greyish-black. 

d ab. flavescens Leiapke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104.p. 118, 
Forewungs wale yellow. 

d ab. albescens L smoke. Tijdschr.Ent.i96l. 104.p. 118. 
Forewings whitish-grey,hindwings whitish,outer border slightly darker. 

9 ab. unicolor a Guenee. Ann. Soc.Bnt. Fr. 18pl.p. p4. 
-unicolor Bankes. Ent. Ion. -lag. 190j. 39. p. pb. 
Forewing entirely bright yellow ochreous,nindwing yellou—ochreou . 
Bankes unicolor was wholly rich orange-buff,without any tinge o . gre^ ,ninuking 

orange-buff tinged grey. 



© 
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d©plana Ssper, continued P*2, 

9 ab.unicolor Van..''/isselingh. Snt.Ber. (itast. ).196l.2l.p.39. 
The forewings without the pale costal streak,the ground colour normal. 

ab.levyi Silbernagel Acta Soc. Ent. Bohem. 1944.41. p. 14. fig. 





5 + S. *sr- 
p. 1. Lithosia 7?abriciu3 

griseola Hubner. Saraml.Eur. Sebmett. 1800-03. 
= plumbeolata Stephens. Ill.Haust. 1829.2.p. 96. 

aberrational forms etc, 

som what paler. 

ab.flava Haworth, hen. Brit. 1809.p. 147. 
- stramineola Doubleday. fool. 1847.5»P* 1914. 
= rondoui Oberthur. hep.Comp.1923.22.(2).p.I2.pl.143.f.5027-5029. 
Wings yellow or straw. 
Oberthurfs rondoui was said to have the wings more golden but does not se 
of sparation. 

ab.aurantiaca Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1961.104.p. 122. 
Ground colour of the f6rewing3 and costal part of hindwings orange-yellow. 

ab.pallida Lempke, Tijdschr.Ent. 1901.104.p. 122. 
Fore',ings pale grey, a trifle darker than the hindwings. 
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Lithosia Fabricius. 

-S n- B <7 

p.l. 
lurideola Zincken. Hlgem. Literatur aeitung. 181'/. to. 68. 

= complana Esper. (nec. Linn. } Eur. Selimett. 178b. 4. (1). p. 9p.pl. 92. f. 7. 

= complanula Boisduval. leones 1834.2.p.97. 
- plumbeola Herrich-Schaffer.(nec.Hbn.) Sy3t. Bearb. 1847.2. p. 158. 

Vote. plumbeola Hbn. Samml.Eur. Sohmett. 1800-03. p. 127. pi. 24. f. 100 may or may not be 
the present species,the author himself says it is complana Linn. 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab. pallida Van Wisselingh. Ent. Ber. (imst. }l96l,21. p. 39. 

Forewings pale grey,costa whitish-yellow instead of yellow, 





■0,1. 
S ^ 3- 20- 

Lithosia Fabricius. 

complana Limigt.au3, Cyst, Mat. 17p8.Ed. 10. p. pl2. 

- plumbeola Hubner. ?. Sararal.Fur, Sohmett. 1800-03.p. 1^7*pi.24.f. 100. 
= oomplanata Costa, Faun, lapoli Lap. (iiotturn)l833« 4. (1), p. 27. 

aberrational forms etc. 

complana Linn, 

yellow. 

type form --forewings greyish, the margins yellow. Hindv/ings totally 

ab,pallida Van /isselingh. Ent. 3er. (imst. ). 19ol.21.p. 39. 
Forswings pale grey,costa whitish-yellow instead of yellow. 

ab. flava Lenrpke, Beaufortia 1964.11. p. 145. 
Ground colour of the for swings yellow, with only a touch 

yellow costal stripe is still visible, Hindwings of the 

the costal 3tripe of forewings. 

of grey,so that the broad 

same pale yellow shade as 

ab, postgrisescens Lempke. Fijdschr.Ent. 1961.104. p. 120, 
Hind-wings ,for the greater part,of the same grey tint as th 

yellow colour remains only visible along the borders,gradually changix 

torswings. The normal 

into grey. 



0 « 
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serioaa Greg,son. HnV 'eekl./ Xatellegence 136o,9.p. 31. 

Lithosia Fabrioiua. 

- inolybdeola Gueneo. gin. Soc.Bnt. J?r.l86l. oer.^vV^cT 
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1 a » Lithosia Fabric ius. 

pygraaeola Doubloday. ^ool. 1847(0et). j, p. 1914. 

aberrational forms etc. 

pygnaeola Dbl. type form — for swings gr 
hindwings whitish,the upper part broad!/ 

ey, the costa pale 
shaded with grey. 

straw nearl/ to apex. 

&b,flava Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.i96l. 104,p ,120. 
Forewings unicolorous yellow,without the grey tint. Hindwings pale /allow with 
broad grey costal half. 

ab. obscura Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1961.104. p. 119. 
Forewings dark grey,usuall r still with narrow yellow costa. Hind-,zings grey,costal 
half darker than the inner half. 

pallifrons feller. ? 

Sp. or subsp.nallifrons feller. Stett.Ent. ;.1847. (4ov. ). 8.p.339» 
There are many differences of opinion 01 the status of this fora, Some authors place it 
as a subspecies of oygmaeola Dbl.which is rather unlikely,other authors give it 
specific rank. For the time being the description is given here and its rank left 
open. 
Forehead yellowish without any blackish mixture,th 
Hindwings shaded with ash-grey. 

wings yellow,the antennae yellow. 



. 
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Lithosia Fabricius, 
$ ax- 

caiiiola Hubner. Saranl.Eur. Schmett. 1800-08. pi. 51.f. 220. 

vitellina Boisduval. leones. 1834.2. P. 105. wl.57. f. 10 (neo. f. 3. ) 

.earneola Guerii-:Ieaeville. (nom.nud. ).Bull. 3oo.Ent.Pr. I867. o. LEC. 
vitellides 3tr and.hom. nov. nr o vitellina 3sd. *.ec. Tr. ). Leo. Catalo, , 

1922.16.-:. 898. 

aberrational forms etc. 

oaniola Hbn. type form — 

costal stripe. Hindwings whitish,slightly tinged yellow. 

the figure shows tho forcings gray,with orange-yellow 

ab.albeola Hubner. Samral.Sur. 3clTmett.1803~08.pl, 68.f.284. (BombycJ 

- albula Vallcer. (mispelling). List. Het. Brit.Hus, 1854.2.p. 499* 
The figure shows an extremely pale example with the forewings practically white 
and hindwings of the same tint. The usual costal stripe is orange-yellow. 

uiiiola Fambur is possibly the same form but is described as pearly-white. See below, 

ab. comolanoides Fuchs. Jahrb. lass. Ver. Hat. 18pl. 45. p. 88. 

Forewings mouse-grey,as dark as the darkest complana,almost as dark as lurideola. 

ab. uniola Fambur. Cat. Lap. d ’Andal. 186(6. p. n09. 
Forewings pearly-white. Hindwings similar with the upper part cream coloured. 

This may possibly be the sam form as albeola Hubner. See above. 





Lithosia Fabricius -O.l. 

sororcula Huf’iagel. Berl.Mag. 
- uiiita Paper, (hoc.Schiff. )Eur. 

1767.3.p. 398. 
S clime tt. 1780.4. p. 100. pi. 93. s> f 

1.0 

- aureola Hubner. 3araral.Pur. Schmett. 1800-03. B0mb7c.pl. 24. f. }8 
= aurantia Haworth. Lep. Brit. 1809* p. 147. 

aberrational forms etc. 

sororcula Hufn. type form — wings orange-yello'... 

ab.flava Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1938. 81,p.26p. 
The forewings yellow instead of orange-yellow. 

ab. plumbea Eebel. to. Hofraus. lie 1.1911.23.p. 377* pi.l.i'. 2. 
For swings blue-grey,with only the costa and fringes yellow. 



, 
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p. 1. Pelosia Hubner. 

muscorda Hufnagel. Berl.Mag.1767.3* (4) .73. 400. 
= oinerina Esper. Eur. Schmett. r/8o. 4. (2.2nd.pt. )p*67.pl. 196.f. 4. 
= pudorina Espor.Eur. Schmett. 1786.4. (2.2nd. ;ot )p. 67. pL.196.f. 4 
= pcrlella Fabricius. Mantissa las.1787.2.p.241, 

- perla Fabrioius. Ent.3yst.l798.p. 4o2. 

aberrational forms etc. 

muscorda Hufn. type form — 

ab, umbrata Urbahn. Taehricht. Bayer. Ent. 1953*2.p. 22-. 

= infumata Marquardt. Ent. 2.i960. 70.p. 103. 

Forewings uniformly darkened,tho pale costal area standing out distinctly,the 
finges and body of normal colour, Tho spots of the forewings strengthened and 

somewhat streak-like. 

Marquardt1s infumata was described from the same specimens as "blackish-grey,with 
the exception of the costa." Che spots are not mentioned. 

ab. f lave scans Lompks. H jdschr. Ent, 1961.104. p. 124. 
Ground colour of the forewings yellow-grey. 

ab. striata homo no. Tijdschr.Bnt.196l.104. p.124. 
Several or all of the spots of the forewings lengthened into 
not so extreme as ab. simonensis Logrand. 

stripe The form is 

ab. simonensis Legrand. &nat.Pap. 1936. 8. p. 120.pi. 1.f. 10. 
file spots of tho forewings elongated along idle veins towards the outer margin. 

Besides this tho two lowest of the oblique row of four,are elongated into two 

prongs,each prong following a vein. 
The figure shows the costal spot lengthened into a long thick streak,the very small 
one below it into a very thin streak,and the two beneath this bifurcated,sending 

out two prongs to form a V placed sideways,its point towards the base. The two spot/ 

above tho inner margin form long thick streaks. 

ab.desaburrata Dahimehl. Ent. :.192p.39.p. l6. 
'The three,or two,spot3 lying above the inner margin ara absent,so that only 'the 

upper oblique row of three spots remain. 

ab. immaculata Oudemans. Tijdschr.Ent. 1899* 42.p. 19.faescript. vol. 39*P* 82.-S.gv. 40.pU.2) 

- concolor Schultz. Ent. Z. 1909*22.p. 184. 
’’■/ithout any trace of tho normal spots. 
Schultz described his concolor as having the oblique band of spots beyond the 

middle of the forawing and tho two above tho inner margin,completely absent. He 
cites tho same figure in Ti jdschr. Ent. 40.pl. 12. f,2. which Oudemans gives. 
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Gy cilia Ilubner, S * # y>r- 

mendica Glerck. leones. 1759.pi. 3. f. J>„ 
rnrina Ilufnagel. Berl.Mag.1766.2. ( 1). 

punctata '“'ourcro.y. Ent.Paris. l~]Pj, 2. p. 2~]Q, 

aberrational forms etc. 

idiea Glerck. typical form - the figu ' 3 bad,it y?> ■' wings lig] t 
brown with no spots. The antennae are pectinated so it is. meant to represent the 
male. The typical form is generally accepted to be dark brown with sir to eight 
black spots. The female is white with a similar number of spots but >t 
varies a great deal. 

llida Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p, 3 
Male with the ground colour of body and wings pale grey-brown. 

ab.S8.bulosa Derenne. Lamb. 1929.29.p. 17* 
Female. Forcings sable colour,the hindwing’s normal milky-white. 
Sable is light sandy-b rown,we have one such example. 

ab. rustica Hubner. Beitr. 1790*2. (3). p. 64. pi. 2. f. H. 
Like mendica but the colour very much lighter in the male. The female only 
differs in having completely black antennae. 
The coloured figure shows the male completely white, with average spotting. 
Che form is almost racial in Ireland but also occurs in England,we have one from 
Forth Kent,not quite as white as some Irish, and a number of transitional which 
are pale grey brown. The Irish specimens also vary tremendously in tint,from 
cure white,down to dark brown typical mendica. These transitional specimens have 
been separated under various names -— hibernica Oberthur—binaghii Tur&ti— 
pallida Lempke. {dee the following. )Tlie true ab.rustica is ther fore white. 

ab. hibernica Oberthur. Lep. Gomp. 1 11. 5(1}. p. ;>3° 
Oberthur gives this name to specimens from Ireland which are creamy-white to 
light brown since,he says,that Irish specimens are different from rustica from 
Eastern Eurooe. Cockayne has examined Roumanian and Hungarian specimens of 
rustica and says they are identical with the white males from Ireland, Qberthm 
apparently had not seen the really white examples from Ireland and assumed all 
were like those represented on pi.73 figs.2f and 2h of Barrett's Lep. Brit, 

■V@ have Oberthur's type of hibernica,which is very pale yellce-ish-brown on the 
forewing-s and lightly darker on hindwings 

ab. binaghii Turati. Atti.Soc. Ital. 3ei. :iat.lS03» :2.p. -"S.pl. 1.3. figs. 3"6. 
<?. ings deepish-yellow,more or less isabelline, or smoky yellow. 
Bears a close resemblance to several of the so-called hybrids named by Caradl 
stan< fussi,mus, etc.which are artificial productions,and though possibly binaghii 1 
is a cross between rustica cf and mendica 9 it is a product of natural selection. * 
The two preceding forms,named from wild caught examples,are no doubt the same 
us some of Carad.j Ms cross-pairings of the-aberrational fonns of 1 idica 
rustica,but can be used for wild caught examples,the origin, of which is not known 
Gee lie end of these notes for Garadja's. breeding’ experiments. 

ab.venosa Adkin. Enton. 1922.35.y. 71 fig. 
:h *r — ith a faint brownish tinge,veins darker grey,fringe3 paler. ' 
'hi -g V" darker grey,fringes white. Less densely scaled than ru 
giving a semi-transparent appearance,more particularly noticeable in the 9. 
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Ab. multipunota If ev e ,.' 4n t. Tidskr. 1; 14.35. p. 11. 
Noticeable on account of its many black spots. On the fore1,ring there is a small 
felongated spot before the middle of the costa, a round and^ar^longated one below 
She lower middle vein, a round one at the lower angle of thejcell, an elongated 
one in cell 3 near the outer margin and a very small one above the middle of the 

1 inner margin; also, there is a weak indication of a small one at the upper angle 
of the discoidal cell. Hindwing - a dull one on the outer border of the discoidal 
cell, a transverse row of three upwards from cell 3, of which the lowest is the 
largest and the up^er the smallest, and a large and a small one close to the 
outer margin in cells lb and 2. jG-erraan translation on o.40-41. ) 
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mendica Cl ere1-:, continued. 

ab„ d epuncta Ichul tz. Ent. Z. 1909.22, p. 180, 
The black spot;:? on all wings absent, except the black central one. 

“I o.o "7 
-1 9 « J * ab. nigrociliata Co oka;,me, Ent. 'ec, lOpl, >3.?. -n). 

The costa of the forewing, and the fringe of both for hindwing,is black 
ground colour is usually slightly smoky. 

Tin • 

ab, circmnpunctata Cockayne, Ent. ec.lkpl. '>3,0.263. 
On the fore; 'in • there are six equidistant black spots and a cor 

a 
ete row alon 

J ’-r.191^ ,-5u. 
spots than usual,on 

? ab. quadripunct&ta Cosmovici, Le hat. 1892.14, p. 280, 
The author describes this form under S, urticae and all other authors include it 
under that species,but,by the Inscription,it would seem almost certainly to 
belong to raendica. .99. The wings are semi-transparent and there are t o spots 
just above the inner margin of the forewing, often present in mendioa, almost 
unknown to me in urtice. Th< description reads — :: iug diite, ilraost trar 
On the forewin- ihere are two small lots at the extremities of the cell and two 

bo-ard s • . inner margin, feserables L. auriflus(aiailis) except the apu 
which is white and by the almost transparent wings. The females havs fine black 
dots on the dorsal face of the abdomen, 
5p ;cimens with only four spots hi this position on the fore-ring are hot co : v 

but we have two example’s. 

ab. liiieata Cockayne. Snt. iec.lSpl. by. n 2e3.pl. °.f. 4. 
On the forewing the two spots 1 the in r ra irgin ar unit i to fo w a 
longitudinal black streak. 

*» o , sub itriat . Cockayne. Sit. fec.l dl. •, -03.pl. 6 
• for ' there are -three black streaks, one formed by an elongation of 

b . ' .1 spotjWhich is situated just below the median vein,the seconc 0"” Oil© 

elongation of the discoidal 
two t ' ' a: th in c nu ? i 

■not to? a.:; he thir 
i-‘ I af’ itioii;.1 

oy a. 
ot near 

union o:: 

L 1 1 

ab.radiata Cockayne. Snt. Mon. Mag. 19 -V ,a - 
l the for in th re are five blac- 

If. 
•streaks runnin ; out.a.r i rom . 10 ant no a 

n-.ll extension : 
beyond it,on hort thick 0 is just posterior to the median lervuro running out 

he base,one along the costa,two inside the cell,each 
no short thick one just posterior to 
he origin of nervure 2,and a long thick one just anterioi 

In the hind i there is .. f*i t di cal ot and t 0 small spots near 
a13cal spot,there ar 

, rrh-? /»h stlirv.:.' -r nn -f-.T>& 

co nervure 
the margin 

Dn the underside of the hindwing,anterior to the discal soot,there ar thick 
-neural dark y it • a.'- .which show faintly on the uooerside, 

ab.atricolor Moseley. Tat.-J urn. 1899. 8.0 1-2.(nt. I. )fi o ) k, .10 
- fa ciata b 1. Ber ’ d fct. 1 1 . Id.9.P. - .( Barr tt. 1.7f.f >b- 

. a brand. Leo. Cat.l9191Arctid.p.2QO. (nora. nov.pro Haraoson &b.2*. ) 
= ab.:.. I lamp son. Cat. Lew. Thai. 3. p. 311. 
A 1 
marginal bands on the hindwingsJBoth' wings often clouded ith 

trge increase in the black marking which forms bands on the for 
Th. 

..no. 
’sooty 

itreeked and blotched with fuscous, 
Lth fuscous. Ilampson "ab" numbers 

usuall r referred to figures in Barrett and this particular one almost certaii.il: 

W. ;•••• t - .2. h ad t ■ 

area als 0 some 
rred to f i mures 
Bar re t : ■?yD 

•i 3 1 3 f fa J - -WU 1 

e or It 

;n.i c ite 1 by b 1 in 

all these forms arc based on the fi -uros of Porritt *s speciu3ns,bred at Tluddero- 
ld,in ’ran .But. >oc. Lend. I889.pl. 14. inf figured gain 1 r fw i 

a:vl. named atricolor. 
u ; . 
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p. > nendic;. dor ok. c d it i l 1 1. 

ab. albinotata Cockayne. Hint. Pc. 1991. >30.2^>4. 
. ; ground colour it brow id on the forewing there are pal >ts r .rks, 

in addition to the normal black spots. 

Cross pairings between various aberrational forms of mendica. 

~o. 3tb. listura Adkin. Prbc,. S._Lond.3nt. { t.Hl it, 3oc. (19 ~ ; Vd 
Cro | airing bet sen 9 ab.venosa and <? mendica(from 3 is :). In the dd the 
prevailing colour is a decided grey,varying individually in tl >f had fro 
light to dark,the chief veins are^ndicated. 1 r /. itreaks aid th frin , 
most,are of the same pale colour fpi the veins. The 99 closely '.‘olio.' th: 
parent venosa. 

ab.bimista Adkin. Proc. S.Lond..Ent.<l Hat.Hist. Soc, (1 - - K .113. 
Cross i tiring b :t l the preceding ab.mistura Adkin, and typical mendica. 
The pale veining and fringes,so noticeable in the cd of ab. uistura,are much less 
strongly pr©nou.nced,but many retain the pale grey tone of colour, a few are rather 
heavily spotted; the proportion of dark males somewhat larger than in the broods , 
of ab.mistura. 

ab. standfussi Caradja. Soc. 3nt. 1894. 9. p. 4-9. 
Cross pairing between d ab. rustica "non. and ’Tendica 9. 
The d* in colour is half way between 'die dark smoke-brown of typical mendica and 1 
the white d of ab. rustica Hbn. It is of a rather peculiar grey-brown which is 
suffused over the white ground of rustica to appear as a pale,almost bluish,or 

oy,pearl-grey. The 9 is of course sir'd.a.* to mendica ( .r ltj. 

ab.mus Caradja. Soc. In1.1899.10. p. 49, 
An aberration of the cross-pairing standfussi Caradja. darker than standfussi,the| v 
colour approaching that of normal mendica c? but always of a noticeably lighter 
grey,often almost steel-greyyvith sparser black spotting. 

ab. clara Car ad j a. Soc. Hint. I8Qp. 10. p. 40. 
An aberration of the cross-pairing standfussi Caradja, A light Torn,closely 
approaching ab.rustica d,of a uniform dirty light yellow colour. 

ab. mixta Caradja. Soc. 3nt. 1899* 10. p. 44-90. 
.in aberration of the cross-pairing standfussi Caradja. In the d the thorax, 
middle of cell of the forewing,as also the outer margin and fringe of all wings, , 

light as to ho of the palest colour in ab. clara (the prec ling).T 
parts of the wing are more or less thickly strew l ritli black atoms. 

ab. inversa Ca adja. Soc. Hint. 1899.10.p.90, 
d. Wing surfaces milk-white or lij t yellowydark surrounded,therefore t 

to ab, : ct 3ar dj u '/ild c.aijvt but on almost undoubted !l subhybrid” between 
ab. standfussi, or one of its variation, and ab. rustica Ibn. 
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P.l 3p ilo soma Stephens. 

urtioae Esper. Eur. >cl ?tt. 17 89. 3i pt. lb ' •„ . - '. 'l. 

aberrational forms etc. 

urtioae Esp. typical fom — wings white,male with-' two spots,L ur 1 r 
th without spots. •This is Esper 's descri but t 
spots was merely linked with the male as being typical whereas the female can 
also have the same spotting as the male. Esp or’s figure of the male actually 
shows three spots on the for swing. The typical form must be taken as having 
two spots on the forewing,one just outside the end of the discoidal cell and 
another just above it, but somewhat more inward. Hind in_u without spots. 

ab. alexandri Pazsiczky. 1915*22,0.88. 
= blanca Schawerda. Verh, zool. -bot. Ges 
= peralbata Dannehl. Ent. Z. 1928, 
The wings without any black spots. 
Schawerdd *3 blanca had snowy white win 

len.. p* (lop), 
OC '•‘O. 

no black spots. 
Damiehl's peralbata was completely ms.rkingl< 

? ab. quadri-punctata Cosmovici. Lo Nat.-1892.14.p.280, 
All authors place this under urtioae since Gosmovici described it under this 
species,but in my opinion it is almost certainly mendica Glerck. Tie spots on 
the inner margin which Gosmovici mentions, are not seen in urtioae and the 

it fact that the wings are "almost transparent" makes one hesitate bo link 
with urtioae. It would appear to be the female of mendica and should not b 
treated as an aberration of urtioae, Cockayne has placed three specimens as 
urtioae ab. quadriounctata trans.ad, but they have no spots near the inner 
margin and are by no means almost transparent. 
The original description says. "'Tings white,almost transparent. On the forewings 
two small black dots at the extremities of the cell and two others towards the 
internal border, kesenables L.auriflua (similis) except the anus which is white 
and by the almost transparent wings. The females have fine black dots on tlie 
dorsal face of the abdomen." 

d 

■ p -p 
- - o - - 

r 
a 

ab. papyratia liar sham, Trans. Linn. 3oc. Lond. 1791* l.p* 72. pi* 1. 
= anoraala Ifaslowscy. B61sk.Piaao. Snt. 1928.2. i?y 
Forewing with six black dots,four near to: 
two,further within the wing, drawn out transversely. 
The figure shows a group of black spots near the apical tip,mostly very small. 

ther at the tip of the wing cl,.L id 

and another rounder spot at -bhend of the li i i i 11 f still a tot 
well separated, nearer the base. 
Maslowscy's anomala had the apical part of the forewing divided by a short 
>bliqu i ro ' black lots., as in me ltli Lstri. Eli rould . to be t 
form but I have not seen the original description,the above is taken from 
Draudt in Seitz, 

ab.marginestriata Lerapke. Tijdschr. Snt. 1951.104.p. 140. pi. 9 Q P 1 
o. 

rbre.fr On the upperside of the forewing there are short black 
the fringe of the outer border and extending ■ »ho o li hnc 

oe ginning on 

ab. radiata Cockerell. Entqm,1889,22,.p.l47. (Entan.1888.21. p. : fig. : 
- radiata Spuler. (nOm.preoc, Cockerell. ) 
- oluriouneta deb 1, Sergo’s Schmett. 1' 

!u If. ) >.2»] . 1 
3d. ). , 126. (Ent< )m..21.p. 97. fig. ) 

= nigrostriata Schawerda. Verh. zool. -bob. Ges. ien. 1910.00. p. ('2 4';. 
Cockerell's description say merely "streaked or rayed varieties" and refers 
to the figure in Entom, 21.; ,97* -1' hows a bl ,ck streak on the costa, . >t 
just below it and somewhat broken in places into dribbled dots,and a third 
below this along the median vein also a little broken. This same figure is 





urtlcae Esper. continued. •e. 

cited bp Rebel in his description of pluripuncta becaus fch ■ Jk 
made up of dribbled spots,he was,however,not sure that the insect was urtic 
because it had a black dis.coidal on the hindwing. It is in fact urti sae, 
the specimen in the 1. C.K. collection h -:c it Tring, 
Spuler’s radiata was described as having black streaks on costa,th 
1 t edges of the discoidal ©ellwand a row of bl .ol fcs . ov th 
This is slightly more extreme than the figure cited by Cockerell but the 

script ion covers it, it would somewhat futile to separate it merely on 
account of the row of dots on the inner margin. 
Rebel’s pluripuncta was described as having p'rofuse black spot marl mg, 
flowing together into rays,and only leaving the marginal area clear. As stat- d 
above,he cites the same figure as Cockerell. 
■Schawerda’.s nigrostriata had the black spots of the forewing forming a streak 01 

the costa,with two other streaks or rays below it. He suggests th >luri u eta 
Rebel should only be used for specimens with profuse black spots ornament in-; the 
forewing,probably because of the name ’’pluripuncta" ,but iebel definitely says 
they are partly flowing together,as in the figure cited above, 
all these foims are covered by Cockerell’s description and it would seem 
undesirable to carve them up into degrees of striation. 

ab. lacticolor Van wisselingh. Ent. Ber. irast.196l.21.p, 39* 
Ground colour creamy instea hite. 

ab.pura Lfcrapke. Tijdschr. Ent. Idol. 104. p. 141.pi. 9. f. 4. 
The upperside of the abdomen without black spots. 

ab, aestiva 'dize, Polak.Pisrao, Ent, 13. ?.H3. 
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;3p il o s oma Steph e n s 
<5h ^ 

D. 

lubrici > la Linnaeus. 3yst. ?<Tat. 173 ^ 
lepus Hetzius. Gen. Spec. Ins, 1783.] . 
menthastri Esper, Sur. >chra it 
errainea Marsh. Trans. Linn.. Soo.17'91. 

3d. 10. p. 333. 

/, 

334. 1,66. 
1. p. 70. a. 1. f. 1. 

aberrational forms etc. 

lubrioipeda Linnaeus, typical form — wings white with black spots. 

■ , , > . 1912.6.p. 326.pi. 122. . -80, 
The coloured figures show the forewings pale yellow cf,and deep yellow-buff O 'to - V * jj i s 

hindwings creamy. To his text in V0I.3.P.63 he refers to these specimens as "creamy- 
yellow" and states that they gradually lead up to an obscure brown. These latter he 
named ab. brunnea. 

ab.oohrea Seitz. Macrolep.1910.2.p.87*pi. 13 row g. {ab.3.Hamps. Gat.Lap. 3*p.272.) 
Porswings sandy-yellow. 
Seitz i3 naming the ab.3 in Hampsons Lep.Phal.,which Hampson described as "Head, 
thorax and forewing, strongly tinged with ochreous." 
This would refer to specimens darker tinted than the preceding- transitoria Oberth., 
but not so dark as hie "obscure brown’1 of Oberthur’s brunnea. According to Oberthurs 
figures of brunnea however these ochreous specimens are also brunnea,the figures 
show the palest example ochreous,slightly tinted with brownish,and the darkest as. 
a definite brown. Seitz is entitled to give a name 'bo these less brown example,5 

ab.brunnea Oberthur. Etudes Ent.1896.20,p.65-66.pi. 12.figs.221-223. (Lew.Com . 0 1 
- brunneoides Strand, (nom^hov.pro brunnea Oberth.-) Lep.Cat* 1919. Ufotid. .416. 

m rkably melanistic. The ordinary rhite is replaced by a brown wash. Other :am id 
less melanistic,form a transition to these brown specimens. 
The coloured figures in Lep. Comp. 6. pi. 122 show both the transit! >ns h 
ab.brunnea. The transitions have been named ab.ochrea by Seitz, see the preceding. 

I ab. luxerii Godard. T7-4 J. J iJ-O li L * . L8 . hp. 360. l. 37 
For i j apricot-yello ,tinted with rose; about 24 spots,mostly black but some 
ferruginous,are present. The hindwings are pale sulphur-yellow vith a few black 
spots,the abdomen fawn-yellow,thorax and anas dirty-white. 
Cockayne concluded that the form was . artefact. 

ab. v eno sa Cockayne. Ex it. bee. 1931= <v. P* 254. 
iFore and hindwing both, wale greyish-lilac,raore pronounced on the hint o ■ •; 
nervures are slightly darkened. 

|ab. semibrunnea Cockayne. Ent. tec. 1931* 63. p.264. pi. 8. f. 8, 
[On the for owing the costa, and a band along the termen.which is widest at the ape*. 
(are brownish-grey. The •’."hole of the left,and most of the right hindwing,are also 
brownish- gr ey. 

Bab. drueti Derenne. Fev.Mens. Joe*, i b. Fam. 1924.2 w . 3* (fig. La1b.53.pl. 12.f. 7* ■ 
■The right hindwing is smoked over on its outer part,excluding the fringe whi ill 

the wing. remains white. Tliis smoky patch occupies two thirds of 
•forewing has a long black stripe subcostal!/. 
The dam ft o. , bo used kir --ill , s-finmetrioal Iv "smoked" erx-ird ... .• 

[n the tyoe the rigt 
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p.' lubricipeda Linn. continued. 

ab. nigrescens Cockayne. Ent. Pec. 1942.34.p. 34. pi. 2. f. Q. 
Fore and hindv/ings greyish-black,the abdomen normal,orange .dth black dorsal spots, 
white on the sides and under surface,with the usual lateral black marks. Thorax 
grey i s’ l-b 1 a ck. 

ab.pura Vorbrodt. : .itt. Gchweiz Ent. Ges. 1917* 12. o. 493. 
= flavotergata Kardakoff. Ent.Mitt. 1928.17.p.411.-Pl. r.f.7. 
•fne black spots on the upper surface of the abdomen completely absent. 
TTardakoff *s flavotergata had no black spots on the yellow back of the abdomen. 

ab. krieghoffi Pabst. Ent. Z. 1896.10.p, 
flie black spotting very much richer than in the normal form. 
Tliis presumably means larger and blacker. 

-8. 

ab.postmagnipuncta Cockayne. Ent. Pec. 1951.*>3.p.ron. 
On the hindwings the spots near the margin are very large and elongated, 
normal. 

■'o reran 

ab. nigroundulata Titsche. Verb.wool. -hot. Ges. den. (1934/19 
.'dong the outer margin of the forering,from costa to inner margin.tn _ 

O cr o A --s . <-’4. 0. (5), 
runs 

black toothed line,formed by the joining up of the marginal roots, 

ab.fasciata Gloss. Int.Ent. 2.1916.10.p.39"40. 
spots,in part,flowing together into transverse stripes. T»V 

J.U0 

ab. bif asciata Lempke, rijdschr, Ent. 1351.104, p. 137. 
Die antedisoal and postaiscal spots of the forewings are distinctly enlarged and 
form two bands in which the spots are separated from each other by the pale 
nervures. 
This must be very similar to the preceding,possibly a little more extreme. 

ab. centfistriata Lempke, rijdschr. Ent. 1351.104, p. 137.pl. 9. f.2. 
On the forewings the diecal row of spots is composed of short black streaks by the 
lengthening of the spots 

ab. bipartita Cockayne. Ent. tec, I9pl. 63.p. 2o4. pl, 8. f» 9. 
The basal part of the forewing almost .as far as the discocellular nervure is devoid 
of markings; there are two black dots just internal to the discocellul ... srvure 
and external to it* are some short inter neural black streaks and external to .them 
is a distinct black fascia running from the costa to the inner mrgdn crossed by 
pale nervures; there is a row of black spots along the termen with some black scales 
running inwards from them and a black interneural streak near the apex, file hind1 i _ 
has no markings except the black discoidal spot and some very small dots along the 
margin. 

ab.nigricosta Cockayne. Ent. Pec, 1951. o; , i 

'There is a black line along the costa from the - rtemedian to tie subanical ipot. 

ab. c ?t - Lgt . La 1 illioi , ;v.M , 5 c. Snt. ’am. 1 , . .18. 
On the forewing the costa,apex and upper half of the termer-,including fringe,is 
smoky-black. 
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OOiT. jlilUo .', lubricip ed a Lin ,, 

ab.edelsteni Taras. Tin torn. 1937* 7^» ’• 203»pl»4. f, 6. 
rowing with cream ground,the dark sp 3 is very much reduced; the istal 

of costa,th-3 entire termen and distal two thirds _f the iaaor margin -.i 
continuous fuscous border,broader at the apex; fringe fuscous ’ edged . -ith 
Hind ing hite,termen narrowly fuscous. Abdomen orange rith lit ,1 trace 
dorsal black spots. 

t o third 
th a 

iol - , 
of the 

ao.raargiii.estria.ta -Ceager. Bull. 3oc. lit.franca.I>:d7»f• 41 . 
On the forewings the costa is smoky- black in the apical area and on V o u; >er 
of the outer margin,as in ab. costa-nigra Lamb.B sides is,along the entire edge 
of the marginal border,there is a black interrupted line formed by striae placed ra¬ 
the inter neural ace s,all parallel with the veins. These striae, - % rs, ir 
and narrower from the apical angle to the internal angle,beginning on the /lag 
■ : elf a d iding d th internal third of the fringe. 
The main character,by the name,would be the short marginal rays. Tie form .iced not 
necessarily have the costa-nigra character. 

/ 

ab. haggetti Cla3 sey. 1 itoi i.1947. 80.p„ 146.pl.2. f. 2. 
^brewings pale cream ’ savily spotted with blackish-brown,t] . costa ontir Tg 
blackish-brown,the subcosta rale ere.. ;, nearly to apex; fcerme i bet jen r ins 1 .. . 
with broad biacki’sb-bro i band,3 mm. in width,intersected by pale cream veins, 
band extended inward bet /een veins p ana 6 to- I’iira. and between veils 6 and ~j to 
10mm.; space between dorsum and vein 1 pale cream with the excepts.-on oi .... blackish- 
brown - t at 2/3; fri ige blackisfo-bro n. Hi doings de cream,nor tal 3 tt3 
enlarged,lightly speckled distally with blackish-brown; fringe blackish-brown 
except on dorsum. 
The figure shows the margins of the forewing radiated with thick blackiii bars, 
to of them much longer than the rest,one near the costa ,the other at the tornus, 
which link uo with spots in the median area of the ■/ing. 

ab.basistriata Cockayne. Ent. lee. 1331.op.' .26p.pl.r ,f, 10. 
On the forewing there is a black streak along the costa,a black streak filling the 
basal portion of the cell,a thin black streak just below the median nervure,and 
a black dot between the median nervure and the point of origin of 'nervure 2; there. 
is also a black streak along the inner margin; there is a well marked fascia in 
the middle of the wing and the usual dots at the apex and near the teimen are well ■ 
marked.Dn the hindwing the discoidal spot is large and black and there is a large 
spot between nervures 5 and 6. 

ab. godarti Oberthur.Lep. Comp. I896.20.p.37 • Barrett 2.p1, 77* f. If* 
Etudes Ent.20.ol» 12.f.. .19-20. Leo. Comp. $.pl. 122. f. 108^-6. 

= alb ir amis Strand. Lep. Cat. 1919» Arctid.p. 188. (nom.pro ab, % Hamps. Lep. Fhal. 3»P* 272 
Oberthur's first mention of the name godarti was for the figure in Barrett hie1'. 
should therefore be the type. He figures several forms oi it in the Etudes Ent. 

” ~ '—* * # 

and Lep.Conn, awd. w."; t-u.t th; fijm- i* i: . * ’ , Fat.Lc , . 1.37*’ '* 
most extreme of the 
lias named albiramis, 
th : n . le ” godarti" in 

range. This figure is obviously Hampson’s "ab. 3.M which ‘Strand 
This can be separated if desired but since Bberthur gave 
honour of Godart it would seem somewhat r >intl to give it 

another .name. 
he figure in Barrett, the1-first mentioned, by 
T ! bl ick spots linking together to form ray 

. 1 3d i vein , uid br x s’ 31 r 
.a tec iara ic s.; t c ta has 1 ; si ic 

: trgi 1. Th : n 1 uld . 
ab,; •'alkerii hi which 'he margins of th - 

Oberthurjina;r be described as having 
, e eci ily 'in th - ia.i s,rea of tl 3 

1 h i t Lv . ' 313 
3 break3 aid t) are i - .. vf:h v j 
to be bran iti ial to v :tr 1 

ar< al : .■ blacks led. In th . ... snt 
’orm the margins are not s 3. only the lomal small marginal 
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•■'I. lubrici . a Li i, 

ab. walkerii. Curtis. 
The most extreme of. 

it. Ent* 1$: f ... b pi* . 
the streamed or rated forms, 

(f L .. krr 
lave 

a. 77 1 0 •» 9 

collection it] hich fc . fi ur L k.rr f- . 
On the forewings the outer margin, is broadly bordered ith bit 
cm; veins, [his bl ick area reaches into the cream ar .. i t 

ae median vein almost to 
ith a 

ream spots separating the blade ;.u 
in the median area. T\o liiidvm.-m 

the inner mar pin.alon ■ —> j o the edges oi 
u:lc sxtreme edge of ‘tie costa right down to the base 
subco stall 
black ' 
normal 

•% 'There are five 
black which edges the vein.; 

.ck into; 

4-UfT> V. 
\j, Oo. 

.ire moi'v 

1) - ■ •• '■ 
‘-.on r 

or 1: 

- by ■ 
i 

Jahrb. Tass.Ver. Cat.1' 
Jahrb. 1 Ty.ss, Ver.1 Ta 1.1 T 

ab.paucipuncta "kick „ 

Po'rewing with only a few small 
area before thw margin quite unmarked 
divided,otherwise unmarked* 

o •' • 
J - 

t 
\~. 

'SO 
"Ltl 7 k* v 

r /u {corrected -go men-ona^-tri. 
' over the mi/1 "!■; nt ;;,i. .vio. bre 

indwing with a central spot,which is 

■ b, p o s timpuncta Van Wisselingh. Snt. 3 r. . 0 L. 1, 
Hiidwinpe without black snots* 

OC\ 
1 a _) „■ <3 

nf- 1 7 -n n ;S iP .. S O/# - . y — 3 - / « _ » ■- -* • 9 

o ..O **-• fN ab.apicistrigata Kardakoff. 3 it.Hitt. 192f 
rewing with only a row of thin black streaks at the ape c, ise c 1 t 

without marking. Hindwing pure white,withput central spot. The 9 ha b c $ ■11- 
black spots on the hindwing in the apical area. 

ab. unipuiicta Strand. arch. [ath..og.lTaturv. lbOp.'O. j . ^n.riata. og. ’’aturv. l 
i the hinds 5 ig only the central spot is present, rhich is of normal 

ab. uni iota >eranne. (nam.preoc. Strand. ) Lamb ill ionea 1. „ 0 „ . 
On the forewing there is only one minute spot,placed near the .costa in 

•t. The character b. cos ta~: ii r i s f it, larkened on the co 
on fie outer -margin. 

upper 
but noi 

eta L . d il 15 i.. o p __ ■ . 3 o.JS f m jf . , &S.-2-2 ■ 
i if— in, -m o.evoa o: ■ore- mg wit a on 

,, 'veiys-»1a.7l' ’ , ' ’»<■ /3-e cJ/sc . -r • ■ . 
- _ - oh *€ . . • - — ' " 

. ro . ma !cl: laid - P 1 »1 :.Pi >. 1 1 ^ 0*0 
a - , o o . c 

o fh 
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V- £ 
Spilosoma Stephen 3. 

lutea HufnaJgel. ' rl. fag.l766.2.p.412. 
-- 1 abridged a auct. nec.Linnaeus. 

b rrs li >n 1 ' r 13 

Lutea Hufnagel. typical form •—• the male tinged with orange-yellow,the female 
creamy- hite tingad with yellow.Forewings with a few black dots on costa and iune 
margin and some smaller ones near apex,hindwings with black discoi ... .. f 
or two near anal angle. 

tb. albescens Lemplce. TijdscI r. 3.1961, , .1 1. 
Female form with the ground colour very pale?whitish-yello 
Apps n , t3 ■ ■ al female. 

ab. hipperti Lambillion. Itev.Mens. 3oc. Hht. Liam, 1906. p. 22. 
' 13 ' b! fch ■ -■ al - r ill ow-wl 2 b grc 1.1 f bh ? 1 . 

a’o. unicolor TTomberg. Bull. 3oc. Ent. France. 1907.p. 71. 
Female with the yellpow-orange ground colour of the male,even brighter, Ihe forevin, 
deeper coloured on costa,outer margin and on nervure Xb, A small black >ot at bb 
base of costa on the right wing,otherwise without any trace of the usual spots of 
t ; typical isle, Hindwings paler,without spots. 

ab. brunnea CCckayne. Ent. dec. 19f 1.63. u 2:Vp# 
The ground colour of the wings, thorax and abdomen is brown, the markings normal. 

ab.paupera Hoffmann. Int. Ent. 1.1911. p. p. 2-7. 
= semiunicolor Vorbrodt. TTitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges. 1917.12. p. 493. 
Forswings normally marked and coloured but the hindwing upperside lacks all trace 
of spots,it is therefore completely yellow without marking. 
Vorbrodt’s semiunicolor had the markings of the hindwings absent on the upper side, 

3 underside showing only the discoidal spot. 

ab. denigra ba Schultz. Ent. Z. 1909. 22, p. lop. 
The bl ick spots fail on all ing 3 :c p b a al bh - c e ta 
near the base. Described from 9. 

ab.fasci&ta Tugwell.Eaton. 189 27. p. 96. (fig.p,2 "g. f. 4. . 
i %Guiart.f| ev. Mens. > 3. Int. Iam.1 09. . ~J_74- 

On the forewing the postmedian row of black spots are considerably increased in 
size and. united with each other bo form a clear broad fascia which does not run. 
to the apex of the wing but curves, to reach the middle black spot on the costa. 
Hindwings with a similar fascia. 

- ••••—1-b  3?———1-i—i—i f \   p _d ...__• b_I   : j  
■ fs .. : f. 'd/fn-,—lug-eH. # dU——wwn fuf.. w■■ ;n-.s 

ab.namurioa 3trahd* (nom. nov. pro fascia ta Durrane. ) Lon CL.t. 1313. .a-ctid.p. l6. 
- 2 o ta Dufrane. (nom.preoc, Tugwell. ) Sev.H-nv).'lvb. ; n, f . L g . . . 

Forewing with a black curved fascia intersected by pale veins running from th 
inner margin to the central costal spot,not to the apex; the black margin..! spots 

CL , 

~Ads- •■•Quid appear to bs little—:I if war not from dsdr-tr~:—fug nfl: out sind.—she 
•Vf-d -ing-; ..r n .witiorod lb is ;-'X 's-vb—f .■■■ 7—-r-.. v a—g..—-wt- 
-—" - • . ^>'/^rs ft. c > 7Zyw-eT7 Ay ,/*$ 





i ... Hufnagel. continued. 
( o. 2. 

ab. benesignata Lempke. Ent. tec. 1948. 60. p. 4. 
aracterized by the row of strong black submarglnal hind’ -ings and . 

row of rattier strong black spots from the inner margin to apex of the for ©wings; 
the other markings are typical. Somewhat like, eboraci Tugwell but less strongly 
marked and lacking the black costal streak on the costa and inner margin which is 
a prominent feature of eboraci. 

ab. eboraci Tugwell, Entom, 1894.2~J, p. 2QJ fig’. 2. .and p. 206. 
The forewings show a strongly developed line of markings from the middle of the 
inner margin to the apical tip of the wing. The figure shows besides this row of 
somewhat elongated spots,a long black streak on the costa and another along the 
inner margin. The row of spots is not curved as in fas data Tugwell but runs in a. 
straight line from inner margin to apex,there are however remnants of the curved 
band in the form of one or two black spots near the costa* Hindwings with a row 
of wll-developed subma.rginal spots. 

ab,intermedia Standfuss. Handbuca Pal. Gross-Schnett. 1896. p«g . 1, 3.f.ll , 12. 
Intermediate between the typical form and ab.zafirna Stoll.There is no description 
and Standfuss credits Bang-Haas with the authorship. The figures are good and show 
the male with strong,but rather thin,black streaks from the middle of the forewing 
out to the margins*two long black streaks on the costa from the base almost to the 
apex,and two similar ones dong the inner margin. The hinddngs show a row of 
submarginal grey spots. In the female figure the marginal streals are much less 
developed and the black costal streaks shorter,as are -those on the inner margin. The 
hindwings however are much more radiated,having a wide greyish border intersected 
by pale veins. 

[ ab. hartigi Dannehl. Ent. 2.1928. 42, p. 88. 
t Air extreme form of fasciata Tugwell in which the spots of the fascia on the forewizg 

are drawn out into more or less thick radiating streaks - a parallel with the ab. 
I walkeri of lubricipeda(menthastri), These examples have on the costa a broad black 
| stripe from the inner costal spot to .the base of the -wing. 

Tills would seem to be very near the preceding intermedia but less advanced towards 
zatima Stoll,since the black costal stripe is shorter,only stretching from the 
first or lowest costal spot down to the base whereas in intermedia it travels praet! 
ically the whole length, of the costa. The hindwings are not mentioned. 

ab. medio cine ta Goclk rne. Ent. ?fon. Mag’. 1948. 84. p. 26p. pi. E f.l^-lb. 
I On the forewing the median area is partially filled by two bands of longitudinal 

interneural black streaks,which do not extend out jrds beyond the discocellul . 
I nervure. Ktore rarely the black ak sxtend across the median area and form a 
I singl broad band. Tiers are no markings at th 3 and external to the disc the 
[ only markings are an oblique row of very small apical streaks and «, few minute .'lots 
Inear the margin. Hindwing with a large discal pot and a ssrie ’ broad bl 
rinterneural streaks. 

ab. zatima Stoll, (in Cramer). Pap.Exot.i78l.4. ,182. . 
!'■= radiatus Haworth. Trans.Ent, 3oc.Lond. 1812,l,p. 336. 

The figure shows the forewing blackened on all three mar '. 1 .'d _ the or 1 '. 
[yellow ground only in the disc and down to the base, fie outer margin is intersect 
Iby prominent yellow veins givi ; r uHiated appearance,!’ 3 black ra i ti . 
. t’-.e rHoe discal area in the form of streaks.Hindwings entirely blackenec with 
tlie veins strikingly prominent in yellow,the fringes yellow. Thorax yellow,the 

■ abdomen dark yellow,heavily ringed with, black except th ti h is ' How, 
, •■'vh ' wdi.w ’ for ring black with large lob -shaped a .. th v 

[yellow. The hindwings are not mentioned but fortunately we have hi 1 ty 
are black with yellow veins as in zatima 8to11. 





lutea Hufn. td Led. 

ab. Frisia T Culler. Int. Ent. -3.1926.20. >. 150. 
The abdomen as well as the thorax remain, completely yellow-brownish as in th ; 
typical form whilst the colour and pattern of the wings are as in zatima Stoll 
which however has a black abdomen. 
The figure by Stoll shows the abdomen dark but not black as Puller states. Chere is 
every degree of variation in the abdomens of zatima from very light yellowy/ith 
short black dorsal bars,to deep yellow,with complete blacks rings. In my opinion, 
frisia is unworthy of separation from zatima. 

ab.desehangil Depuiset. Bull. So c* Ent* France .1883*1.L C 3/111. 
= desehangei‘Depuiset. , Joe.] t. 1 me .1886. ,283.pl.4.f. 
Depuiset’s first description was "an aberration of zatima Stoll which has become 
entirely melanistic." 
mis second description,together with coloured figure,is in more detail.The fuscous 
black of zatima has completely invadec^ all four wings,the veins remaining finely 
pale. The extreme tip of the abdomen,the head and thorax,alone remaining paler, 
but not so yellow as in normal zatima. 
The very fine coloured figure shows the wings completely brownish-black with the 
veins extremely finely yellow. Fie thorax and tip of the abdomen are brownish- 
yellow, the rest of the abdomen brownish-black,the same as the ings. 

ab. totinigra Seitz. 1 Tacrolep. 1310.2. p. Op, pi. 15 row. A. as unicolor. 
= unicolor Staudinger, (in litt. ) 
A form of zatima in which however the thorax is also blackened. This form was sold 
by Staudinger as ab. unicolor,a name already used by Homberg for a female lutea 
with the orange colour of the male,so Staudinger1s dark form requires another name 
3eitz is quite right in naming this form but zrong in his remark that unicolor 
Homberg was an "entirely white" form. 

ab.marginata Cockayne. Hat. dec. 19pl. 63. p. 26i.pl. S.f.ll, 
A modification of zatima Stoll.On the forewing the costa,a bi id band along the 
terraen, and the inner margin are pale smoky-buff with no black between the nervures 
as there is in the rest of the wing. Tie hindwing has all the inter neural spaces 
completely filled with black and the nervures are pale buff as in zatima. Tie 
smokiness of the border of the forewing is caused by a powdering of black scales. 
The underside of both fore and hind-zings is like that of zatima. 

ab.venosa Cockayne, ‘lit. iec.ldpi. o3*p. 263. 
The round colour of the wings,especially the hiridwing,is suffused with gre n 

lilac and the nervures are darkened. 

[; ab. suffusa Cockayne* 
Tne ground colour of. 

scalesj the hindwing 

lilt. lee. 1931. 63.p*2op.pl. 1. ",12. 
' both fore and hindwings is smoky, due to a powder in 
is less dusky,being more lightly dusted. 

of bla **v 

ab. nigrita Mannes. Int.Ent. :3.1929.23.p. 317. fi< , 
IForewings,from the outer margin almost to the middle,broadly black cuffused,only 
a few small spots of the yellowish ground colour remaining;. Tie hindvin-p irregul¬ 
arly marked with black spots. 

ab. us tula Krulikowsky. Bull. Soc. ?Iat.Mosc. 1893. b.p. 34. 
Tie upper angle of the fCrewing, and the thorax ,blackish. 

i ab. laxi Draudt. Seitz Macrolep. 1931.2. Suopl. .80. (Ent. .1924.37. . 2 
Transitional to us tula ICrul. but only the a'oex of the forewing is grey-brown and a 
few of the black spots of fore and hind-zings are absent. 
Lax described,but did not name,this form in Ent. Z,37»P« ' in a similar but more 
detailed way.Draudt credits Lax with the authorship but I can. find no further 
note by Lax so Draudt becomes the author. 





Phraginatobia otephenp 
S. 4/. 

p. 1. 

fullginosa Linn. 3yst. Mat. 1758. Ed. . T). 

aberra.tional forms etc. 

1 fuliginosa Linn, typical form — the forewings more densely scaled than in the 
subsp.borealis from Scotia I,and the hindwings showing a greater extent of red. 
EngLand and Ireland,brewings darl with blac pots,hi ing 

I macules (nigro-maculatis}. 

| ab, aurantiaca Cockayne, Ent. Hon.: tag. 1948,84, p, 26p, 
I iU.1 the red colour on both fore and hindv.dngs is x*epl&ced by orange,which becomes 

deeper in tint towards the inner margin and fringes of the hind -in -s. 

ab.brunnea Lempk ■ . Eos. 1944,20.p.39-pl-l-f- 11 & 17. 
Ground colour of the forcings clear brownish,much paler than in the typical fora 
Hindwings with a row of black spots along the outer margin, figured in Hubner 
Samral.Eur. Schmett. 2, f. 143. but as a rule the forewings are paler. Ilie form lacks t 
blackish tint of fuliginosa and the reddish tint of the "rufescens” group. 

ab.brunnea-marginata Lempke. Eos.1944,20, o. f ip > -- « — < 
Ground colour of the forewings clear brownish,hindwings with a complete black 
submarginal hand. 

ab, bru inea-intarmedia Lempke. Eos. 1944.39-P- 39* pi- 1. f. 9» 
Ground colour of the forewings clear brownish,hindwings black with a red triangle 
at the inner margin. 

ab.bruimea.—pseudooorealis Lempke. Eos, 1944,20. 0.39- 
Ground colour of the forewings clear brownish,hindwings black with a narrow stripe 
of red along the inner margin. 

ab. ruf escens Lempke. Eos. 1944.20. g 33- 
Ground colour of the forewings retMish-brown,hindwings with 
al smote, figure in Esper Eur, Schmett. 4.pi. 80. f. 2. 

row of black submar i 

ab. intermedia Tutt. Ent. Eec. 1904,1.6. p. 63. 
Forewings distinctly reddened with denser scaling and well separated t dn soots. 
Hindwings less uniformly coloured than in the northern race borealis,the red inner- 
marginal patch extending from the inner margin along the base of the disc-id al cell 
and the nervure that runs thereupon to the middle of the outer margin,and cutting 
back at the black inner marginal band to the anal angle,thus forming a roughly 
triangular red basal patch. 
Tutt named this form as being intermediate between the dark hindwinged northern 
race (which he regarded as the typical, fuliginosa of Linn, land more southern forms 
with little black on the hindwings. 

pub. mar ginata Tutt. Ent. ■iec.l904.lb. p, 64. 
Forewings as in intermedia Tutt, distinctly reddened. Hindwings with a tendency for 
red colour to spread over the costal and central areas,leaving a distinct black 

|«qaTgmal band!.,and the red of the fringes to be carried forward? encroaching on the 
•black of the band but not sufficiently to break up the continuity.In short the form 
4has a black marginal band on otherwise red hindwings. 
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fuliginosa Linn, continued o. 

ab. approximata Tutt. Ent. tc. 1904. lb. 
clara Sibille. Laj»b.l9?7.'2;/.n, 74. , . 

A southern counties form with narked tendency for the- marginal-’b:*nd of /mid .logo to 

b© broken into distinct spats.,in entire difference between fore and hind’ lugs 'din t l ' 

Forawings ruddy,densely scaled. Hind rings rose-red,the colour of. the fringes,the r d 
on the extreme Masdbrtargin developed 30 as to harrow and break up die ilack line - 
marginal band into a row of isolated marginal spots,the nervure forming the lo /er 

edge of the discoidal cell,and its branches,black. 
Described as a race from the southern counties of England but it is not constant. 

The main character would seem to be the broken up marginal band of the hindwing 
which t u forms a row of isolated snots. Sibillds clara laid the black 

the bindings broken up into five spots,so is a synonym. 

.3 14. , p. 
For swings red /ith only tlie slightest tint of brown and therefor of Cl; ter hue 

than, that of the hind-rings. Hindwings not of the "spotted” type as in futt’s tyoic.. 

approximata but with a continuous black band along the hind-margin. The darkest hind¬ 
wing form of approximata. 

Lempke appears 'to take 'the colour of the forewings a3 'the chief character of Tutt’s 
approximata,not the broken-up band of the hindwings. In my opinion one cannot have 

an approximata with a continuous band, since it is not approximata at all. Tutt 

states,before describing approximata,that in our southern comities the tendency 
for the marginal band to be broken up into spots is more marked,the main features 

being —;the above description then follows. 

ab. approximata-intermedia Lempke. Hjdschr. 3nt.1961.104.p.lpl. 
Forewings reddish,without brown tint,hindwings black with a triangular red area 
along the inner margin. 

ab. tyoica-narginata Lempke. Eos. 19-14.20.p. 3l°’.pi. 1. f. 3» 
Forewings dark brown as in the type,hindwings with a complete black 

band, figured by Barrett pl#73.f. 1. 
Lsmoke uses the name "typica” because this form belongs to what is 

accepted 

however used ”typica" 

suonx: mill; 3 

lerallv now 

as typical fuliginosa,and distinct from the northern borealis. Tut '"t 

to denote the borealis .scCure under the impression that oor ai 
was the Linnaean fuliginosa,because he used the second description by Linnaeus in 

i’aun. Suec, l~]ol„ 2nd. Ed, 308. Tne first description however must b: 

the hindwings show more red. Lempke regards specimens wmch hav< Pie black of" the 

hindwings broken up into spots as 
-"hindwings red wid 

ie typical f uligi/10 /a: the Linnaean description 

bears pus out. 
use; tf tirpioa 1 or it 

-o ' 

■•/hen rutt nas 

o~ 

it is unfortunat 

1reqdy used it for borealis. 
h bl ■.ok snots'.' he 

kb.tvoica-intermedia Lempke. Eos.1944.20. 

Fore d Lg . dark bro1 r i,hi 11 rings oi ly showm; 

38', pi. 1. f»2. 

• a red triangle at. lie i. vi rc uc• ;.i i. 

. seudoboi li Lem . ios, 1'; d - , , . . •!. 1, 1. 
....... hi lcx it? ial3 trd :* red al 

a •••••• -gin. In appearance very similar to subsp.borealis 3t.gr. 

lab. obscura Obra&tsov. Feastschrift Strand. 19' S.l,p. . . 
forewing,including fringes,darker blackish-brown ’than usual.Hindwing variable, 
sometimes like intermedia Tutt which shows only a. triangle of red at the inner 
margin, sometimes with a row of black spots in 
Lempke restricts the name to examples with t 

of the intermedia type(showing only a red triangle 

d : larsin and thus showing more rea. 

lore'.rings very O u 

cl C* ie 

dark and t 

Inner margin). 

hind' rxn ■: 

ab.lutescens Ltosley. fat. Journ. 189.8.7*p. 118. pi.21.f. 

= flavida Obert’uir, Bull. Soc.IDit. France. 1901. o. 273. 
= intermedia-flavida. Tutt. Ent. Dec. 1904. Is. p. 64. 
F flavescens Schultz. Ent. 1.1909.22. p, 184. 

= ochracea Hotowkycki. Folsk.Pismo Ent, .18. 
..Tie hindwings yellow instead of red. 
Bbertliur*s figure,and Schultz’s description,give the body as yellow also. 





fuliginosa Lima, continued, p.D. 

ab. salmonicola L 0 Eos, 1944. to. p.: 42. 
The ground colour of the handlings salmon. 

ab.totirubra Vorbrodt. Schmett, Schweiz. 1914, 2, , 
On the hindwings ever7 trace of 
abdomen,are unicolorous red. 

-U'U ^ 
oilc black bands fails,so that the ring's, ana also the 

ab. raid l Lerapk , Eos.l944.20.p.45.pl.l.f.j>. 
On the hindwings the basal part,up to the twin-spots,is scaleless 
transparentj the twin-spots clearly marked; along the outer margin a 
fringes red, sharply contrasting. 

,nd coriel etely 
black band,the 

ab, mediofasciata Lempke, Eos, 1944, 20, p. 41, fig, p. 
Hindwings red,with a black band along the outer margin, and a blackish central band 
containing the twin-spots,from the base outwards to the marginal band. 
The figure shows a broad blackish longitudinal fascia reaching from the base 
across the middle of 
blacker. 

the wins to join the outer marginal band which appears muon 

f 0 
- 9 — a 9 

the 
ab. obliterate. Lempke, Tijdschr. Ent. I9ol. 104. p, 102,pi. 11 
On the hindwings all black markings absent or nearly so,with the exception of 
two discal spots. Abdomen normally spotted. 
The form is very near totirubra Vorbr.,but the body in obliterata Sherds the normal 
black marl-rings. 

ab. disco striata Lempke. Tijlschr.Ent. 1961.104. p. Ipl. 
On the hindwings the two discal spots are connected by a black line which is as 
thick as the two spots. 

o - • *> > 4 C 

ab.kolari Diosaeghy. Verh.J£Ltt. Siebenb.Ver. At. (1933“4) 1935® 83~c4„p. 127. 
I On the forewing near the margin there are 1 to 3 grey-brown or black spots,irreg- 
' ular in shape,which can be separate or slightly connected with each other, fie latter 

case is rarer. 
This joining-up of the spots has been named ab. lineata Hackray,see below. 

ab.lineata Hackray (nom.nov.pro margina'ba Hackray. ) Lamb. 1939* 39* P* 94. 
= raarginata Hackray. (nora. preoc. Tutt. 1904) Lamb. 1938.38. ?• 201. 

[On the forewing there is a well-marked black line,leaving the costa and reaching 
the inner margin yearallel with the outer border. 
This is t he extreme form of the preceding ab. kol&ri and must be very rare. 

' ab. punctata Salerou. Lamb. 1935. 33* p. bb. 
iOn the forewings there is a blackish spot or mark towards the border,opposite the 
| end of the cell. This is in addition to the blackish comma spot at the end of the icell. 

Lempke gives kol&ri -as'a. synonym of this form.I do not agree,since punctata with 
■only the one spot is comparatively frequent,whereas kol&ri with & row of five 

must be extremely rare, /e have no specimen showing more than one spot. 

1'ab.impuncta Lempke, Tijdsclir, 3nt. 1938.81. 3.270. 
Forewing without the black discal spots. 

ab, juncta Lempke. Eos. 1944.20.p.44-. 
I On the forev/ing the two black discal spots are joined by a dark line along’ win 

discoidal nervure. 
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p. fuliginosa Linn, continued. 

ab. furcula Bryk. Knt. Tid.3la*. 192 3,44. p. Il6. 
On the hindwing the veins arising from the upper corner of 
forked at some distance from cell. 

ab. atropha Br/k. Ent.Tidskr.i923. 
On the hindwing the lowest of the 
cell is atrophoid or lost. 

three vein3 arisen .. JL. 
ct U 

ab. antero-fulvescens Le pke. 
Described as an aberration of 
Since there is no reason fhy 

Eos. 1941. 40. p. 09. pi. 1. f 
the subsp.meridionalis 

it should not occur in 

. 1% 
and i 

other 
given here, 
normal clear 

The ground colour of the forevings yellowish 
reddish ineridionalis colour,with large black 

ab. imhof f i Stoecklin. Mitt, Ent. Ges. Basel. (IT. F. ) 1959» 9. P. 10 

ab.pura Lempke. Beaufortia 1964.11. p.145 
Upperside of the abdomen without black spot3. 

the discal cell are 

he lower end of the disc 

ossibly confined to it. 
races the description is 
-brown, the hindwings of 
spots. 

.fig. 



. 



r> a i uligd.no o a 
subsp. borealis Staudinger. I87I. Gat.Ed. 2. •.. 

= fuliginosa Linn.Faun. 3uec,176l.o. 308, 
79. 
(nec. d7 17;>8) 

subsp.borealis Staudinger typical 
hindwings black except inner raargii 

fora — smaller and darker than fuliginosa, 
1, Eie subspecies from Scotland and further 

the 
north 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab.nigrociliata Tutt. Exit. >ec. 1904,1b.p. 62. 
The cilia of the hind rings an intense black instead of the usual rosy-red. 

ab. typica“rufa 'Tutt. Ent. fee. 1904.16. p, 62. 
Forewings,instead of being smoky-red as in typical borealis,are bright deep red, 
approaching the colour of the more southern British forms. 

ab.rufextensa L r :e. Eos. 1044.20. p. 34. 
On the hindwings idle red colour,usually confined to the inner margin,has spread 
over a large part of the wings. 

gen. aest. krugeri iiangnow, Silt. Sundsch. 1935-72, p. 1 
Somewhat 1 ar>•< •onan JL 1 

e~, f~\ <: /8 ;1.1. 7. I me. 10. j 
the German spring generation and more fiery 

Hind ings half,or mostly completely,black^.-zitli a narrower bu 
, J- 

r - -o > . l I r 3 ■, 
brigj.it red margin. 

The black marginal band is never broken up into spots, 
apparently merely a name for the second generation of borealis. I can see no 
particular reason for giving it. 





5. S- 30 

p.l. .Oiacrisia TIubner. 

i Li neus, >yst. rat.3.7p8, 3d.10. « 
“ russula Li us. Jy b. Uat.\jy\ 3! l.I 4 >.plO. 
= vulpinaria Linnaeus. >y Fat. Y] 8. Id. 3 . „ ' . 

aberrational forms etc. 

lio Lion. ~«f.typic 1 rra — for: -.'1 s ■ ~~ 
discoidal spot fuscous. Underside of hindwings Immaculate. 
9 russula — forewings fulvous with red veins,hindwings variegated with black. 

ab.flavida Oberthur. Le?. Gomp.1911. ", (l).p. 84~ 4 
= deroaSata Gloss. Int. Ent.. 1.191&* 10. p. -10. 

Ll the re e >lou2 i< lal sx - d • r placed by pale yellow. )ccurs in 
male and the female. 
31os ' ita . ■ i male rith >ut an r ?o 3 r-r the in ;s, 

. n imraer, Int.Ent. .1934. , . \ ... lorharn l.,f. 3* 
Female-, Fprewings pale ochre-yellow ith bhe c.-G-l-nyo b f. f rrrtv:'; rod-dusted), 
the costa with only a trace of reddish,the veins bl .ol i h-bro n. Find i : 
rellq ith no trace of red tint^fringes pale yellow. In . ranee ■ lik 
the : \ale. 

ab.flav c 3er] r i r. , ien Ent. Ge . . , . . 1. ' . .4 
male, Sround colour of all wings of % decided >chre-yellow, 1 o n 

eell-spot,which are nor ill r red,h rdl - noticeably darker than for ground cole a?,? 
The fringes yell.o' ish. 

ab. anterorufa Lempke. dijd sohr.Ent.19ol. 10--4 .‘.144, 
Female. Tie ground colour of the forewin gs beautifully reddish. 

ab. deool'orata Cockayne, Ent. :ec.l9flo 03, p. "of. 
The rhol 1 the fore and hindwing is pale huff or deep crsain,with no pink ilong 
the costa or on the fri 5 ; disc id il b i ily 1 3 ibtl darken d 1 bl 
rest of the > 'iny. 

fe have the type and there is no pink along the inner margin. 

etb. rube cans ■ . :1: ig >r, Sts. i 1 4- b. 3,3 .. d4 , , 
Male, For ings rith bhe cell-spot red without any of the normal black and the 
marginal! fringes on Id wings ure lot ro'se-red but bright brick-red; the inner 
margin shows an increase of red dusting co 1 1 3 1th r 3 iced black sc !ing.V 
striking are the deep red antennae. 

.c Leta >elahaye. Ju pi.Cat.Lep.Maine-et-Lo.ire.1909*P« 19- 
Forewings with the inner-marginal strip sntir si p red 1 ickins bhe normal black 

x birig. Hi ] Lng ithout black bordering. 

ab. schawerdae Anger. Tbs. Ost.Ent. Ver. l';19. 4. p. 3. 
~ rosea Cockayne. Ent. dec. 1951. :$3«':?• --62, 
Hindwings with a somewhat heavy and uniform red dusting therefore appearing to 
have u beautiful rose-red bloom. 
Cockaynefs rosea had the hindwings suffused ith pi'k, :r mod. dll* .long v.vir- ■ , 



o 

•» . ■» 



sannio Linn, continu3d 

ab.nebulo.3a Bryk. Ent. Tidskr.1923.44. >.115 fig. 114. f. 9a b. 
pindwings unicolorous ashj^-grey-brown, the discoidal 3pot . 
out; between it and the broad marginal band there is only a 3in 
the ground colour. The' figure is cf. 

resul b no t stand \ 
"fused likhtenin,; o 

ab.krausmanni Gerhardinger. ’ts, /ien Snt. Ges.195 .s 
■j0 4 "o l . I 19. 

and 9. Eorewings and thorax unicolorous chestnut-brown,marking! 
any red; the cell-spot just visible but suffused,margin pale mth a silk- sheen. 

Bindwings and abdomen dirty grey,the cell-spot and marginal band only just visil L . 

Strand. Arch.1 Tath. o g 'at. 190' ao. moerens 
= useudoraoerens Strand, (non. nov. pro moerens 

2b. 'o. 29. 
pj. __ n 
o uca- )Len. Gat. 1919, gretid. 41 o 

f: 3 hindwings almost entirely suffused with sooty so that the light ground colour 
[only appears as light spots before the margin,near the co: 
[strand renamed the form unnecessarily. 

Occurs in both <5 

ab. montana Gian 
Rem ale. Similar to the preceding moerens , 

11 have • not seen the original lescription, it /ould appear to be a synonym of moeren..- 

imelaina Gerhardi lg r, t g fien Ent. Ges.E „ VA , d6. 
jForewiig undo rside unicolorous black without any distinct marking; along the 
Rubcostal, is far as the cell-spot,a narrow yellow stripe. Abdorae 1 also bl . ’ g 

Kb. poster of umata Warnecke. Its. 'ien Ent. Ges. 1943. -8.p.l . 
,c form. On the hindwing upper side blackish shading from the base as 
■spot and a broad marginal band. 
Titansitional to moerens jtrand. 

as the cell 

lab. obscura Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p. 14b. 
’Tale. Upperside of the forewings smoky,discal spot and inner margin black; hind’ 'ing 
with the pale part less extensive than normal. 

ab. umbrata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1961.104.p. 14b. 
“ale. lbperside of the forewings with a fuscous suffusion between the discal spot 
bid outer margin.forming a submarginal band reaching from costa to inner margin. 

ab. obsoleta Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 19 1,104, p. 14-6. 
11 black markings on the win ms are present but very feeble. be crib from <$, 

kb,postraaculata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1/91.104.p. 14b. 
Female. On the upperside of the hindwings the black markings consist of only a 
large basal spot ith which the discal spot unites,and a few spots along the oui 
bo 7 •" isk stand quite apart from one another. 
Bie markings in this form are obviously very much reduced. 

K. discolinea Lempke. rijdschr. Gni, 1' bl. 1"'--. 1 . 
The black discal soot on the upperside of the forewings absent; 
on the transverse nervure remains. 

only red line 





sannio Linn, continued p. 

ab.karelica Bryk. Ent. Tidskr. 1923.44.; , lid. 
Male. 3 discoidal .spot of the forewing is entirely red. 

0"7 ab. kreia.i Gloss. Int.Ent. ".,1914. 8. p 
P kreiae Bryk. Ent. Tidskr. 192-3. W.p.ljtj. (nom. nov.pro krejai Glos 
She black marginal band of the hindwings strongly broadened and bh 
of the forewings black-brown instead of red. 
.The description is presumably of female since the d * 
red in the male. 

central spot 

coxdal spot is not constantly 

ab, nigrolimbata Oberthur. Lap. Gomp. 1911.3(1). ’?• 86. fig. Barrett pi, 74. f. 1. 
Hindwings largely bordered with black. Oberthur is naming the figure in Barrett 
which he considered to be the type form of sannio. The figure shows a male with an 
extremely broad and solid marginal band,not intersected by pale nervures. 

ab, lativ it tat,:. 
H indT 7 ings w ith 

Bryk. Ent. Tidskr. 1923. J v , 11 9 
distinct complete,very broad,outer band,in 

interneural spots. 
Differs from the preceding in the band being separated by 

the form of striking 

the pale veins. 

ab. divisa Lerapke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p. 14i. 
•Hindwings with the black marginal band interrupted by pale 
tint as the ground colour. Described from d. 
Little different from the preceding which,however,has the 

nervures 

marginal b 

of the same 

and very broad. 

ab. hilar is Shuler. Schmett.Eur.i906. 2. p.l^ «, 
Spore1 ings much more yellow-toned,without any red, 
greyish and only weakly, developed. 

Hind rings with the marginal band 

-7 / jp -i *U 
* * 9 ky g Lb. iramaculata Oberthur. Lep. Corap, 1911.3. (l).p.86.. fig. Barrett pi. 

idd in which idle hindwings are immaculate or only possess weak traces of the black 
arginal swots. Described from the figure in Barrett which shows the margin 1 

band very pale grey,with the discoidal spot similar. 

I ab. imraarginata ?lapel t. Lit. Ent, 

j= pez^ii iocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. 1014.24,p.lC7. 
lOn the hindwings the black outer marginal band /. axas ils completely and the central 
spot is either completely absent or o.nl r very weakly marked, 
food’s pe mil had the hindwings hardly yellowish,almost Kite,with the 

. i 1 b md and cell-spot c »iplet ly b :ent. The forewings very pale,light yella 
irith light red marking, This would, seem to differ only light! r i co] 
Imraarginata and hardly ; orthy of separation. 

ab. bohemani Bryk. Ent. Tidskr. I.923. 44.p. lip. 
1 The underside of the hindwings with a dark, cell-spot. 6, 
bo •, : ' our British specimens show some sort of discoidal. Bryk gave the name to 
■specimens of the Swedish race,vul iaria Linn.,which he says ill it! jut bhi 

; spot. If this is so,the name does not apply to British examples. 

[ab.vilachi Silbernagel. Acta 3oc. Ent. Bohera. 19 44. 41.p. Ip. fig. 





■0.1. 
-rr S 3/• 

l.ra seraia 'Tu oner „ 

plantaginis Linn. S7st.TTat.i758.3d. 10. 3 1. 
alpicola 3cop. But. !ai L.I763. .2 % 
9 ruf a Tutt. Ent.! :ec,1897. 3. p‘..151. 
cliiasmaphora Pictet. Mitt. Schweiz Str1 L 1 q°,q 17 -*• -* ^ —' • — / ^ /« - /« 

aberrational forms etc. 

plantaginis Linn, topical form —Male with the hind ring j 11 k le red. 
•tost English specimens have the hindwings of varying shades of orahge-yello-7, so 
are not typical. 

ab.ypsilon Pictet. Mitt. Schweiz Bnt. Ges. 1.39« 1?. .. 
formally the apical white marking,forming a rough cross,is joined to th 

Lte horizontal stripe of the inner margin by a thin white line. Inypsilon this 
thin line fails so that the cross marking is completely separated from the stripe, 
appearing as a "T* mark instead of a cross. 

ab. interrupta Schawerda. 7erh.zool.~bot.Ges. 'ien.1910. oO.p. (90). 
On the forewing the white horizontal strioe on the inner margin is interrupted. 

b. impunctata Hofer. Verb., zool.-bot. Ges. 7ien. (1923) 1924.73*P. (!).’. . 
Fae central white soot of the forewing fails completely. ft 

md 1 'cl ’ingenschuss. Verli. zool.-bot* Ges. i 7, . • 1 -;..' 7. 
For ewihgs,except for the white central spot and a basal streak,as far as the middle 
of the wing,black. Outwards from there it is whitish-yellow except for a few small 
black spots on the margin. Hindwing from base to just beyond middle,black.Outwards 
from there to the margin,yellow. 
Fie figure is most striking, showing the basal half of both wings black and the 
outer half li fit. 

ab.matronalis Freyer. ' "eu 3eitr.l84p.3.p. 37.pl. 405. 
o' and 9 form. Hindwings black, the only yellow present being at the margin in the 
form of spots or a thin band,the normal submargin al spots are swallowed up by the 
increase of black. Forewings with the white pattern somewhat restricted and the 
inerrmnarginal white stripe not connected with the apical pattern. Thorax and 
body darker than usual. 
Prayer figures both typical and hospita forms of this aberration. Tutt ho -ever 
has divided them into three colours - bright yellow being Freyer*s matronalis, 
pale yellow being* flava-matronalis Tutt,and wliite, alba-raatronalis Tutt. 

| cT ab. flava-matronalis Tutt. Snt.: Cec. 1897. 9. p. 191. 
As the preceding matronalis but the ground colour pale yellow instead of bright 
yellow on the hindwings. 
•j ^ 

9 ab. rufa-raatronalis Tutt. Ent. tec. 1897. 9. p. 191. 
As the preceding matronalis but the ground colour of the hindwings red. 

o' ab. lutea-obsoleta Tutt.Ent. fee. 1897. 9.P. 191.pi.P.f. 1. 
- raetzeri Schawerda. Verb.zool.-bot. Ges.Wien.1906.56.0.239. (nom.withdi 

Jahresb. 'ien Ent.Ver. 1907.17.?. 67 by author.) 
! Hindwings bri^it yellow, the dark streaks normally in the centre of the wing* 

almost obsolete, 
;• Schawerda withdrew the name raetzeri.after stating that it was identical with 

Tutt’s lutea-obsoleta. He then used the sane name again for a totally diifersnt 
form of hospita,with all wings completely black. 





o.^ ila.ii b... inis Linn. continued. 

(S. ab. flava-obsoleta Tutt. Ent. Pec. 1897* 9* P* 191*pl* P*1. 
Hindwings pale yellow,the dark streaks in the centre almost obsolete. 

Putt. Ent.' tec. 1897.9. P. 191. Q, ab. rufa-obsolei 
Hind rings red,the dark streaks in the centre almost obsolete. 

ab.flavoradiata Schawerda. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges.' 7ien„1908. 18, p. (29). 
Hindwings blackened as in matronalis but only showing two yellow longitudinal 
streaks running out from the base,of /hich the upper (shorter) one lies in the 
middle cell. 

ab. atrescens Cockayne, Ent, dec. 1951.63*p.2bC.pl. 8. f. 9. 
Forewi : '.sen black with an oval cream coloured streak near the b* die other 
pale markings obsolescent with their edges ill-defined;thev 
very small spots on the left wing and only one on th 

7 O v* .O reduced to four 

black. Hie fringes are orange,the thorax blacl 
right O 

die 
Hinds■ ings ontirely 

execution of the red collar 
and the cream base to the tegulae. 
Cm even more extreme form than matronalis freyer 

ab. subalpina Icha-erda. Verb. zool, -bot. Css. ien. 1906. p9.p. 239. 
"ale. Hind-Tinge with the base completely black showing only a marginal yellow band 

with two black submarginal spots. 

a, h rociliata Schau erda, Verb. 200I. -bot. Ges, 1,1 , . ). 1 
■j and 9 form, Hne fringes, of the wings black. 

ab. insulata Siegel, Int, Ent. Z. 1920,14. • 1. J2 

female form. In the lower part of the broad black band mer margin, a.t the 
anal angle of the hindwings,there a : lore or less large separated spot of the 
red ground colour,which is very striking 

ab, ni .ncosta 
forewing witn 

- GocI * , 
4*V) o 
OJ !• -/ 

1991 • 63• P, 292.pi. 
e costa black, the only li fit markings are a streak whole of th 

running from the base, tie discoidal spot and two marks near the termen,th 
Oj. the winy is black. Hindi ring normal. 

ab, henrichoviensis Schultz. Ent. 8,1904,18,p. 85,fig. 
Male form. A strong reduction of the black markings of both wings, fore-.-ings 
predominantly creamy white; of the black marking there only remains the black 
surround to the large white middle costal spot and narrow black dusting along the 
base of the costa ana along the outer margin; there are two. black marks along the 
inner margin,one towards the base,the other near the tornus. Hindwings as the 
for swings with the ground colour pr ©dominating, the black markings reduced to one 
or two basal streaks and a fine black marginal band, the normal subniarginal spots 
fail completely, 'Hie ground colour of the hindwings is dark yellow,belonging to 
the typical form, 

..This same form,combined :ith hospita,has been lamed ib. albidior by Heinrich. 

4Lj 

a.b, confluens Schawerda. Merh. zool.-bot. Ges.’ 'ien.IfOo. bo.-o, 2 41 
Male and female form, fprewings with 'the longitudinal and transverse stripes broad 
ened and confluent so that there is little black left between them$sometimes 

the forewina also confluent with the white middle spot oj 
Described as. an ab, of the subsp. f loccosa Grass,, but may veil occur in other races. 

ab.ruhrocostata doss, Int,Ent. ZlJlJ. 8. 
female form. On the.forewing the costa is deep red,instead of yellowish,matching 
the colour of the hindvin* 





p. 3. plantaginis Linn. continued. 

ab. schawerdae Heinrich, Int. But. Z, 1917• U*p. 71 * 72.fig. 
Male form, 111 the white-yellow of the fore-rings and yelloi r markings- of t’ .e hind¬ 
wings- are suffused with sm0k7-blackia.ii; the fringes blackened. Heacl/flora e :, f 
abdomen,except its tip which is yellow,are black; there are suffused black-iah 
stripes along the sides of the abdomen, the yellow weakly visible. 

ab. confusa Staudinger. in Peutti,Lep. li'aun. Bad 1.I898. ,51, 
The description in Seitz says the fore.rings are dull black with impure yello*- 'i sh 
markings; in the outer area these do not form the "X" shaped pattern but there is „ 
short apical band and in front a parallel transverse band which does not unite 
with the white horizontal inner-marginal band. Hindwings impure grey-yellow /ith 
diffuse black markings in which the three spots before the margin merge, 
I have not seen the original description. 

ab.pallida Bchonfeld. Int,Bnt. Z. 192/, 19.p. 10, 
Male form. Distinguished by its dull coloration; the normal black has 
grey-black md on -the hindwings the light yolk-yellow is replaced by 
muddy o cl ire-yellow. 

given way 
a lighter 

to 

ab. gr&dli Mayer. Zts. Ost. Bnt. Her. 1921( June). 6.0.26, 

= lambillionii Derenne. dev.'tens. 3oc,Bnt."“am. 1921 (Oct, ). 21. p. 37* 
Porewing ground colour milk-white or straw yellow,the normal markings only 
in ochre colour,very weakly but somewhat stronger towards the apex:; the costa and 
inner margin also somewhat stronger. Hind /ings cinnamon,the markings in a somewhat 
darker tone weakly showing. Dio rax milk-yellow, collar* cinnamon-red, abdomen red it! 
dorsal stripe cinnamon. 
Phis would appear to be a pure albino,there being no black pignent present. 

remiefs lambillionii seems also to be an albino. .Hie description says the fore¬ 
wings ground colour whitish-yellow,the black markings replaced by yellow-ochre. 
Hindwings pale red with the basal area yellow-ochre instead of black as am L - 
the spots and outer border, abdomen red with the dorsal line yellow-ochre instead 
of black. 

ab.rondoui Oberthur. Bull. 3oc.ant.Prance. 1911.P.3H* (fig.Lep. Comp, .pi.12/. a 10 
Male. Porewings creamy with a few vestiges of blackish spots at the costa and 
apex, Hindwings yellow with . fs blacld larginal ark , 

ab. flava Putt. - -t. dec. 1897.9. x 1- 1. 
o' form. Hindwings pale yellow, not bright yellow as in the typical form „ 

3pa leems hardly necessary. 

ab.fulva ittig. i, i i 3 ,B; it. .-Jj 1 mac} .1889. . 12. 
d form. Hindwings vivid yellow-red. 
Decription, from 3eits,I have not seen the original. 

ab. laemmei":runni Obert 3iur. I p. .1911.5(1)* *8 , (fig,Lep. C to.6, l.lZ/.f.lQC -l] 
’orra. hiiid rings on the upper side tinte< it) red and liowing 

underside a bright red streak or stripe along the costal margin. 

ab.brunneseen 3c3iawerda. Yerh. aool.-bot. Ges.'.7ien.l906.56.p.24O. 
Male and female form. Hindwings and.the costal margin of the forewings brown. 

ib. albulae Till an. Soc.Ent.1897.-12. p*5* 
> form. On the forewings the normal bands and stripes are not 7 llo ish-white but 
strong yellow-red.Hindwings intensive lig 11 yellow,the black marking more or less 
agrees with that of matronalis,the yellow that remains is interrupter vitn ulacx. 





P. 4. plantaginis Linn, continued 

ab. aurantiaca Schafer da. 1 £Ltt.I fu ich, Ent. Ges. 1924.14. p. ll^. 
Female form. Hindwings o range -yellow ^ no t blood-red as in the type or pure 
as in the male type. Sometimes they are orange-red. 

yellow 

ab. roseipennis Bcha erda. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges, !ien. 1906. p6. p. 2d0. 
Fesm .1 - ora. Hindwings beautiful light rose colour,abdomen darker rose. 

ab. flavipennis Sdwerda. Verh. aool. -bot. Ges. :ien. 1906. y'o,p. 2pl. 
Female form. Hindwings with yellow ground colour on the outer area, instead o: 
Sides of the abdomen reddish with a yello i sh ting . 

red, 

ab. thomanni 
Finale form, 
stripes, The 

Hessler. Hitt. Schweia 
Hindvrings yellow and 

3nt. Ge s. 1951. 24. p. 412. 
the abdomen - rith yellow 

yellow has suppressed all red colour on upper 
instead of red latera 

and underside. 

ab,rufj Tt, 1 *r* 
i LI v> art, dec, ,1897.9. -0.191. 

Since this was 
r ed hindwings. 
name :,rufa'! to 

a female form it is 
Host of our British 

synonymous with the tinnaea 
specimens are not red <,hence 

those that are red on the hind', inns. See p.1 of 

n type 
Tutt 
these 

which 
r n vi ni:-’ 

notes 

had 

synonymy of the type form. 

ab. rufabdominata Van 1 'isselingh, Ent. Ber. (must, 
o' form. Fie sides of the abdomen red instead of 
Fa is must be a rare form in the male sex. 

1 qdi pi 
0 J ■- ■' — 9 — — •* a 

yellow. 

OQ 
y 9 

subsp. insularum Beits. b.oro-Lep» IQlO.f.p. 81.pl.lb.f. ro • f. 
The race from Orkney Islands. In the male the black markings'are so extended, 
and the ground colour so dark,that it reminds one ?cne hat of the female. 





continued P-5. plantaginis Linn. 

forms with white hindwings ab. hospita and combinations. 

ab.hospita Schi nnuller. i V , 177b-"-. 318. 
The ground colour of the hindwings white. Th O' 

yorm 
e markings of both wings liormal. 

... , i, 
Pom of hospita with the hindwings black,except for some spots of 
the submarginal, area, sometimes forming a band, 
somewhat 

' ite rouno. an 

restricted, S 

?ore i • with the white mar kin 
form 

ab. bicolor Paetzer. : *itt. Schweiz. Ent. Ges. 1890. 8. p. 224. 
- alba-ob sol eta Tutt. Ent. 3ec. 1897. _9.p. 190 * i9i.pl. % f. 1. 
= scalena Derenne. lev. Kens. Soc.Ent. 'Tam. 1919-19-P. 3&- 
cf.Form of hospita. The hind-wings white.the dark stripes in the centre of the wings 
almost obsolete,sometimes completely,©*^’.the marginal spots..remain,weakly <xjfiieste< 
On the fore'rings, the white bands are usually broader. 

ab. borussia Schawerda. Verh. zool-bot. Ges. :ien. i906.pS. p, 2gl. 
f. Form of hospita. Forewing with the white middle spot of the costa surrounded 
by black,like an island. Hindwing deep black from base to just bejond middle and 
reaching the anal angle on its inner-marginal portion(as in the females of most 
plantaginis)leaving a white outer-marginal band in which lie two black snots. 
Elis is transitional to the "matronalis" forms; the black is less extensive,not 
reaching the two submarginal spots which in matronalis are swallowed up. 

ab. slogans Paetzer, Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges. 1890. 8.p. 228-224. 
= melas Christoph. Iris. 1893* c.p. 88. 
oh Form of hospita. Hindwings black except for some very small spots in the margins 
which ire rhite. Forewings with the white ground restricted.Occurs with matronalis 
but is more extreme. 
Christoph's melas had the hindwings completely black or with vary small spots,the 
forswings black with narrow fnite f&scia and small white dots.The two forms can 
hardly be separated. 

ab. nyctitans Menetries. Bull. Acad. Petersb. 18p9-17* p. 817. 
S. Form of hospita. Hindwings completely black. Forewings black with six or ■ 
white linear spots,all separated. 

ab. albidior Heinrich. I it, Ent. 2.1917- H.p. ~j2., fig. 
o'. Form of hospita. Fore and hindwings \ri.th a strong broadening of the whit;: 
ground in the marginal area. On th die forewings this is caused by the trong 
reduction of the outermost (towards the apex) black costal mark kiich normally 
divides the white ground. On the hindwings 
being absent. 

is caused by the submarainal soots 

ab. alba Kaucki, Polslc, Pismo. Ent. 1922.1. p. 4 

o'. Form of hospita. Both wings unicolorous white, almost devoid of any sign of 
markings. 

This is the description given in Seitz,I have not seen the original. If 
the specimen is almost certainly an albino of hospita. 

correct 

ab.raetzeri Scha rda. Jahresb. Hen Ent. Yer. (190o) 1907.17.p. 67. 
(nec.raetzeri Schawerda. Verh.zrb. Ges Wien.1906,p6.p.239* ithdr by author. ) 
In error Schawerda used this name for too different aberrations,He withdraws the 
first in the Yerh. zool. -bot. Ges ":ien. 1906 because it is a synonym of ab. lute .- 
ob oleta,and applied t!ie name to his second raetzeri in the Jahresb. v/ien Ent.Ver. 
1907* This is a fora of hospita. cr. 
Both wings on inner mid underside completely black as is the body.Inly on the 
sides of the abdomen is a light narrow stripe. 
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Index to abs. of A. ca.ja 

abdominalis Smith rr 
5 badia Sautm. 6 

achlyoessa Smith 4 basicincta Ckyne 20 

aclea Smith 3 biconjuncta Statt 15 

alba Ckyne 2 bijuncta Smith 15 

albescens Newn. 9 bicculata ,.nelj 20 

albisignata Smith 13 bolga Th-ihg. o 
O 

albistriga Ckyne 15 brunneobasalis Ckyne 17 

albobasalis Ckyne 10 brunneociliata Statt 21 

albociliata Statt 10 brunneosparsa Ckyne 7 

albofrontalis ntatt 10 brunnescens otatt 2 

albornedia Gkyne 10 

aphenges Smith 5 

astramenisca Smith 3 caeca Statt 20 

atribasalis Ckyne 16 catarryta Smith 15 

atrimargo Ckyne 16 cingulata otatt 23 

aurantiaca Engl. 1 cinnaraonea Ckyne 7 

aurantiaca Klem. 1 clarki lutt. 18 

aurantior Lempke 1 clostera Smith 4 

confluens Garb 20 

confluens Rebel 20 

conjuncta Statt 15 

consolidata Ckyne 15 

costaJuneta Ltnpke 11 

coxeyi Smith & Soyes 13 

cuneigera Ckyne 21 





dealbata Schultz 8 gebhardti Horh 6 

1 decolor Ckyne 19 glaseri Stichel 18 

de£rescens Ckyne 9 gloriosa Ckyne 21 
- 

de£iciens Lmpke 11 gravesi Baynes 7 

diaphana Ckyne 8 grebi Pfeiffer 6 

discojuncta Ckyne 20 

discolor Ckyne 19 

disconulla Lmpke 20 
hebeoides Statt 16 

ditta Smith 22 
hectaploa Smith 12 

divisa Ckyne 12 
hepialoides Sm.& Boyes 19 

dutteula 9 hexacha Smith 3 

effingeri Aue 21 

excellens Closs 18 
illustris Ckyne 8 

exotica Smith 19 
insolita Ckyne 12 

iuncta Biez. see juncta 20 

flava Aign 1 

flavescens Newnham 1 
jeuneti Oberth 6 

flavirosea Smith 14 
juncta Biez 20 

flavomacula Cab. 21 

flavonigrescens Ckyne 18 

flavonotata Ckyne 11 

flavosignata Closs 6 

fringsi Srn. & Boyes 3 

furaosa Horh. 2 

fusata Smith 13 

fusca Smith 4 

fuscolimbata Ckyne 17 

fuscorhabda Smith 13 

futura Fickert 18 
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kadocsae Bezs. 23 
nigrata Smith 4 

ni; rescens Lamb 16 

nigrociliata Hoffrn. 21 

lacticolor Lmpke 6 
nigrornarginaria Smith 13 

lactipennis Ckyne 11 
gi.-.ropennalis Statt 21 

ladogensis Strand BO 
nigrovenosa Smith 14 

lamprogenys Smith 3 
nobilis Ckyne 7 

leinfesti Rbl. 10 nubilata Smith 15 

leucorhabda Smith 13 

linae Kraml 11 

lueneburgensis Hack & Stein 9 
obliterata Smith 15 

luna Smith & Boyes 13 obscura Ckll. 18 

lunulata Smith 4 ocellata Statt 20 

lusitanica Spul 1 olivaceosuffusa Smith 2 

lutescens Ckll 1 oata Smith 13 

lutulenta Smith 14 

paliscia Smith 3 

margarethae Aue 17 
pallens Schultz 19 

mediodeleta Ckyne 10 paralinae Ckyne 11 

melanolimbata Smith 14 parvimaculata Statt 20 

melanozoster Ckyne 16 paucirnacula Smith 6 

mirabilis Ckyne 7 
paurobalia Smith 5 

monosema Smith 22 pelodes Smith 3 

mucki Kraml 20 pentacha Smith 12 

pentaploa Smith 3 

pentapunctata Smith 14 

petriburgensis Ckyne 11 

phantasma Niep 8 

pinax Smith 4 

plankii Wize 17 

poveyi Smith 19 

prosopia Smith 13 

pulchra Ckyne 8 





cu .uiricot -urn... ta’ Smith 
r 

12 taona Smith 14 ( 

quadrimaculata Statt 9 tapeta Smith 4 

quasimonochromica Biez 18 tigrina Smith 12 

radiata Gram. 21 
upsilon Smith 3 

rebeli Wnuk 20 

rosacea Hewn 6 

rosae Gram. 21 
wiskotti Stdgr. 2 

rubra Ckyne 2 
wrighti Smith 5 

rubrociliata Smith 13 

rubrodorsalis ocnultz 23 

rufa Smith 22 ypsilon Statt 16 

rumicis de Henn. 6 

zimnyi hzulcz. 18 

schizoiiiacula Smith 12 

schultzii brings 10 

semiconfluens Lke. 20 

septata Smith 12 

similis Szulcz. 17 

sordida omith 3 

splendens Ckyne 16 

s-signaturn Smith 4 

staettermayeri Sm &. Boyes 5 

st&ndfussi Rober 10 

straminea Ckyne 2 

stygia Ckyne 18 

syltica Werneb. 9 





Arctia Schrank, ~S. £■ 3-Z. 
p. 1„ 

caja. Linn. Cyst. "• t* 1 J~8."rji. in.p.300, 

aberrational forms etc. 
( note,the forewing ground colour is regarded 

the markings brown. The ground colour of the 

here as being white. rith 

hindwings rod. ) 

caja Linnaeus, typical form — the photograph of the type shows the forewings 

with a white transverse basal line joined to the base by three fine streaks, 

two separated white costal spots,a white postmedian band which is united with 

a horizonatal band running outwards from the basal line,and a submarginal zigzag 
band running from the apex and joining the postmedian more or less halfway down, 

and then branching out again to the tornus. .Hie }midwings red with three black 

spots in the median area, and three large submarginal ones. The abdomen red, ;ith 

five black dorsal marks. 

ab.flava Aigner-Abaf i. iov. Lap ok. 1903. 12. p. Ip2. Ent. 3.1906.19.P.209. 

aurantiaca Englisch. (nom.preoc.Klem. ) Lep. dundsch.l927*l.p. 10"M ^'s A 
h= aurantior Lempke. Tijdschr.Silt. 1938.81.p.280. (nonunov. ) 

Ac 

A £&/A . <I'S s/iAec/ A? Ae >nAA-e 
Hindwings reddish yellow,instead of cinnamon-red, the abdomen yellow-red. The 

forewings usually limiter and more sparsely brown-marke 
This is the complete description by Aigner-abafi but Cockayne says the name 

covers forms which show a mixture of yellow and red in various places,some even 

showing more red than orange. Ke restricts the name of ab. lusitanica to the 

form in which the hindwings .are uniformly reddish-orange. See Tfroc. South Loud. 

Ent.& "Tat. Hist. 3oc. 1947-48.p. 139. 
Lempke gave a new name to aurantiaca Englisch but this form belongs to Arctia. 

flavia. Since Lempke described specimens under his new name it stands, aform of cajaj 

but falls as a synonym of flava Aigner-Abafi. 

ab. lusitanica Spuler. Schmett. Cur. 1906..2.p.135. (lestrio.Proc. 3. Load. 1947-8.P. 1>9)| 
Cockayne restricts the name to the form having a red collar and legs,and uniform 
reddish-orange or red-lead coloured hindwings. Tlie abdomen is reddish-orange. 

Spuler *s actual description says the hindwings beautiful deep yellow,sometimes 
only yellow-red coloured. It would seem, to be little different from that of 
ab.flava,the preceding. 

ab. aurantiaca KLemesiewica. Spra1 . Korn. Piziogr. Krakow. 1912.4b.p. 18. 

Combination form of ab.flava _d.gn.er and ab.confluens debel. 
Hebeis confluens had the spots of the hindwings flowing together,or united,as 

in the figure Barrett. 2. pi. ~j2 f.lc. Aigner ’s flava had reddish-yello- hindvin: 

ab.lutescens Cockerell. Entomologist I887.2o.p.lp2. (Ent. 45.p.3-3-) 

= flavescens IJewnham. Church Stretton Macro-Lep. 1900. p. 133. 
Cockerell merely states that all yellow forms should be called 11 lutes cans", unless 

previously named,and includes caja in a list. 
Ifewhham’s flavescens had "hindwings abdomen and collar yellow,of almost the same 
shade as villica." In the orange hindwing forms the collar is red. 

The hindwings of this form are of a bright yellow with a slight tint 01 orange 

only. The colour is a mixture of bro*-rn and yellow giving the appearance o light 

brown but nojh red. I have not seen one with a definite "yellow” collar as esc: io 

-ed by Mewnhara. 
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ca.ja Linn, continued n. 9. 

ab. straminea Cockayne. '?roc. 3. Bond. Ent. 4 Tlat. list. 3oc.(l947-48j 1949* ;’. l6o. 

Hindwing pale whitish-yellow.or straw,with a variable suffusion of pale salmon- 
pink at the base,along the costa,the border,and in the centre of the ing; cellar 
red,abdomen whitish-yellow with salmon-pink at the base,along the sides,and at 

the extremity. In some cases salmon-pink covers the greater part of the • ing. 

In males the whitish-yellow is predominant,in females salmon-pink. ''Growings norm] 

ab.wiskotti Staudinger, Horae Soc. Ent. Ioss.(l878(»14. p. 333* 
Hindwiiigs whitish-orange with darker orange inner margin. Tne collar red,abdomen 

whitish-orange with deep reddish-orange base. Forewings rather lightly mark id. 

Figured in Leo.Como.6.pi.lip.f.1022. 

ab, alba Cockayne. Proc. S.Lond.Ent.4 'fat. Hist. Hoc. (1947-8) 1949.p.loO. 
Hindwings with all parts normally red,pure white. The type is the figure in 

Butterflies -1 Moths of the Countryside ,pl.l6.f. 1.70 by Hulme. 'lie abdomen in the . 
type is pale buff without markings but this is not so in others. The bro n of the 

forewingas clay-coloured,giving a washed-out appearance. 

ab, rubra Cockayne. Proc. S. Bond. Ent. 1 Hat.- Hist. Soc. (1947-8)1949. p. loO. 

Hindwing deep crimson,much deeper and richer in colour than in the typical form, 
collar and abdomen of the same colour. Forewings cream coloured with very dark 
brown markings. 

•The allotype is also ab. cingulat . Statt. ,with complete black rings round the 
abdomen. 

ab. brunnescens Stattermayer. Ent. Mz. 1924.4. p. 71. 
Hindwings suffused or overlaid with smoky-brown. 

The author does not mention forewings,so presumably they are normal. 

Possibly the heterozygote of the following ab.fumosa. See Cockayne's note in 
Proc. 3, Lond.Ent, Soc. (1947-8)1949.5. l6l. 

ab.fumosa Horharamer. Int. Ent. 3.1928. 21. p. 371. 

The ground colour of the hindwings instead of the normal red colour,is a deep 
sooty brown,from which the sharply defined black spots stand out,the fringes 
paled. The forewings have a uniform smoke-brown ground colour on which the 

normal dark markings stand out somewhat sharper. The thorax,abdomen,extremiti: 
are of a similar black-brown colour to the hindwings,the- antennae also browned. 
The whole insect is darkened by this sooty suffusion,the normal white markings 

of the forewing are still visible and the blue-black spots of the hindwing are 
still apparent, 
Cockayne gives a wrong translation of the colour of the hindwing in Proc. :3. Bond, 
Ent. Soc.,he says the hindwings are” deep red-brown”, whereas the author says 

”sooty-brown",there is no trace of red in our long series of fumosa. 

The following forms named by Gordon Snith are all of the "brunnescens'' unci 

"fumosa." strain,paired with various other forms . 

ab. paliscia tilth, Ent. Gas. 195?. 9. p.- 3.pi. 1. f. 4. 
Po rowings with the ground colour light brownish olive ins tea' of cream. Tindvines 
purplish vinaceous,somewhat darkened,the black roots mostly linked together,and 
having a purplish sheen. 

ab. olivaceosuffusa kiith. Ent. Gaz. 19p8.9.p. ' . pl.l. ".2. 
forewings ••-round colour light brownish-olive instead of the normal cream,- ith 'the 

markings less extensive than, normal. Tlindving deep vinaceous,ovarian ''ith light 

brownish-olive-,the. spots all Separate, 
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' -3. caja Linn, continued. 

ab, astraraenisca Smith. Ent. Gaz.1958.9. p. 4,pi. 2,:1, 
For ©'Ting ground colour slightly darkened to very light brownish-olive, the markings 
normal except that the quadrate spot on the inner margin consists of a semicircuit 
mark, its arms pointing towards the costa,and embracing a prominent spot, Hindwings 
deep vinaeeous with the usual black soots. 

ab, pentaploa Smith. Ent.las.1957-S.p.90,pi,2,f, 4. 
Forewing ground colour cartridge-buff darkened with fuscous,pattern as figure, 
notable for the breaking up of the median band into three costal bars and two 
inner marginal spots. Hind-ring rufous tinged vinacoous-buff larkened with fuscous, 
the bluish-sheened black spots prominent,the upper spot of the outer row united 
with the costal mark. 

r\ jC* O 

O 9 ab,hexacha Snith. Ent. das. 1997.0. p, 90. pi. 2, 
Fore •■•in j ground colour cartridge-buff, mar kings pia. The triple costal mark L 
divided into three separate components and the inner marginal blotch divided into 
three very distinct separated spots. Ilin&wing vinaeeous-buff darkened . 'ith 
fuscous,and tinged with rufous; a small black discal spot and three moderately 
large blaok spots with bluish sheen in the outer ro’, . 
Very similar to hectaploa Smith but with the brunnescens-fumosa 3train darkening 
the ’ rings. 

ab. sordid a luith. Ent. Gaz. 1958.7-?* I26.pl.p.f. 3. 
Forewing ground colour darkened by a fuscous suffusion which has almost replaced 

irk markings rich sepia,the terminal band represent 
by an apical spot and a trace at the middle of the termsn , HinGwing dull ochre- 
red darkened in varying degrees by fuscous,the spots prominent,with hardly a 
trace of the bluish sheen. 
Like schultzii but darker sd >y the brunnescens-fumoj . brain. 

ab. fringsi Smith & Boyes. Ent. Gaz. IGoO. 11. p, 108, pi, 1. f, 3. 
Forewing with the pattern of schultzii Frings bu 
darkened with fuscous Hindwing fuscous(dark brown),the spots dull but prominen 
The form is schultsii with fumosa strain introduced. 

the- ground colour cartridge-bu:! 

ab.pelodes Snith. Bnt. Gaz.l958.9.P« 5» 31.3.£.2, 
Forewing ground colour slightly darkened with fuscous,the lark markings sepia. 
Hindwings slightly darkened on a light ochraceous-buf'f ground, the spots black 
with obsolescent sheen. 

ab. aclea Smith. Ent. Gaz. 1957* 8. p. 9^.pi. 3.1". 6. 
Forewing ground colour cartridge-buff which is much reduced in extent, the markings 
of a weak sepia,some weak scaling apparent distally. See figure for pattern. 
Hindwing rufous-tinged vinaceous-buff darkened with fuscous,with a pronounced 
black antemedian fa.scia caused by the joining up of the inner row of spots which 
in turn are joined to the discoidal spot*there are three dul black postmediau 
spots,the largest of which spreads out at the apex of the wing even darkening the 
fringe. 

ab. lamprogenys faith. Ent. Gaz. 1958. 9. P. 4. pi,2. f. 3. 
Forewing characterized by the feature of the dark brown markings being outlined 
by lighter colour than the infuscated ground colour. Hindving ground colour 
vinaeeous,almost obliterated by fuscous suffusion. The specimen is of the 
seen in ab.poveyi Smith. 
The description is not good and the figure does not show the main feature clearly. 
The normally white ground is replaced on the forewing by cartridge-buff darken >d 
by fuscous,but a white line is left,wliich outlines all the dark raarldLngs. 

ab. up silon tilth. Ent. Gaz. 1957* 8. p. 91. pi. . f. 1. 
Forewing ground cartridge-buff,darkened with fuscous; the dark markings sepia; 
reduced at the termen to an apical spot but increased along the inner margin from 
base to tombs linking up with the first bar of the triple costal mar’-.,leaving the 
other two bars like an irregular U. Hin-lwing cinnamon-buff darkened with fuscous. 





page 4, . caja Linn, continued 

ab.pinax Smith. Ent. Gaz. 1957®8.p. 91. pi.3.^.2. 
Pore ring ground colour cartridge-buff moderately darkened with fuscous, tho rnar’dn 

sepia,a pre-terminal fascia of weak scaling reaching neither apex not tomus, 
see figure. Hindwing vinaoeous-buff,suffused ith fuscous, three po,staled ian black, 

spots with a slight trace of purplish sheen. Abdomen vinaceous-buff. 

ab. lunulata Smith. Ent. Gas. 1936. 7* It i27.pl. 6. f.p. 
Porewing ground colour white but patchily darkened with fuscous,the markings dark 

sepia.Hindwing fuscous with a suspicion of ochre-red,the basal and discoidal spot 
joined,the outer row heavy,joined along the terraen,leaving a series of terminal 

lunulas from the apex to anal angle. Abdomen ochre-red. 

. 8. p. .pi . f. 3.(; 

Porewing ground colour cartridge-buff,darkened so 

almost obliterate the lighter colour,the markings 

Hindwing,3 fuscous black,with one small basal spot 

.type yl. 4. f.2. j 
extensively with fuscous as to 

sepia, dee figure for pattern, 
and three large outer spots 

black. Abdomen fuscous. 

Smith does not point out the main character of 
the very much darkened ground of the forewings 

is hardly darkened in this respect. 

this aberration,presumably it is 

,yet the figure of his paratype 

ab. clostera .Smith. Ent. Gaz.l957.8®P®92®pl. 
Porewing ground colour fuscous,the markin 
opaque with the ye ins prominently darker, 

of fuscous-black.Abdomen fuscous. 

gs sepia; the sub terminal area serai- 
Hindwing fuscous with an uneven shading 

ab. s-signatum Smith, Ent. Gaz. 1958® 9® P® 4.pi. 2. f. 2. 
Foreings ground colour fuscous,the markings sepia. 'Die chief character of this 
form is in the outermost component of the triple costal mark which is shaped like 

a letter 3. Hindwings fuscous black,the spots more or less normal. Abdomen 

fuscous. 

ab, achlyoessa 3nith. Ent. Gaz. 195&® 7®P® l2o.pl. p® f, 1, 
Porewing with the ground colour warm fuscous,the dark parts sepia. Hie terminal 

band represented only by an apical spot and a trace at the middle of the termen. 

Hindwings fuscous black,the spots dull but prominent.Abdomen fuscous with a 

trace of dull reddish. The pattern of the forewings is that of ab. schultzii 
but the ground colour is fuscous instead of white. 

Smith has named the various degrees of darkening in the ab. schultzii pattern, 

this one is merely a few degrees darker than his ab.fringsi. 

ab. wigrata. Smith. Ent. Gaz. IHye. 7® °® i2o.pl. 4. f. 1. 
Porewing ground colour warm fuscous,the dark pattern normal and of a rich sepia, 

Hindwing fuscous black,the blue sheened black spots normal. Abdomen fuscous, 

antenna® sepia,legs blackish-brown. 
There is so little difference between this form and fumosa Horhammer that the 
name is quite unnecessary. Apparently 3raith considered nigrata somewhat darker 
than fumosa but it is most unlikely that he had seen Horhammer 1 s type. It is 

left here as the darkest of the fumosa forms but is actually a synonym of 

fumosa. 

ab. fusca Smith. Ent. Gaz. 195&. 7® P® 127®pi. 4.f. 4. 
Forewing ground colour bistre,the d&rk marking sepia. Hindwing fuscous,spots 

normal. Abdomen fuscous. 
This is the other extreme of fumosa,being the lightest of the range, e have the 

type here and the ground colour is similar to s-signatum,achlyoessa,clostera etc 
which 3nith describes as "fuscous" or warm fuscous. In this aberration however 
he calls it "bister" which,in my opinion,gives a. much lighter impression . 
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p-5. • caja Linn, continued, 

ab. paurobalia Smith, Ent. Gas. 7*P* 127* pi, 4, f. 3. 
Forewings ground colour rich fuscous,the dark markings sepia 
Hindwing fuscous-black,the spots blue-black.Abdomen fuscous, 

pattern. 

and largely lacking, 
See figure for 

ab.vrighti Smith. Sntora.1935*88,p.242.pl.6.f.I 4 2. 
Forewings almost uniformly sepij£,the' edges of the pattern darker. IIindwing3 
fuscous-black,accentuated on the veins and terraeh,the spots obsolescent,the 
blue sheen evanescent. 

The type shows the spots of the hindwing suffused,but still blacker than the 

ground colour. 

ab. abdominalis Smith. Ent. Gaz. 19^6. "/• p. 127.pi* 3-> 2.2. 
Forewing ground colour white somewhat darkened with fuscous,the markings bone- 

brown. Hindwing fuscous-black with a suspicion of an ochre red tinge from the 

base to the two largest spots,the spots themselves prominent,black,and without 

the blue sheen. 'Thorax bone-brown,abdomen ochre-red with black dorsal bars. 
/e have the type at Iking,there is much more than a ‘'suspicion" of ochre-red. 

ab. aphenges Smith. Bnt. Gaz. 19^8.9.p. el. 3.2.1, 
Forewing ground colour almost white,the marking almost bl&©k. Hindwing light 

ochraceous-buff,almost obliterated by drab suffusion,except in the middle of the 
wing. 

This form is extremely like the preceding abdominalis,merely lighter in the 
ground colour of both fore and hindwing; Tne abdomen is of the same colour as 

abdominalis 

ab, stae.ttermayeri Smith & Boyes. Ent. Gaz.lHbO. ll.p. 109.pi. 2.f.l. 

Similar to ab. brunnescens Stattermayer with varying degress of smoky-brownish 
suffusion but with the orange red ground of the hindwing replaced by yellow, 
the abdomen of the same colour. 

A combination of brunnescens Statt. and lutescens Cockerell. 
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caja Linn, continued _ /* 
* Q® 

ab.rosacea Newnham Church Ctrotton Macro-Lep.l900.p.l33. 
= rumicis do Hennin, 2ev. Mens. 3oc. Ent. rajn. 1910. lO.p. 68. 

- j euncti Qberthur. Lep. Co nip. 1911* 9(1) *p. 13°* (1912. 6, pi. 114, 
The white markings of the forewings beautifully suffused -ith a 

f. 1014. ) 
rosy blush. 

Oberthur’s description is similar but his coloured figure 

outer edge to the rose colour. This white edge also shows 

shows a fine white 

in the figure given 
by Barrett,pi.12 f. Id.of a very similar insect. 

The name would apply to all examples showing a definite rose colour suffusing 
the white markings. 

ab. lacticolor Lempke, Tijdschr. Ent. 1961.104. p, 149. 

The ground colour of the forewings not white,but deep creamy,otherwise normal. 

ab. flavosignata Gloss. Int. Ent. 1.1921. Ip. p. 8p. 
The white stripes of the forewings are replaced by pronounced yellow. 

ab. grebi Pfeiffer. Ent. 1924. p8. p. 51, 

Porewings with the markings normal but the white replaced by strong clear dark 
yellow, Tne hindwings and abdomen with the red replaced by a mixture of yellow, 

ybllowish-ros e,and light red,giving a salmon coloured appearance,in- one specimen 
light red. 

'The form is a combination of flavosignata and straminea. 

ab. badia text fi> 

o- W 

Sautmann. Ent. h 191/. 31.?. bp. 

■fxie ground colour (normally white) is gr ey-whitish, the markings grey and grey-yeOs^ 

The hindwing is 'brown, inclining towards yellowish, with four small weak 
surrounded by lull yellow(1 to 2 mm. liaraetor). 
from grey to brownish. 

The figure shows the triple dark costal spots yellowish,those in the terminal 

area grey-brown; the hindwing yellowish-brown with four spots only veefely visible 

Head - mouse-gr ay, thorax inclining 

ab. gebhardti Hof hammer. Int, Ent. Z, 1928. 21, p. jJ2.0 
Pore and hindwings,instead of having the smoke-brown suffusion of. fumosa,havc 

a reddish ochre-yellow suffusion*. Thus the hindwings appear dull yellow-red. 
JLV. Ui.1 o forewings reddish ochre-yello, 

ab. naucimacula 'Smith. Ent. dec. - -C ;4. 6p»p.2.nl.1.f.1. 

Porewings with the ground colour warm buff,except for the black discoidal lunule 

the markings are largely peripheral. Hindwings heavily dusted with pinkish- 

orange on a yellowish-buff ground,the markings more or less normal. 
The type in in the H.C. '.coll.,the markings are on the outer edges of die wings 

as stated,but are mostly on the termen where the terminal band is complete but 
narrowed,the inner marginal blotch is very small and the lower blotch of the 
sub terminal band is divided into two rather small separated spots. There are two 
remnants of brown on the costa towards the apex and a verysmall spot at the case 

on the wing on the inner margin. 
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caja Linn • continued p>« 7* 

ab. brunneosparsa Co.okayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent.i at.Hist. Joe. (1947-8)1949. .169. 

Pore?,rings with pain chocolate mar kings,mere extensive than normal, and . itl 1 a 10 
white ground thickly peppered with brown dots. The hindwings in the type are dull 
pale orange thickly peppered with black dots,the spots are small and dull; in 'die 
allotype they are orange-rod with a slight sprinkling of black dots. Tic collar 

and legs in the type are dull orange,in the allotype red; the abdomen of the type 

is orange with orange red laterally and at the extremity,that of the allotype is 
red,the markings blackish. 

ab. cinnamonea Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent. dr at. Hist. 3oc. (194-7-8)1949. 0. l g. 
Porewing’S' ground colour ere am, markings cinnamon-brown (Pidg^ay) not sharply defined 
and with the edges of the triple costal mark ragged. The two outer components of 

the triple costal mark are united along the costa,leaving in the middle a round 

cream-coloured area,the outer markings are normal; the distal part of the nervurss 
is brownish, and in the p&ratype there are brown scales scattered over the 
anterior and outer parts of the wing. Hindwings orange with red base,border,and 

central area: the distal oart of the nervures is brownish.the spots are normal in 1, 
size and colour; the hind'rings of the type are suffused with black scales towards 

the apex,and of the paratype,between the snots and in the centre. 'Pie collar and. ’ 
legs are red; the abdomen of the type is red,that of the paratype dull orange with 

a red extremity;the fringes are brown anteriorly in the type. 

-p A 
— 9 ab. nobilis Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond. Ent. 1 ''at. Hist. Soc. {1947-8) 1949. p. loppl. 9 

Forewings with cream ground and pale lull brown markings; the markings are small, 
often partially obsolete or obsolescent,ill-defined,and sometimes only shown 

by scattered brown scales; hindwings dull orange with spots small and dull brown 

or blackish-brown and sometimes encircled with yellow. Thorax lighter brown than 
normal,abdomen dull orange with small dull brown marks,collar red. 

Other examples of this form are figured in Lep.Comp.6.pi.114 f.1018. and Herrich- 
Schaffer Syst. 3earb.2.pi,21.f.lid. 

ab.rairabilis Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent. 6 fat. Hist. doc. (1947-8) 1949. p. Ib4. 

Type fig. Barrett 2.pl.7l.f.lb. 
Forewings with the ground colour very dark cream, mar kings reduced in size and 

faintly indicated in brownish or greyish-cream,a little darker than the ground. 

Hindwings red with yellow spots of normal size. Thorax dark brown,collar red, 
abdomen red with blackish markings,rather smaller than usual. 

ab. graves! Baynes. Ent. Pec. 1993. 69. p, 06. 
Forewings with the ground colour cream with the positions of the usual brown 

markings very faintly visible as a slightly darker shade of cream. The cilia 
cream with a few dark scales at the apex of each wing. Hindwings orange-red with 
the positions of the usual blue-black markings faintly visible as a paler shade 

in the orange-red,the cilia cream. 
'There appears to be very little difference between this and the preceding ab, 
mirabilis Cockayne despite the fact that Cockayne says that it differs enough to 
merit a separate name.He says mirabilis has the forewings very dark cream whilst 

in graves! they are cream.On the hindwings mirabilis is red with yellow spots, 
in graves! they are orange-red with markings faintly visible in a paler shade. 
Since the type of mirabilis is a water colour figure the exact shade of cream is 

' hardly to be trusted,the sane applying to the red or orange-red of the hindwings. 
The only real difference is -’die tiny streak of dark scales at the apex of the 
iorewmig. 

I 





P« 8# ca.ja Linn, continued 

ab.illustris Cockayne. Froe. S.Lond.Ent.& Tat, t. ;oc. (It , , , 

3*orewings ground colour a deep pinkish-cream without markings,except brown linear 
ones along the costa,a small brown mark at the apex and a narrow one along the 

anterior two thirds of the termen. Hindwings slightly' darker and oinkor than the 

forewings with no trace of markings; thorax medium brown,collar red, abdomen sale 
pink with black markings,that of the allotype having a darker pink base 
extremity. 

ab.diaphana Cockayne. Proc. S.Lond.Ent. 1 •■■Tat. Hist, Soc. (1947-8)1949.0. Ip , 

Tfpe. Fig. by Oberthur, Lap, Comp. 6.pi. lip f. 102;. 

Porewings ground colour whitish,the markings pale lilac-brown and semitransparent 

obliterating most of the ground colour except near the base in the type,but in 

u 1 orevmig; the paratype only obliterating those of the posterior half of the lef+ 

hindwings very pale lilac-brown and semitransparaent with spots of slightly darker 
shade and only Just perceptible; fringes orange on both side of the paratype and 

on the right side in the typo; thorax brown,collar red,abdomen red with black 
markings.The paratype is the figure in Etudes dfEnt.1896.20.nl.Ip f. 26l 

ab.pulchra Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond.Snt.& • at. Hist. 3oc. (1947-8)1949,0. lop. 

Type. fig. in Mosley Ill. Var, Brit. Leo. Chokxda.pl. 7. f. 3» 
Forewing ground colour pale cream,markings dark brown,those along the termen 

uninterrupted and extended to include mark at anal angle and on right wing reaching 

inner marginal mark; in the median area is a broad brown band consisting of the two 
outer components of the triple costal mark and the outer part of the inner marginal 

mark; both the costal and inner marginal part of the subterminal band are broken, 
so that there is a small brown mark on the costa, and another on the inner margin 

and two isolated oval marks which lie in a broad cream band lying between the 

terminal and median bands. The innermost component of the triple costal mark is 
narrow and just touches the median band,the inner part of the inner marginal mark 

is small and round. Hindwing ground colour of base and costal third pale brick-red,: 

that of the rest traw coloured including the whole of the border; basal spots 

united to form a broad dull black band,discal spot small,outer row of spots of the . 
usual size but without lustre. Thorax dark brown,collar red,abdomen red with black 
marks. 

ab.bolga Thierry-Mieg. Ann. toe. But. Belg. 193.0,54.p.pSp. { Type fig, Sill.Icon.2.pL53»£ 6] 
Forewing extensively brown,the cream ground being reduced to two small areas at 

the base which are united,three or four near the costa,two tiny ones near the 
inner margin,and an oblique stripe 2mm.wide situated two thirds of the way from 

the base and reaching neither the costa nor the innemargin,having two sharp 

projections pointing outwards and one pointing towards the base and on the right 
wing prolonged,nearly separating the costal from the inner marginal areas. 

Hindwing basal area brick-red(in the figure light brown),the rest pale greyish or 
brownish-white; there are no normal spots,but an ill-defined band replaces the basal ' 
ones and from it broad grey bands run outwards, to the positions normally occupied 
by the three spots of the outer row,which are replaced by grey of a darker shade. 

ab.phantasma TTiepelt. Insektenbor.se, 1903*22.p. 120. (fig.Bsrl.Snt. I.pp.10. ) 
Forewings cream-yellow without any markings,the only dark scales are a few hardily 
noticeable ones on the fringes towards the apex. Hindwings light brick-red,also 

without markings but showing,in the position of the middle of the three normal 

black spots of the outer row,a small weakly-lightened yellowish spot,Collar brown- 
red, thorax red-yellow haired,abdomen brick-red with the black transverse streaks 
on the rings absent. 

ab. dealbata Schultz. Hnt. Z, 1904.18.p. 101. (fig. Snum. An.ltus. Petr op.' enetries.pl.lp. 2 

Of the brown colouring of the forswing,as also the black spotting of the hindwing 
there are only slight traces present. The hindwings light red,the forewings cream- 

white. Schultz describes his type,a d from Tadelwitz bred by Pilz,in detail but 

also cites the figs, in Menetries Snum. anim.llus.Petrop. (Lep. 3. )pl.l5 f.2 y 3 for 
comparison.These are not the Type and allotype as stated by Cockayne. 
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continued ■o. 9 * caia Linn. 

ab. syltioa /erneburg. Ctett. Ent. 3.1069.26.p. 194. 
The whitish ground colour of the forewing quite predominant,the brown markings 
in taie form of patches or spots only very moderate in size. Hindwing with the 

black spots noticeably smaller,especially the one -towards the ba.se,which is hardly 
developed. 

ab. lueneburgensis lackleidt & Steinwarth. <1 ahreshef te iTatur.'.-Ver. Pur stent! 1883-4) 

Publ. 1889 ?. p.40. 
Porewing spotted with brown on a white ground. 

The is a description by Cockayne,I have not seen the original. It is probably a 

synonym of the preceding syltica 'erne.,the description is too vague to be of use. 

ab. albescens Tewnhara. Church Stretton Macro-lep.l900.p. 133» 
On the forewings the white greatly preponderates over the darker colour. 

Possibly also a synonym of syltica. The description is of little use and' the 
hindwings are not mentioned at all. 

ab. quadrimaculata Stattermayor. "lit. Ana. 1924.4. p. 70. 

An extreme form of ab. syltica 'erneb. in which the basal part of the triple costal- 
mark appears completely separated as a spot,also the double-lobed remainder of the 

costal-mark is merged into % one root,reduced in size,and the normal dark blotch 
on the inner margin is divided into two spots. 

Presumably the rest of the wing is without marking, hence 'the name quadr imaculata, 

two spots near the costa and two near- the inner margin,which would,as the author 

says,make an extreme form of syltica in which the white ground predominates. 

ab. duthula Thierry-Hieg. Ann. 3oc.Hnt. Belg. 1010. 94. p. 304. 

( Type- Tilliere. Icon. 1864.pi. 33. f. ~J. ) 
Forewings largely white. The triple costal-mark represented only by a small spot 
near the base and a group of three spots at the end of the discoidal cell(two small 
and one somewhat larger); the inner marginal blotch is reduced to two very short 
thin lines and there are two brown blotches on the tsrraen and another at the 

anal angle., there is also a. short horizontal streak towards the apex of the wing. 
Hindwings brick-red with three medium-sized spots near the margin and one near the , 

base,all surrounded by yellow. 

a.b. decrescens Cockayne. Entora. 1935* 68.p. 28.pi. 1. f. 4. 
On the forewing the basal marking is reduced to a single dot; the triple costal- 
mark separated,or nearly separated,into its three component parts; the costal 

portion of the subterminal band F represented by one spot and its lower portion 

near the inner margin by two separated spots; the terminal band represented by 
-{>70 spots; the fringe white. Hindwing with only one black spot which is the middle 

of the outer three,crossed by nervure 2,this is small and ringed with yellow; all 
other spots are replaced by yellow. 

Cockayne says there is a good deal of variation in the form ~ sometimes the fringe 

of the forewing is brown and the two distal parts of the triple costal-mark are 

united. The apical part of the terminal band may be reduced to minute dots and the 

subterminal band F may be reduced to a few dots or absent. In the hindwing’ the spot 
near the anal angle or that crossed by nervure 9 may have a black centre or one on 

bath sides,and the discoidal spot may have a. thin black crescentic mark in it. 
Another modification has all the spots of the hindwing yellow . The most extreme 

example has only a brown discoidal mark on tho right wing and a dot at the 
discoidal on the left wing and a. narrow brown border to the termen and brown 
fringes on both wings with a narrow brown mark at the apex of both; there are a. 
a few T>in~ooint specks elsewhere anf the hindwings are red with yellow spots. 
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caja Linn, continued p. 10. 

ab. albobasalis Cockayne. Proc. i. Lo»d. 3nt. i Tat. Hist, Soc. (1947-8)1949. 0. l l . 

Type.fig. Tewraan Brit.’ toths.p. 33* -Ug. 2. 
Forowings basal-half brcwn trackings absent or reduced in siae. The brown at base and 
the first two bands of the triple costal-mark are nearly obsolete,whilst the third 
forms a narrow band which often fails to reach the costa,but sometimes reaches the 
inner margin,appearing ribbon-like. The outer half of the wing,the submarginal and 
terminal marks are normal. Jiindwings red with the inner row of spots and '.iscoidal 
mark replaced by yellow,or very small,but with the spots of the outer row of 
average sice and often encircled by yellow; occasionally all the spots 
size. 

of normal 

u: of th< 
ab. leinfesti 'Hebei. Verb. zool. -bot. Ges.V'ien. 1923* 72*p. (10). text fig. 
As in .the preceding albobasalis Cockayne,the-markings on the basal hal: 
forewings are reduced and in the outer half increased. The basal half is - hite 
except for four separated brown spots right at the base,of the first brown costal 
band there are only a few small remnants.,the large inner marginal blotch is split 
into two widely separated brown spots which do not reach the inner margin; the third 
band(of the costal mark)becomes a narrow transverse stripe which does not reach 
the costa and towards, the inner margin approaches the outer of the 
inner margin,mentioned above. The marginal field is almost normal but show 
brown marginal band in which the normal white ground is restricted,being rauc 
narrower, lindwings light orange-red with the four blue-black marginal spots 

two spots of she: 
a broad 

confluent,the basal row absent,the discoidal lunar shaped and blue-black. 
Gemination form of albobasalis Cockayne, f lav a Aigner-Abafi and oonflue 

.th mere 
ab.mediodeleta Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. lit. 1 fat. Hist. k>c. (igly-P)l949»p. 170. 
Forewings with the middle component of the triple costal mark absent or i 
traces of it 
-ly separj 
with the three blue-black spots of the outer row normal,the others yellow,with or 
without a black dot in the centre. 

it remaining.; the quadrate inner marginal blotch is completely or partial 
ited into two parts,in one example reduced to three small spots. Hindwingx 

. 

ab. albomedia Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond. Ent. A Tat. Hist. 3oc. (1947-8) 1949. p. 171. 
Forewings with the inner marginal blotch absent or with mere vestiges remaining 
Hindwings with the basal spots small,those of the outer row somewhat elongated, 
are encircled by yellow rings,otherwise normal. 
The hindwings vary as regards spot ting, we have one specimen which shows a very 
heavily developed row of basal spots, included by Cockayne in ab. albomedia. 

all 

ab. schultzii Fringe. Coc.Ent. 
On the forewings the terminal 
mark at the apex or a minute 

1899.14.0.58. (fig. Lamb. 32. Pl. 5. f. 1. ) 
brown band is absent or represented by a small brown 

oblique mark at the anal angle or both,leaving a 
broad white terminal area, 
whilst that at the base is 

The white ground in the median area is reduced in extent 
increased. Hindwings and abdomen normal. 

V 

ab. albociliata Ctattermayer. Ent. Anz. 1924.4. p. 71. 
The forewing fringes entirely white. 

ab. albof rontalis Stattermayer. Ent. Anz. 1924. 4.p. 71. 
Patagla and tegulae white like those of the subsp.phaeosoma. 

ab, standfussi iiober. HI. Zts.f. Ent. 1900. y.P. pf» 
Cmall with a span of ^4-^6 mm. Forewings small with broader white markings than 
usual, Hindwings with paler red colour and all the wings on the underside pier 
than normal. Bred in December so presumably a partial second gen. 
The form does not seem worthy of a special name. 





P.n caja Linn, continued, 

ab.linae Kramlinger, Jahrbuch Lilt,Ver. Sphinx. 7ien. 1911-12.12. pi. l.f.C.l;l2. 

- petriburgensis Cockayne. Entom. 1933« oS.p.27.pl.l.f. 1. (type), nec. ‘iga.k l 3* 
On the forewings there is a failure of the second costal spot from the apex., vd 
the one below it on the inner margin,leaving a broad white band in the subterminal 
area. The brown spots at the base absent , those on the outer margin,arc present. 
Hindwing,3 with only a central spot,the outer marginal ones fail completely. 
Cockayne's petriburgensis,as far as the type,is concerned is a synonym of linae as 
his figure in Entom. 08.pi.l.f. 1. shows. In the Proc. 3. Lond.Cnt. 1 Tat. Hist. 3oc. 1947" 
1948 p,172 he admits this and restricts the name petriburgensis to the form with 
even less brown marking. See the following 

ab.petriburgensis Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent. & Hat.Hist. 80c. (1947-8)1949..;. 172 
Cockayne restricts the name to specimens similar to the prece ing linae but with 
the brown markings still further reduced. In some the triple costal mark is broken 
up into its constituent parts and does not reach, the costa,the terminal marks are 
reduced in size,broken up,and do not reach the termen. In others the triple costal . I 
mark is still further reduced in size,and the terminal marks are either reduced to 
some scattered scales or absent altogether; the fringe may be brown or more often I 
pure white. Hindwing may have a single black spot at the base,or this may be 
replaced by yellow,with or without a black centre and the discoidal may be replaced 
by yellow with or without one or two black dots in it. 
This 'whiter form is figured in Entom.08.pi. 1.figs.2 & p and if,as Cockayne says,it 
is different from petriburgensis genetically,to avoid confusion it should have 
another name,petriburgensis type being a synonym of linae Kramlinger. 

ab.paralin&e Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond. Ent. <3: Hat.Hist. Soc. (1947-8) 1949.p. 173* 
For swings with the basal markings absent; the first stripe of the triple costal 
mark is separated from the other two,which are joined as a solid large blotch with 
only a tiny vestige of the normal white stripe left on the costa. In the type this 
large blotch is joined to the inner marginal spot which has a deep indentation on 
its upper edge (on the left wing) and a very aLiglrt one oh the other. The subterminal 
band which is normally composed of a costal and inner marginal mark is represented 
only by four small spots,the terminal markings are normal. Hindwings red,the inner 
row of spots confluent forming a broad band,and the crescentic discal mark is 
united to it on the right, and almost so on the left wing; the outer row of spots 
are small,three in number,and each is encircled by a yellow ring. 
The fora is similar to linae but differs in having four small spots still showing 
of the subterminal band,in linae the subterminal costal and inner marginal marks 
are completely absent. 

ab. flavonotata Cockayne. Proc. 3. Load. Ent. & Nat,Hist. Soc. (1947-8) 194-9.p. 173• 
‘Forewings with some of the brown markings replaced by pale orange. The hindwings 
pink or red with yellow spots, some of which may have a black centre; sometimes 
those of the outer row are black encircled by yellow. The markings which remain 
brown may lie in the middle of the wing,in the outer half,or on most of the wing 
surface,except the parts near the costa. The type is figured Barrett pi.72 f.lb. 

L, 

ab. lactipennis Cockayne. Proc. S. Lend. Ent. & Nat. Hist. Soc. (1947-8) 1949. p. 174. pi. 6. f. ? 
Forewings cream with no trace of markings; hindwings red,basal spots small and l 
discal spot very small,both with yellow rings,outer row of normal size with blue- 
black lustre. 

ab.deficiens Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 196l.l04.p. 149,pi,II,£.2. 
The three or four brown spots at the base of the forewings are absent or nearly so, 

ab. c<•• 31 ■ juncta Lempke. Tijdschr. 3nt. 1961.101.p. ICE., ig. [ , 
The two white spots of ground colour standing’ in the middle of the costa of tie 
forerangs are joined. 
This means that the middle component or bar of the triple costal mark is absent on 
the costa,thus uniting the white ground colour. 
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ab.divisa Cockayne. Broc. S.-Lond.Erit»& Nat.Hi .. ' .p.182. 
On the forewings the first(or lowest)stripe of the triple costal mark is 
from the others by a wide band of white ground colour.The other two,narrower 
usual are joined together,leaving only a small white spot on the costa.Other 
markings normal. 

separated 
chan 

ab. insolita Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond. Ent. & Nat. Hist. Soc. (1947-8) 1949. p. 18-- 
In the most lightly marked examples th triple costal mark is separated into two 
parts,the two inner components forming a solid round, mark,the outer component 
being displaced outwards and united with the subterrainal band. The costal and inner 
marginal parts of the sub terminal band are joined to form a complete dark band. The 
inner marginal blotch is absent or small. In the more heavily marked examoles the 
three components of the triple costal mark form a solid brown mark without any 
white on the costa,and this may be joined to the complete subterminal band. I11 the 
most heavily marled examples the median and subterminal bands are both complete 

cl is cal spot 
which are 

.. * JL i vi on the and all the brown markings are increased in extent. Hindwing 
usually displaced outwards,sometimes touching the outer row of spots, 
often unusually long and may be confluent. 

0 
ab. tigrina Smith, hit. Gaz. 1938* 9. P« 3. pi. 1. f. 6. 
Porewing with the cream colour predominating,the brown markings broken into Ip 
bars or spots,giving a tiger-stripe effect Hindwing more or less normal. 
The most striking character is the division of the inner-marginal blotch into thre 
brown short stripes,also the triple costal mark is divided into 3 separated stripe 
the terminal blotch is absent and the apical one is very small. Type in x. G. K. coll 

ab. septata inith. Ent. lee. 1933. op. p. 2. pi. 1.f.p. 
On the forewings the outermost component of the triple costal mark is separated 
from the other two by a band of white or cream. Hindwings more or less normal. 

ab. schizomacula Smith. Ent.dec.1933* op.p.2. pi. 1.f.4. 
On the forewings the two large blotches of the subterminal band,i. e. the costal 
and inner-marginal,are both divided into two,by a white horizontal bar 
making four spots in the subterminal row instead of two. fyoe in p.1. .coll. 

or streak. 

ab.he ctaploa Smith. Ent. Gaz.1937* 2.p.90.pi.2.f.1. 
On the forewings the triple costal mark is divided into three separate components 
and the inner marginal mark divided into three very distinct -.separate spots. 
Hindwings more or less normal. 
This is vary similar to tigrina but has the terminal blotches present,in 
the apical one is very small and the lower one absent. 

tsarina 

ab.pentacha Smith. Skit. Gaz. 1937*0.p.91.pl*2.f.3. 
On the forewings the triple costal mark is broken up into three bars or components 
and the inner marginal blotch into two separate spots on the white ground. 
Hindwings more or less normal. 
Similar to the preceding hectaploa but the inner marginal blotch divided into 
only two spots,in hectaploa it is into three spots. 

ab. quadricothurnata Smith. Ent.dec.1933.6 3. p.3. pi*1.f.3. 
On the forewings the triple costal mark is divided into three separate components 
or bars,which are approximately boot-shaped or L-shaped,the foot of the L pointing 
towards the apex and similar in shape to the costal soot of the subterminal band. 





r>. 13, . caja Linn, continue 1. 

ab. fusataSmith. Sint. Sec. 1953* ->'?• P® 4® pi. 2. f, 6. 
Fprewings rith the innermost and median components 
mark.fused together,the quadrate blotch on the inner 

or portions 
margin is 

of the triple co 
represented by 

■small round black - spot. 

& Boyes, 
, uh. ,3nt. Gaa. 19^0*11.p, 108.pi. l»f.l 

The main feature of the foreving is the strong single brown bar composed of the 
middle component of the triple costal mark,plus the inner marginal quadrate mar! 

t 3 together rrning this broad transverse bar or band♦Also there is 
a reduction of the outer component of the triple costal mark to a conspicuous 
lunule, surrounded by white ground, hind ring normal* 

1 3o3^es. 

ah. luna initl: 
Similar to the preceding but tie hinuwing yellow as in lutes cens Cockerell, 
An unnecessary name, luna + lutes cens would be sufficient. If every combination form 
were given a name the species would have a ridiculous number added to the very 
large list given in these notes. 

A .11. p. 108. L.l.f.2. 
+he preceding* but tie hind-ring yellow 

ab. osta Staiith. lit. Gas. 193 S. 9. P® 1.pi.2. f.3® 
Porewing with, the triple costal mark joining the upper part of the subterminal 
band,the inner marginal quadrate blotch has either vanished or coalesced with 
the cottage-loaf(lower)half of the subterminal band.Colours more or less normal. 

-weotj hindwing 
ab.prosopia Smith. Ent. Gaz.1938*9®p.3®pi. 3.2.3. 
Porewing with the markings disposed to display a mask-like ef: 
grenadine with orange-buff fringe. 
The description might mean any tiling, fortunately we have the type which shows the 
triple costal mark solid except for a white,somewhat rounded, spot in its centre, and 
therefore completely surrbunad by brown.Possibly the description "mask-like" applfed 
to these white spots as they may be considered to appear eye-like. In the type the 
triple costal mark is also joined to the centre of the subterminal band thus 
joining the upper to the lower portions of this band. 

ab. albisignata faith. Ent. lee. 1933® 63.p. 3®pi® i. f. b. 
^brewings with the three components of the triple costal mark completely fused, 
forming a solid brown mark on the costs.; near the centre of this is a white mark 
shaped like a comma which does not touch the costa. 

ab, leucarh Coda Smith. Ent. Ga . 1938. i® P. 3® pi. 1. f. 1. 
Hindwings with the costa broadly silver-grey,the colour yellow suffused with scsrkt 
This i3 the character on which the form was named, Smith gives 
markings of the type which do not affect this costal variation 
of the hindwing is of the same tint as the rest of the wing. 

details of the 
, Normally the costa 

ab.fuscorhabda Smith. Ent.Gaz.193s* 9* P® 3 
Hindwings with the costa glossy fuscous 
with brownish olive. 
Similar to the preceding but brunnescens 

.pl.l.f. 3® 
black,the colour deep vinacaous,overlaid 

introduced into the strain. 

ab. rubrociliata Smith. Ent.dec.1933® 83® P®2. pi.1.f.2. 
The fringes of the forewings are reddish-orange with the 
ar e blackish-brown. 

exception of I9V; WillCh 

ab. nigromarginaria Smith. Ent. dec, 1933® t»3® P® 3® pi. 2. f. 2. 
Porewings with the costa,outer and inner, margins blackish-brown,thi 
in various widths,narrow along part of costa but broad along outer-: 

s colour extends 
margin through 

the fusion of the subterminal and 
which the outer row of spots is 

terminal bands. Hindwings with broad black margin 
grey-brown,   



» 4 » 



p.14.- caja Linn.. aberrational forms etc 

ab. flaviro sea Smith. Ent. Gaz. 1958. 9. p. 5. pi# 3* f. 3» 
Pore-zings with the brown markings predominating' over light white markings; 
hindv/ings with pattern as shov/n in the figure,the colour of the light part being 
orange with a slight tinge of scarlet hasad. 
The type is in the 4. G. K.collection and is similar in many respects to the 
prece .ing nigromarginaria. The fore-rings are more narrowly bordered with brown 
but the hindv/ings have the black margin of nigromarginaria and the outer ro- pf 
black spots are .joined to it in the same manner,the lower two are coale3cent 
forming a large black anal blotch. The name is unfortunate,as a colour form it 
would be much the same a3 ab. flava Signer-Abafi,it could have been named on 
its marking characters with more effect. 

ab.melanolimba.ta Smith. Ent. Gaz.1958.9«P* 5»Pl*3.f. 4. 
Porewings with the clove-brown markings more extensive than the fuscous degraded 
whitish markings. The hiiidwings light ochraceous buff,broadly margined • dth black 1 
in the manner shown in the figure. 
The "broad margin" of the hindwing is through the coalescing of the outer marginal i 
black spots with each other,and with a brown marginal band,giving the appearance 
of a very broad solid dark outer third of the wing. The costa is also darkened 
and united with the discoidal spot and the basal spot,which are united with each 
other,leaving only an irregularly shaped patch of the oehraceous-buff ground colo- 
Very similar to fuscolimbata Cockayne but darker. 

_ 
» j a ab. lutulenta Smith. Ent. Gaz. 195^«7*P* I26.pl.&.: 

Forewings completely cold sepia,white pattern xjstricted. yrmmthe base 
none reaching the inner margin or termenj the white pattern is reduced to remnants 
of the triple costal mark and the upper part of the basal marking. A lighter patch 
in the terminal area which appears due to scales defect. Hindv/ings black,fuscous 
at the base and inner margin,the outer margin also fuscous; a faint trace of the 
bluish sheen of the normally separated marginal spots in the subterminal area; 
of ground colour,which Smith describes as "pinkish-buffythere remains only four 
Small transverse spots crossing about middle of the wing. These,in the type,which 
is in the R. G.K. coll. ,are of the sane colour as in the preceding melanolimbata, 
ochraceous-buff,in fact the hindwing is similar but more extreme in its extent 
of black area,due to the coalescing of the basal black spot with the discoidal 
black spot and both of these with the united marginal black spots,forming one 
large triangular patch in which the light ground is restricted to the small spots 

ab. taona Smith. Ent. Gaz. 1957* 8. p. 92. pi 

■ V-P - --- 

ocellus with a purple-black pupil and with blotchy purple-black on the veins 
postmedially to subterminally. 
This is a most strange description of the hind -ing, the "degraded rufous ocellus" 
is an irregularly shaped patch of the ground colour which is darkened ochraceous- 
bufd’as in preceding two forms,certainly not rufous,in the type specimen'hich ’ 
have here , 

l 

ab. nigrovenosa Smith. Ent, Sec. 1953* o5*p. 3. pi.2.f. 4. 
The veins of the forewing are black or blackish. 

ab.rentapunctaia Smith, Eni Gaz. 1958.9* P* * ‘ 1 . 9 - 9 9 

Forewing cold sooty black showing si 
the wing; there are five cartridge-bu 
the base along the costa. Hindv/ings 

.gns ox’ ■ /eak 
,ff markings 
more or less 

scaling over a large portion of 
at about regular intervals from 
normal. 





n.J*). * y « cuja Lion. continued. 

ab. nubilata laith. Ent. 5ec..l953» 33* ?• 4.pl.2.f,5. 
Forewing' showing a smoky suffusion extending asymmetrically across the surface 
andxlarkening the white ground colour,and lightening the brown mar king, wher e it 
covers it. Hindwing with the spots indistinct owing to a blackish suffusion. 
The type is here in the H. C. K. collection and a] 
example. The "smoky suffusion" is like a greyish skin stuck over the pattern of 
parts of the forewing. The hindwingjspots of the outer row are similarly aff 
giving a blurred appearance but there is also a certain amount of black dusting 
uniting them. 

ab. bij uncta Smith. Hint. ?.qc. 1953* 3t. p. 3. pi, 2. f. 1. 
Forewings with the innermost component of the triple costal mark joined just 
its middle to the median component in addition to the normal connexion. 
Hindwing with the base,most of the costal and inner and outer marginal areas 
reddish-orange but the normal markings joined together by a black suffusion. 

ab. obliter&ta Smith. Ent. Fee. 1953* 3.5. p.3. pi. 2. f. 3. 
Forewings with cream ground,the markings normal. Hindwings ground colour reddish- 
orange; there is a heavy black suffusion from near the base which obliterates the 
discoidal and costal spots and extends about half way across the wing,reaching 
the first two spots of the outer margin,but not touching the two near the anal 
angLe. 

ab. catarryta Smith. Ent. Gaz. 195(°>. 9» P» 3«pi. 1. f • 5. 
Forewing more or less normal except for a slight lightening of the 
Hindwing buff-pink,the dark spots ample in size but lacking intens 
having the appearance of the dark colour running into the lighter 

brown marking, 
ity of pigment, 
ground. 

ab„ albistriga Cockayn f, Proc. S. Lond. Ent. & Hat. Hist. Soc. (1947“8)1949.P.182.pi. 6«£ 
The triple costal mark of the forewing is united to the upper or anterior part o 
the inner marginal portion of the subterminal band and the inner marginal portion' 
of the median band is united to the lower or posterior part of the subterminal 
band,leaving a long white streak which runs from the base between the costal and 
inner marginal portions of the median band and ends at the narrow part of the 
inner marginal portion of the subterminal, band. In other respects normal. 
The form is somewhat similar in appearance to ab. albisignata Inith,but ilnith does 
not mention the horizontal streak,which is the most prominent feature in his type, 
and on which Cockayne bases the present form. 

, 9 'fL. o. o • 7 ab. consolidata Cockayne. Proa. 3. bond. Ent. & Hat. Hist. Soc. (1947-8 j 1949.p. 1 
The three component parts of the triple costal mark of the forewing comple tcly 
fused,forming a solid brown mark, on the costa; the inner marginal mark may be 
separate,or partially or completely united with the costal mark,forming a median 
band. Hindwings normal. 

ab. con j uncta Stattermayer. Hut. hnz. 1924. 4. p. 70. 
On the forewing the innermost portion of the triple costal mark is separated 
from the other two portions,and the inner marginal blotch is partially divided, 
being "U" shaped instead of quadra.to; also the two outer prtions of the triple 
costal mark are joined to the outer portion of the inner marginal blotch,formin, 
a comolete transverse band. 

ab, biconj uncta Stattermayer. fiat. Anz. 1924. 4. p. 70. 

Similar to the preceding but with the inner portion of the triple costal mark 
joined to the inner portion of the inner marginal blotch,so that there is a 

narrow inner, and• a broad outer,transverse band running across the whig,the two 

oan .3 being joined along the inner margin0 

H
j 
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p.i;6» caja Linn. continued, 

ab.ypsilon Stattermayer. Snt. urn. 1924. I.p. 70. 
.Similar to conjunct a but with the inner marginal blotch completely separated into 
two portions. 

ab.hebaoides Stattermayer. 
Similar to biconjuncta but 
into two portions, so that 

lilt. .Ann. 1924. 4. p. 70. 
with the inner marginal blotch completely separated 
the two transverse bands are not united along the 

.inner margin. 

ab. atribasalis Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond, Ent. & .‘Tat. Hist. Coo. (1947-8 >194-9.p, 174.pl.>f.l 
On the forewings the basal area up to and including the outermost component of 

iindwin ss 
- --— '- ^-^ . . --—-0 --* ~ ^ ~ . 

the triple costal mark,brown,with very little of the white ground left. II 
with the basal area entirely or almost entirely black and almost filled by the 
confluence and extension towards the base,of the gListoning blue-black spots,the 
discal soot, partially or com lately fused with the black ba.se. 

ab.melanozoster Cockayne. Proc. S.Lond.Snt.& d. , . ,1 > 1 
Forswings rich dark brown,two small white spots at base,a complete or nearly 
complete transverse white stripe,two thirds of the way from the ba.se ,running 
from the costa, internal to the costal part of the sub terminal band and external 
to the inner marginal part, sometimes with a small speck of white elsewhere. 
Ilindwings with all the spots of the outer row confluent,nervure 1 black and 
others slightly darkened. 

ab, nigrescens Lambillion. Cat. L . >lg. 1906.0. 362. (jinn. Soc.Ent. Belg.I867. l.p. 50) 
Ilindwings black. 
Lambillion in a letter to Derenne said that the tree cannot be traced but that 
the figure in Lamb. 32.pl.% right-hand specimen on first line,was nigrescens. 
In tills the Ilindwings are black, except a red base, inner mar gin, part of costa, 

ringe. and til e 

ab. splendens Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lend.Ent. 4 Hat. Hist. 3oc. (l947“8)l949.p.l77»P^» 5^7« 
Ilindwings black,with all the glistening blue-black spots coalescing to form one 
large blotch,the only ground colour,orange-rod,is at the base,along the inner 
margin,one or nor .. 3 along the costa,and sometimes a . ’row r , ige-red 
border. Sometimes the black ■ Tiicli unites the inner basal spot with the inner 
angle spot is separate from the big blotch. The for swings vary in the extent of 
the brown marking hicli may be slightly or greatly increased ,and may even cover 
the v.hole wing. 

ab.atrimargo Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond.Ent. 4 hit. Hist. loc. (1947-8) 1949. p. 173. 
Forewings ground colour white with a great increase in ’the extent of the brown 
markings,which have faded appearance; the white ground remail ing consists of the , 
basal streaks and the tranverse band between the base and the median banc,A • o 
spall areas on the costa between the inner and middle,and the middl md iter 
portions of the triple costal mark,... narrow stripe bet a the median band a 
the costal portion of the subterminal band curving out and ending- in a point at 
the junction of the costal portion of the sub terminal with the middle portion 
of the terminal band;this curved stripe has two other pointed projections,one 
on each side of fie top of the inner marginal portion of the subterminal band; 
there is also a small dot showing where,on its inner aspect,Idle middle of the 
inner marginal portion of the subterminal band is usually indented^ there is 
another small white wedge on the costa near the apex. Hindwings hitish- r llow 
with a reddish base; there is a basal spot of medium size,"an oval discoidalmark, 
and a veiy broad blackish-brown border running from costa to anal angLe,in which 
lie three spots of the outer row,the rounded contours of their inner aspects 
projecting slightly beyond the rest of the border; the spots are black,- ith littl< 
lustre,the fringes blackish-brown,abdomen red with black markings. 
The main feature of this form is the very wide blackish-brown border on the kind 
wings and the lack of white ground colour on the lower half of the forewing-:. 
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P..17- caja Lima, oo.1ltinued 

ab.fuscolimbata Cockayne.PrQ.c. S. Lond.Ent.& 'Tat,Hist, Soc. (1947~8) 1949.P* 9» * >7 
Oil the forcings the brown markings much increased in .extent,leaving two > hito 
streaks at the base and a narrow transverse band between the basal and median 
markings; a white mark on the costa between the middle and outer portions of the 
triple costal markka white stripe running obliquely from the costa bet een the 
outer portion of the triple costal mark and the costal portion of the sub terminal 
band,then turning outwards between the middle portion of the terminal band and 
the inner marginal portion of the subterminal band; from this another stripe runs 
obliquely towards the inner margin, separating the outer portion of the triple 
costal mark from the upper part of the inner marginal portion of the subterminal 
band; there is also a very narrow white stripe near the costa between the costal p’ 
portion of the subterminal band and the apical part of the terminal band.Hind-ring 
with the basal and inner marginal areas pink and a. pink area lying between the 
basal spot and the outer marginal spot; on the left side there is a pink dot just 
anterior and distal to this,and a larger one on the right side; the whole of the 
rest of the surface is greyish-black with no trace of spots;fringes pink.Thorax 
dark brown,collar pink,abdomen pink,deeper in colour at the tip,with four narrow 
black marks.. 

ab. sirailis Szulczewski. Polski Pismo 3nt, 1926.4.p.£1 g. /, 
Porewing with the brown markings much increased in extent,so that the white 
ground is reduced to a stripe between the outer part of the triple costal mark 
and the subterminal band,'two dots between the subterminal band and the terminal 
band and two dots on the costa; in addition,there are white marks at the ba.se 
running out to a white transverse stripe between the basal marks and the inner¬ 
most part of the triple costal mark and an extension outwards separating the 
inner marginal quadrate mark from the triple costal mark. 
Cockayne says the name could be applied to forms with little white ground 
remaining on the forewings,and normal hindwings,since presumably similis had 
normal hindwings 

ab. brunneobasalis Cockayne. Proc. 5.1 . 5nt.& Nat, Hist. Soc. (1947-8)1949.p.l 
Porewings with the basal area almost entirely brown,of a paler tint than normal, 
up to and including the inner marginal part of the subterminal band,or with brown ■ 
dots on the white ground bet-seen the median and subterminal bands. The white groun< 
colour in the basal region is replaced by brown paler than that of the markings 
and the area so replaced may vary on the two sides,but the scales are normal in 
appearance. Hindwings rather paler red than usual with spots normal or nearly so. 

ab.planckii /ize. Polski Pismo Ent.1936.13*p.llp» 
The markings differ from those characteristic of hebe L.flavia Puessl.and caja L. 
and approach those of aulica L. ,villica L. ,and T.matronula L. ,vith the dark 
markings of the forewing joined together. The pattern gives the impression of 
light spots on a dark ground. 

ab. margarethae Aue. dint. 1.1917* 31* ?• 73* 
Forev/ings nearest to obscura Cockerell,of normal brown but 
obscura,the normally white markings show,not in white,but 

not marking].ess as in 
in dark black-brown. 

narrower than usual. The hindwings show 3, lot of 
before it a red band of normal colour about 3mm. 

black,the margin is yellow, just 
wide and edged internally by a 

narrow yellow line. In the position of the thre . black outer spots there is a 
blotched,partly suffused black band which goes from the inner margin along the 
margin and ends about ly mm. before the outer -mar gin (costa) and is about y cm. 
wide;this black band shows only a small island of red between the 1st and 2nd. 
spot from the costa in normal caja,and sends black wisps to the large black blotc: 
representing the inner spot in normal caja; the veins from the black band to the 
basal angle are black. ‘Hie rest of the wing is rod with yellowish intermingled. 
Abdomen showing a lot of black,the central four rings completely black as is also 
its underside,except the tip which is red. 
This is the original description,it does not agree with the translation given 
by Cockayne in Proc. 3. Lond.B.h 7. H. Soc. 194-9.p. Xjo, in. iiieh ho states that the 
base of the hindwings is black. 
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6a j a Linn, continued, P.18, 

US , . !2. . j. ( • , . , . 
So rowings brown,with darker brown taking the place of the normal white marking 3, 
Hindwihgs are also brown, ,-ith lighter brown fringes and inner margin; the spots 
normal in sis© and lustre,showing distinctly on the brown ground. Abdomen dark 
brown, ringed with black, reddisli-bro- towards the tip. 

ab. glaseri Cliche1. Barl.Bnt. 
= zimnyi Szulczewski. Polski 
Forewings brown,the white par 

1908.53.p. I9I.pl.p. f.3. (descript.p, lyO by Glaser) 
:r'inno Bnt.1926. 1. p.232.fig. Z. 

•ts of normal caja showing as dark-brown markings. 
Hindwings with ground colour black-brown,the steel-blue spots distinct; at 
base there are radiating remnants of the normal brick-red 
The form is very similar to obscure. Cockerell but has a red 
outwards,in the form of three rays,one of which is along the 

ground colour, 
area from ’the 
inner margin. 

the 

bs.se 

ab.excellens Gloss. Int. Snt. ;.1918.12.p. 33. 
Forewings with the white markings absent except for a thin,dentate,submarginal 
line,two small .spots on the inner margin,and a similar one at the base. Hindwings 
black with orange-yellow margin and inner margin; the margin is black sprinkled. 

traceal _ _ _ _ _ 
vring, leaving only the marginal areas yellow. The figure,though carefully 
reproduced, shows rather too prominently the paler markings of the for owing. (Tutt ) 
Thorax of the same colour as the forewings,the abdomen red with the usual black 
bands. 

ab. qua s itno no dir omi ca Biezanko. Polski Pi.sino 
Fore wings brown with darker brown mar Icings, 
scarcely visible. Abdomen orange with black 

Bat. 1924.3. p. 73. pi. 1. f. 4, 
Hindwings nearly black with spots 
marks. 

ab.futura Fickert. Bntstehung dor Arten II. Orthogenesis dar Sclmett.?3dmer 2b( 
the .vhite stripes of the ground colour are nearly lost and are 

broken up into flecks. Hindwings unicolorous dark brown. 
On the forewings 

ab. flavonigrescens Cockayne, Proc. 3. Loud.Bat, A Hat. Hist. 3oc. (1947-8)1949.0.181, 
ne XI jtude: 20. pi. 15. f. 231 

Forewings normal,hindwings orange,sometimes with orange-red border,partially and, 
often asymmetrically suffused with blackish-brown. Collar red,abdomen orange. 
redder on the sides and extremity. 

Li 

the costs1 
ab. stygia Cockayne. But. Pec. 1 ;p3.63.p. 33*pi. 3. 1. 
Forewing chocolate-brown; on each forewing, symmetrically placed close to 
there are two small buff spots,the larger is oval and lies about midway bet-sen 
the base and the level of the discocellular nervure,the smaller is round and is 
equidistant from the base and the larger spot. Between the discocellular nervure 
and the margin there is a, broad ill-defined pale band starting near the costa 
and ending near the inner margin,it is semitransparent and many scales are 
missing owing to worn condition, but those present are very pale brown owing to 
deficiency of pigment or transparent and colourless owing to absence of pigment. , 
Hindwing with the basal part red but the border between the middle of the outer 
row of spots and the margin is pale brown, the scales being incompletely pignantec' 
with blackish-brown pigment; the basal part of the costa is whitish and the outer 
part pale brown; a broad strip along the inner margin is whitish,the scales being 
very deficient in pigment. The spots are dull black without the usual blue-black 
lustre and the fringe smoky-black. Thorax dark brown,abdomen bright red,a bright¬ 
er red than the hindwing shade,with the usual black dorsal marks. 





p# 19. oa.ia Linn, continued. 

ab..discolor.Cockayne. Proc. 3,Lond.Ent.& Nat.Hist. Soc. (1947-8)1949. p.lS6. 1.6. .7. 
Forcings witn-the markings light reddish-brown with numerous irregular -oatch u-j 
Oxlignoer oro..n,/cir/ing in size and position in different specimens and even on 
0.10 tyo^ sides on the same specimen,but present in all markings. liindwings bright 
red with .aoiual blue—black spots; abdomen red with small bro n markings,legs pale 
orown,collar bright red. The ground colour of the for swings is cream. 

ab.paliens Schultz, Ent. Z. 1909.22. p. IPp. 

dorewing witn the ground colour much paler than typical,not castanea-brown bu 
bromi sh-y el low. 

The "ground colour" obviously refers to the markings. 

color Cockayne. Proo. S. Lend.Ent.& Nat. Hist. Soo* (1947-8)1949. . . , y 
j>010wings v/ioh bhe ground colour deep dream,the markings only slight! r darker, 
brownish-cream,or according to Barrett whitish-drab,with a distinctly darker edge. 
The extent of the markings is consid srably greater than normal. ITindwings yelloaii 
red, spots .pale grey without lustre,but with a slightly powdered arm earance. Trio rax 
psJLe reddish-buff,collar pale red,abdomen the colour of the hindwing with t>ale 
grey markings. ° 

ab. exo tica Smith, Ent. Gas, 19.58* 9*P*5* pi. 3* ~ • n 
Colour somewhat less bri^it than in normal ca.ja,the underside exhibiting a much 
greater distribution of the scarlet tinge; it is further characterised by the fact 
that the veins are edged on each side by light buff scales,a condition more 
pronounced on the underside than on the upper. 

ab. hepialoides Smith. & Boyes. Ent. Gan. i960.11.p. 109. pi. 1. id 5* 
Tliis aberration manifests a curious elongate wing-shape,recalling that of Hepialus 
humuli Linn. ,most of the examples exhibit the preponderance of the white ground 
colour in the forewing as in ab. schultzii. Hind-ring and abdomen more or less 
normal in marking but the hindwings elongated in the same way as the for swings. 
The wing-shape is the exact opposite to that of ab. poveyi tilth in which the wings 
are shortened, (see following form). 

ab.poveyi Smith. Ent. Gai. 1956*7*P* 128. d. b.f. 4. 
Forewing short with the apex rounded and the tennen deeply bowed; hindwing also 
short with a deeply bowed termen. The ground colour of the forewing cartridge- 
buff , mar kings rich sepia; hindwing less bright than in normal ca.ja. 
The main character is of course the wing-shape,the marking description being 
merely that of the type specimen. 
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caja Linn, continued, 

p, 20. 

ab, disconulla L anpke 
Hindwings with the d 

. TLj dschr.Ent. 1961.104.p. lyl 
is cal spot absent, the other spots normally presen j. 

form. 
common 

ab.parvimaculata Stattermayer. Ent. . n.1924. . .71. 
Spots of the hindwings reduced to*three or four small 
angle dot-like. 

flecks,the one at the anal 

ab. ocellata Stattermayer. Ent. Ann. 1924.4.p. 71. 
Hindwings with the blue-black spots yellow-surrounded. 

ab. caeca Stattermayer. Ent. Ana. 1924. •p. 71. 
On the hindwings' all the eye-spots are centred with yellow instead, of black-blue, 
the margins of the spots remaining black. 

ab.mucki Kramlinger. Jahrb.Ent. ler." Sphinx" 
Hindwings showing only the three black spots 
by yellow. 

ion. 1910. p. 28. fig. 6. 
of the outer row,the others replaced 

ab.basicincta Cockayne. Proc. S. Lond. Ent. & Mat. Hist. 3oc. (1947-8)1949.p. 3 
Hindwings with the basal spots united to form a. band. 

ab. disco juncta Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent. > fat. Hist, 3oc. (1947-8) 1949.p. 17 

Hindwings with the basal joined to form a band,which the discal spot touches or 
with which it is united. 

ab. confluens Garbowski. Sitzungsber.nathem-naturw. Classe Kais.Ak. 'isse. -sch. I892. 
101.-ibt.l. p.917. 

The spots of the hindwing united. 
The description may mean anything, the complete number of spots joined into one 
large blotch,or merely into bands. Lempke in Tijdschr.Snt.l04.p. lj)l gives his 
opinion that the outer row soots are united and the basal spots also united,each 
row forming a band. This is accepted here,the hindwings therefore sho1 ring a 
complete basal band and an outer marginal band. 

ab. semiconfluens Lempke. Tij dschr.Ent. 196l.l04.p. Ipl. 
= confluens Hebei. (nom.preoc. Garbowski)B rgeT yt, 1910. • . . 
= ladogensis Strand. Lep, Cat. 1919. pt. 22. p. 416. (nom.nov. pro. confluens deb.) 
= rebeli Wnukowsky. Zool. Anz.l929*83» P.223. (nora.nov.pro confluens deb el) 
The outer row of the hindwing spots are connected with each other,but the basal 
spots are not joined. 
Cockayne restricted confluens Hebei to specimens showing only the outer row of 
hindwing spots united, although the description by Hebei, says ’’spots of the hind 'ing 
joined". This of course may mean anything^ as is the case in the preceding form} 
and Cockayne was right in restricting it,but unfortunately the name cannot be 
used since it is preoccupied by confluens Garbowski which Cockayne lid not know of 
at the time. In its restricted sense it therefore becomes a synonym of ssmicoiiflu.es 
Lempke. The two names ladogensis Strs ?nd rebeli d’nuk. •.•ere given by these 
two authors because they thouJ.it Hebei’s .name of confluens was preoccupied by 
the confluens Homanov of Arctia villica,this of course is not so. 

ab. juncta Biezanko. Polski Pismo Ent. 1924. 3, p. 72. pi. 1. f.3. 
The spots of the hindwings joined.. The figure shows the spots of the inner ro 
joined to form a complete basal band*-in 'the outer row the costal mark ana the 
spot nearest to it (I & 2)are joined,and the two spots nearest to the anal angle 
(3 '1 4) are joined; the two pairs of united spots are separated by the aw ace between 
nervures 3 & 4. 

ab. bioculata Sheljuzhko. 
Hindwing with only the t 

' titt. lunch. Ent. Ges. 1937. 2p. p. 32. pi, 3 f • 1. 
ro lower spots of the outer row present. 





p.21, caja Linn, continued 

ab.xadiata Gramann. Int. Ent. 'S.191 10. p. 98. figs. 2 1 
On the b.indwing3 all'the spots have become strongly elliptical /moreover the con or a 
snot of the outer row is drawn out streak like and united with upper spot of the 
inner row.' In another specimen the uppermost spot of the outer row is also .joined 
’07 a streak to the discal spot. 

ab. rosae. Gramann. Int. Ent. Z, 1916.10.p. 92. fig. p. 
On the hindwings the spots are united both longitudinally and transversely,a 
combination of the preceding radiata Gramann and confluens Garbowski. 
The figure is too bad to be of any use but on one hindwings the outer row of 
spots appear to be united transversely and by streaks connecting with the spots 
of the inner row which are one os it e to them. 

SQ 
J * 

.. 1 *70 C -p 

... o - / ( O ' L # Q 9 

the first or 
ab. cuneigera Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lon-1. Int. > 'Tat. Hist. 3oc. (I947-" )13" 
Hindwings a mixture of red and orange. The discal spot is united to 
outer spot of the outer row by a black streak,a black line unites the _ 
the inner row to the middle one of the outer row,and another black line unites 
small spot of the inner row near the inner margin to the spot of the outer row 
near the anal angle; seven wedge-shaped black marks run inwards from points just 
internal to the border,the fourth ending in a point between the first and middle 

big spot ox 
It - 
Ui U 

spots of the'outer row,the others running into the spots nearest to them;tb 
orange. 

rrinj 

ab. gLoriosa Cockayne. Proc. 3. Lond. Ent. & Hat. Hist. Soc. (1947“8) 1949.p. 178.pi. p. fp. 
The main character of the form is seen on the hindwings on which the nervures 
are all black and which shows a complete black border. I ram.wide and black-brown 
fringes. I*he ground colour is rich orange-red at the base and inner margin,the 
inner row of blue-black spots form a complete band to which the disced- spot is 
united; the outer row of spots are rather large and glistening,the costa black-brow:, 
as far as nervure 6. The forewings have the dark brown marking increased in extent 
leaving the following areas of cream ground - two basal dots,a. narrow transverse 
line reaching neither the costa nor the inner margin and lying bet sen the basal 
area and the triple costal mark with an extension partially separating the costal 
from the quadrate inner marginal mark,a roughly X-shaped area in the out r 
of the wing, a small dot between the costal portion of 

apical portion of the terminal band, Tie costal and inner margin are completely 
brown. 

third 
the subterminal band and th> 

brown and the triple costal mark is solid; all the nervures are dar! 

ab. nigrop ennalis Statt ermayer. Ent. Anz. 142 4. p. 11, 
Hindwings with black,yellow-edged veins. 

ab. brunneociliata Stattermayer, Ent. Anz. 1924. 4,p, ~]0, 

Hindwing with dark brown fringes except the last third near the anal angle,'hie 
is yellow. 

ab. nigrociliata Hoffmann. Ent. .undsch. 1912.2Q. p. Ip7» 
Hindwings with the border,including the fringe,as far as the anal angle black, 
lmm. broad edged. 

ib. eif finder i Aue, ji L 1917.31.p.73. 
Porewings,abdomen 
yolk of an egg and 

and thorax normal; the head,f 
milk-ooffee»Hindwings with 

rons,and antennae of 
clear yellow rings r 

a colour between 
ound the black 

spots. 
It is not clear on which character this form is named,presumably it is he yellow-3 
brown head etc. If it is only the hindwings,with yellow rings 
black spots,it would be the same a.s ocellata Stattermayer mid 
it. It is separated here as a possible pathological form. 

showing round the 
have priority over 

ab.flavomacula Cabeau. Lamb. 1932.32.p. P. _ _ . n , 
Hindwing red-orange with the spots,five in number,not of the usual bluish b_acK 
tone,but pale yellow. Forewing with the dark markings in the form of dashes or 
isolated spots but the character is not important being not rare. 
The author,from his remarks about the forewing,is obviously naming tie aberrant 

character of the hindwing only. 





ca,ja Linn, continued 

ab. iitta Sfriith. Ent. Gaz. 1958.9. P« 4.pi. 2. f. 4. 
Hindwings vinaceous pink dominated by fuscous suffusion,with only two spots 
remaining, of the .normal three of the outer row. These are the first and second, 
counting from the costa. 
Similar to ab. bioculata Shel,j. which has only two spots in the outer row, but these 
are the second and third,!.e. the lower two. 
Smith’s type has the brunnescens strain showing,but one of his series has the hind 

wings of almost normal colour,orange red. The name should include all shades of 
hindwing colour,but only showing the two spots. 

ab.monosema Smith. Ent. Gaz. 1957* 8.p. 91. >1.2. f. 6. 
'Hindwing"bright rufous tinged orange,with yellow costa,with only a single, 
moderately large,blue-sheened black spot remaining of the outer row. This is 
central snot of the normal three. 

ab.rufa 3nith. Ent. Ga*.1956.7.p.127.pi.6.f.2. I 
Hindwing Brazil-red,slightly darkened over the basal half with fuscous,the spots 
normal; the underside light,buff to ochraceous-buff with a tinge of rufous,slightly i 
darkened with fuscous along the inner margin. Torewing cartridge-buff, if ri 
bone-brown markings “abdomen bn^il-red, dorsal bars normal. 
Tills’ form is merely a light example of brunnescens Statteimayer. 

ab, albociliata Lempke. Beaufortia 1964.11. p. 145. 
Hindwings with the fringes pure white. 
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2*2% caja Lima, continued 

ab. cingulata Stattermayer, Ent. Anz. 1924.4. o. ~J0, 
On the abdomen the black masks unite the bark 
making complete rings. The form is the opposite to 
the black marks are feeble or absent. 

brown'of the under id , thus 
rubrodorsalis Schultz in which. 

ab.rubrodorsalis Schultz. Snt. 3.1909.22. p.18p. 
Abdomen with the black dorsal marks entirely absent. 
Schultz mentions specimens with feeble marks reduced to small spots but actually 
gives the name to those without any spots at all. 

ab, kadocsae Bezsilla. '"olia fnt. lung, lyd-g, ’ , p. ><° 





u/ctia Schrank, 
J> * /5. 33 

P, 

villica Linn. Sys b, Fat. 1758. Ed. 10. p,' . 
= vidua Pods.. Ins. Hus. Graec.I7SI.p.8' 

aberrational forms etc. 

subsp.britannica 
fie snots of the 

more orange with 
England. 

Oberthur. 
forewing 
the apex 

, iff. - ( :-g. .. - 
cream coloured,hot white as in the 

* , h . subspeci > 

1. no.99F.) 
fc; - ical :; or 1. H:. i 

■test Europe,includin 

1 

V O 

ab. contrac t, Schultz, "fyt.ltag:Naturv. 1904, 4-3* p. 119. (ant. 1^0 18.p. 110) 
(The description ,ig taken from the second tone by Schultz, in Sat. -3.18} 
On the hindwing the black spots of the central field .re united bo form two 
parallel bands of which the outer is hr a t i it up sr half. Only in very 

rare cases are there two completely fomed transverse bands /hie run frcni costa to 
anal margin. 

ab. nigrofasciatS, Pailla-Tedaldi.IJat. lie. 1888. 7. p. 204. 
= , fasciata Spuler. Schmett.mur.i906.2. 0.133. 
On the hindv/ings the inner row of spots .are joined to form a straight transverse 1* 
band. 
Some authors consider this a synonym of the preceding but Jclidll O 
states that there are two rows.although the outer of the two 

tz definitely 
is usual]/ o Til t 

its upper half and'rare /hen complete* . Both nigr ofasoiata 'and fasciatci lmv$ .1 row, 
which is much more frequent.it is separated here for bhat reason. 

ab.krodeli Schultz. Ent. T. 1004.18.0.110. 
On the hindv/ings one or more of the black spots of the outer row are united in 
the form of longitudinal streaks with the large black apical blotch . 'ccasionally' 
these are joined to the. corresponding spots of the inner row. lie so-formed 
streaks try to unite with each other,the result of black dusting bob sen them 
Xn this way there is formed along the costal margin a broad dark area filch runs . 
from base to apex. * j 

do. strandi Schultz. IXyt.Idag.mturv.l904.43.p.ll9. (Ent. hi T 8.p. I09.fi 
torswings with, the light spots partly suppressed. See restriction,below. 
Ichultz gives details of specimens which have spot£ ibs ent an aiiferonl 
places,sometimes symmetrically,sometimes not. The name is meant to cover 

sence of any spot or spots, Cockayne in Ent/itoc. bb.p. op,restricts the name to 
the commonest form with one soot missing,which is the cream .spot at the discoidal., 

ab. disconulla Van 4is f lgh. Ent.Ber.imst.196l.21. 
On the hindwings the fiscal black spot is. absent. 

ab.conflueng fber'bhur{nec subsp.conflucns Romanoff).Leo.Comp. lOll.f. (l). . J. 

fig. Etudes d ’Ent. 20~ pi. 17. f. 283." 
On the forewing the white spots in the outer area are confluent. The figure she • 
the costal spot near the apex joined to the smaller one on the-outer margin,and 
also the the large one at the tornus which,in turn,is joined to the spot next to 
it on the inner margin. 

tomanoff described this form as a subspecies from Asia where the 
not occur. Oberthur figures a specimen from the Bellier coll, a 
occurs in England, as an aberration. If different 
it can stand,under the new rules,as ab,corifluens Oberthur. 

from the subs 

type 10m aic*. 

ad says the form 
5. confirms toman. 
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>.:2. villica Linn. continued. 

ab. ursula Schultz. Ent, Z. 1904* If. n. 211. 
= raliata Spuler. Schmett. Ettr. 190o.2, p. IpP. 
- confluentissdma rthur. L 3 0.G vp. 1. 11.5(1) . 1'. . (fig.Etudes 20.pl.17.9 sp 0 
On the forewin-; the white ,soots on the costa,and those on the inner margin,unito 
longitudinally to form bars .or. s trio os. Usually the basal spot is united to the 
next spot on the inner margin and to the next aoot on the costa .forming two short 
bars,at least one of these is present. The confluence nap continue to •.extend and 
include,in the most extreme forms,all the white spots on the inner margin,includ¬ 
ing that of the tornus,forming one long stripe. The confluence on the costa i 
confined to the two basal spots. Schultz cites Oberthur’s plate in Etudes 20.pll7 
figs. 275“282 which show many forms of this type of confluence. 

ab. bruyanti Dufour. Bull. Soc.If.n. Auvergne. 1922.1.p.29 text fig. 
The white markings predominating. Axi extreme form of the preceding ursula with 
the confluent white spots larger and restricting the black areas to a greater 
degree. Cockayne ' the figure in Barrett pl.73*£ig.lb is much like 
type. This shows the spots along the inner margin very large and confluent and 
joining up with the large spot at the tornus. The basal costal two spots are 
large and confluent uniting with these of the inner margin below them,forming 
a large white basal blotch. I have not seen the original figure. 

ab. kettlewelli Cockayne. Ent. dec. 1952. o4.p. p01.pl. 12. figs. 8-11. 
Both forewings and hindwings are diaphanous owing to deficiency of scales,but 
the remaining scales are normal in structure.On the forewing there is a line of 
black scales along the costa and a large part of the inner margin; the discoidal 
mark is distinct; a line of black scales runs along the median nervure except the 
part near the base and another runs along nervure 2 to a point a little beyond 
the discoidal mark, and the triangular space between this is filled with black 
scales; the apex is black, there is a triangular black patch on the ter men at 
nervure 4, and another near the anal angle,and a narrow black band along the 
termen and the fringe between the first mentioned black marks. On the hindwing 
there is a narrow black mark at the apex,another small triangular one with its 
apex on nervure 4,and a black band from the costa to a point just beyond nervure 
5; there are a few black scales at the discocellular nervure or none at all; the 
rest of the wing is orange;much of the dorsum of the abdomen is scaleless,but 
tliere appears to be black dots on some somites. 

ab. wardi Mathew. Entom. 1947.47. p. lip. fig. 2. 
The author gives no description. The figure is excellent and shows the forewing 
with the three cream spots of the outer area joined together in a solid blotch 
The costal part remains narrowly black as far as the apex or a little beyond it 
travelling slightly down the outer margin,below this the fringe is cream like 
the rest of the blotch.From the costa,just before the apex,there is a black 
line or two small spots reaching into the cream area. The other cream spots are 
normal as regards position but in the figure somewhat elongated. The hanuving 
3hows a short black stripe running from the costa near the ape:: but no trace of 

black outside of this line as usually seen in other forms and the 

the rest of the spots vary in individuals. 

type 1 ora; 

ab.anomala Cockayne. Ent.Kec. 1952.64.0.4.pi. l.f. 12. 
On the forewing the pair of snots apt the base are united and form a. cream- 
coloured mark broader and longer than normal,and a points ., cream mark joiner, to 
the anterior cart of the basal mark runs outwards close to the costa.; tie 
discoidal cream spot is missing,but the snot distal to the discocellular nervure 
has a pointed extension near the costa which almost reaches the pointed snot 
attached to the basal spot; there is only one spot near the inner margin instead 
of two; there are two spots joined together near the termen. ilinawing has a 
black mark near the apex,a black snot near the margin,two black dots in the 
middle at the discocellular nervure and a very small dot on the margin represent 
-in the wedge-shaped mark which is often joined to the apical mark. 





villioa Linn, continu id 

ab.illustris Schultz.Ent.Z. 1904.18.p. 112. (fig. >erth. . L.17 f. 
= pauclmaculata Shuler. Schmbtt,Sur. 1906.2.p, 133. (330 p.4 of the 4 not - ) 
= fereunicolor Oberthur. Lep.Cerap. 1911.3. (D.p.137. (fig.Etudes.20.pl. 17.f.283-6. 
=' unicolor Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1911.3(1).;p. 142. (fig.Etudes.20.pl. 17. f.287-286). 
= villicula Strand. Lop.Gat.1919.pt.22(Arctidae)p.346. 
The light colouring claims almost the whole of the forewing surface,so that of 
the dark ground there are hardly visible traces to be seen. Hindwing li hter or 
darker yellow,without black spots. 

Schultz then says that Oberthur figured two examples of this aberration in 'Studes' 
20. pi. 17. figs. 283 & 286. Oberthur also named these same figures. 
Strand's villicula was based on Hampson’s "ab.4." in Gat.Lep.Fnal.3.p.467,th 
description of which is apparently that of the figure in Barrett, pi.73. f. le. , 
which was also cited by Oberthur as being his ab .fereunicolor,thus villicula 
is the same fora. 

ab. mixta Schmidt. Eat. 3.1928.37. p. 40. 

A distinct form showing a combination of several named forms. Forewing with the 
basal and middle spots joined as in ab.Ursula Schultz,behind the anal°soot 
(analis) a long splinter-spot which almost reaches to the middle of the'inner- 
mar gin. Mai vein very distinctly black dusted. The spots of the based, half of the 
wing pronounced yellow,those of the outer half whitish. Hind- img with the basal 
row of spots absent. 

Presumably there is a white streak from the large spot at the anal angle which 
travels horizontally along the inner margin and through which the anal vein 
runs,dark dusted. 

ab.mediodeleta Cockayne, Snt. dec, 1932. 64. p. 4.pi. 1. f. 11, 
The meaisn area, of the forewing is black; four spots are missing but are replaced 
by blackish-grey and not by black as intense as that of the ground; there remain 
only a small cream basal mark and three cream spots in the outer part of 
wing. 

he 

ab. dryope. Catherine. . goat.Pap.,1929. 4. p. 288.pl. 3. f. 13. 
Forewings -with the light spots spots confluent longitudinally and narrow yellow 
border at the inner margin. Hindwings entirely yellow except a small black swe¬ 
at the external angle. 
Hie figure shows the basal spot uniting- with the next two costal spots and viti¬ 
the two spots of the inner margin which also unite with the large spot at the 
tornus very much as in bruyanti Dufour,t3ie hindwings however are exceptional in 
that the apical black marks are reduced to one small spot. 

ab, pallida 'chultz. Hnt, 3.1-904.18. p, 103* 
Forewings with the black ground colour faded in appearance by an albinistic 
influence; it is grey,from which the whitish spots stand out distinctly. 

ab. aurant:i or Cockayne, Hat. iec. 1952.64. p. 3. 
The .spots on the forewing are brownish-orange instead of cream,hindwing normal. 

b. igrescens Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 19H.3(l).P* 142. fig, Barr stt. pi. 73.2. If. $6 7* 
=. .villicella Strand. Gat. Lep. i9i9.pt,22( Arctiidaoj;-a 8.-"7. ( -2a , »Hamps. L - . al.p. 
Iianrpson's description oi his ab.3 of villioa on which Strand based the name 
was ’'Hindwing more or less suffused with brown, sometimes wholly so except basal 
inner area.,” This is obviously the specimen figured in Barrett pi.73.f*If^which 
we have in the H.C.K.collection,and would be the Type.This same figure in. Barr -t 
was named nigrescens by Oberthur,with no description,only reference to tb.e ~l O’ 

- 4* 

ab. medionigra Spuler. Sclimatt,Bur. 1006.2.p. 133. 
= nigricans Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1912.6. p. 318. pi. 109. f. 992, 
Tie middle fields on both fore and hindwings black. 
Oberthur figures a specimen agreeing very -well with this description, and named 
it nigricans. The nigrescens Oberthur is a different form,figured in Barrett 
pi. 73. f. If,in which the forewings are more or less normal and the hindwings all 
suffused with brown except a small area at the base. 
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villica Linn, continued, . . 

ab. caliglnoaa Schultz. Silt. f. 1904.18.p. 110. 
' /holly black on the wings,body,legs,etc. on upper and underside. 

ab. arabachi Goltz. Int. Silt 
The right side normal but 
indication of marking. The 
grey instead of white; the 

.S.1932.26.P.87. 
the left side unicolorous soot-black without 
shoulder spot on the left side is reduced in 

abdomen on its left half shows patches,black 

any 
size and 

sprinkle 1. 

ab. infumata Cockayne. Ent. dec. 1CJ’)2, 64. p. p.pi. 1. f„ 8. 
The whole insect is suffused with smohy-blackish-brown. On the'forewing the cream 
spots are indistinct in outline and dusky. Hindwing with the ground colour smoky 
brown with no trace of orange and the black markings are large and indistinct. 
The cream mark on the thorax is blackish brown and the abdomen entirely blackish 
brown. 

b.nd . s. Lep. H .880. p. yj, 
- brunnescens Schultz, Ent. ;. 1904.18. p. 105. 

yellow. 

as ch Aim an .18' 

fie hindwing's brown instead o 

ab.neglecta Schultz, Ent. 3.1904.18.p. 114. 
Hindwing’s with the two transverse rows of black spots almost or completely 
absent; the apical blotch however is present, .Forewings norms!, 
fie description in Seitz is completely wrong. 

ab.paucimaculata Spuler. Scbmett. Sur. 1906.2.p. 135. 
There are at least three different constructions out upon Spuler’s description 

n at the apex,with quite small bla< of this form which says "Forowin.gs, except 
blotches, so vou see ab. radiata and angelica1' „ 
Cockayne takes the view that Spuler made a. mistake and meant the hindwings had 
small spots and has hailed a short series by the name paucimaculata. This is not 
so because Spuler mentions the combination of radiata(Ursula.) and angelica,both 
forewing aberrations. Seitz makes another mistake in describing pauciiaculata 
as having -'die white spots reduced in size, the exact opposite to what Spuler says. 
The form in ray opinion has the forewings almost completely white (or yellow), 
except at the apex,with quite small blotches (tupfen),not spots for which Spuler 
used the word flecken,remaining of the normal black. If this is correct it falls' 
as a. synonym of illustris Schultz which had the light colouring claiming almost r 
the whole of the forewing surface with 0nl7tra.ees of the black remaining, ,'e 
have the types of the two figures he cites in Qberthur’s Etudes both of of vhich 
retain the black at the apex,which Spuler also stresses. In view of this it is 
placed as a synonym of illustris Schultz but also explained here because of die 
different points of view. 

ab. posticosuffusa Cockayne. Ent. fee. 1952. 64.p. 3. pi. 1.f. 7. 
Hindwing with the black markings blurred at their edges and having 
appearance, fore-wing normal. 

surfusea 

ab.nigrociliata 
Hindwing with a 

Gockayie. Ent. Kec. 1952.6l. p. 4.pi. 1. f. 9. 
narrow black border and black fringe. Forewing normal. 

L 

ab.nigrolimbata 
Hindwing with a 
the anal angle, 
.along the outer 

Cockayne. Ent. Fee. 1952. b4. p. 4,pi. 1. f. 10. 
broad black band along the margin reaching,or almost reaching. 
In the type the frin> 
half of the wing. Forewing normal. 

is black and in the allotype it is black 
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villica Linn, continued, p.5. 

ab. flavoabdoiainalis Cockayne. Ent. dec. 1952. >i.p# 4. 
Trie whole of the abdomen is orange-yellow with no trace the usual deep pink 
of the distal half. 

ab.flava Bang-Haas. Ent. 1930. 43.p. -35« 
Bang—Haas suggests this name for all yellow aberrations of Arctiidae but doe 
mention villica,so the name cannot be used.in this species. 

not 

This is the spot 
ab.spoliata Cock r . Ent.: ;c, 1934.66.p.op. (corrected p. 135.- 
Fo rewing with spot 6,Using..the schema of 0. Schultz,:). raissin- 

the forewing next to the largo s- ot at the anal angle. 
r •. 
u* 111 

the same volume on p.1pp. 

on the inner margin of 
In the first description spot 4 was given as missing but corrected to spot 

,ab. galericula Schmidt. Ent.Z.192p. 37» P. 4). 
An asymmetrical specimen. On the right ab. Ursula 

i 

Schultz,on the left the normal 
arrangement of spots; hindwing with 
striking is a yellow four cornered 

the basal row of spots absent, 
longitudinal spot on the thorax 

Particularly 
which -is 

T 

halved by a fine black line from front to back. 

ab. flores! Agenjo. Eos 1942.18. p. 357.pl. 7. f. 1. & 2. 
On the hindwings the black apical blotch is very well dev eloped, even, at tines, 
invading the whole ape:-:; the other black ts much reduced in number. 
Described as an aberration of the subsp.britannica# Agenjo described several 
other aberrations which however belong to the subsp, angelica. Boisd. and do not 
apply to our English race. 

ab. bellieroides Draudt. Seitz. 
Forewings with the deep brown 
normal but deep yellow-toned. 

19°!.--:. 3uppl. p. 88.pl. 7 f.row 0. 
colour of subsp. bellieri from oicilyj the spots are 

The. author says the specimen was-alleged to 
seem likely that it was actually a bellieri 
described as an aberration,it can stand for 

have been collected on Gapri.lt would 
wrongly labelled but,since it is 
specimens superficially like bellieri 

c 

l 
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p.l. Cosci.iia. Hubiaer. 

cribraria Linnaeus. Syst. Mat. 1758.Ed. 10. p. p07. 
= eribrura Linnaeus. Faun. 3ueb. l'/ol. o. 302. 

subsp. bivittata South. Entora. 1900. 33* P* £>7» fig. 
= anglica Oberthur.Lop. Comp. 1911.5(1 ) . P. 171*pi*80. f. 737. 

aberrational forms etc. 

cribraria Linn, The typo form does not occur in Britain,the description says 
for©wings white,with transverse black spots. 

subsp. bivittata. South. Our British race. Differs from all other races by the dark 

longitudinal streaks on the forewings. From Mow Forest heaths. 

Oberthur'3 description of anglica says - Differs from all Continental races by the 

elongated blackish lines running from the base of the for©wings to the outer margin 

which however vary greatly. 

subsp. ar enaria Lemplce, Lamb. 1937* 37* P* 130. pi. 10. f. p_6. 
In Britain specimens collected on the sand dunes of the south 

belong’ to this race as they do not show the dark longitudinal 

wings. 

coast would appear to 
streaks on the fore- 

I.1 orewang.' white,traversed by rows of fine black dots,most frequently with J- W a 

Hindwings usually paler at tlie base 
uniformly deep grey. Described from 

with dark streaks along the veins,but some 

the coastal dunes of Holland and Belgium. 

times 

ab. fasciata Gloss. Int.Ent,. C.19l6.10. p. 39. 
The black spots of the forewings flowing together into broad bands. 

Presumably transverse. 

i 
ab. pseudobifasciata Daruaehl. Mitt.Munch. Ent. Gos. 1929.19. P. 100. 

The black spots of the forowing,particularly those of the transvers 

into streaks along and between the veins.In particular there is 
Hindwings in the base,through the cell,almost to the outer margin 

■ale grey base,in tho 9 completely black. 
According to Lempkc this is a subsp.on the heaths in Holland but occurs 
as an aberration.He cites South Brit.Moths ol.90.f.9. 

linos,elongated 
streak from 

bhc 
long 

<? bla~v with 

elsewhere 

ab.pseudozatima Krulikowsky. Fov.Busse Ent. (1911)1912.11.p. 44p. 
Forewings darkened. Completely fuscous except for the veins which remain white. 

ab.infuscata Fey. Berl.Ent. A1903.48.p.(21). 
All tlie wings and fringes almost unicolorous black-grey,the black markings are still 
visible but indistinct on the dark ground. 

ab. delimbata Cockayne. Ent, Hec. 1951. 63.p. -66. pi. 8. f. Ip. 
On the forswing the markings in the basal and median parts are strongly developed 
but in the marginal part there are no markings with the exception of a thick black 
streak between nervures I and 2 and. a few scattered black scales elsewhere. 

The form belongs to our British subsp.bivittata, Hi 
apparently does not show tho longitudinal streaks. 

following form is similar bui 





cribraria Linn, go itinuod p. 2. 

ab. roducta Gloss. Int.Ent. 1.191o. 10.p. 
The proximal and discal rows of black 
the submarginal row absent. 
Similar to the preceding but can only 
which however is found only rarely in 

39. 
snots flowing together into broad bands but 

bo applied to the subsp. arenaria. Lompke, 
this country. 

ab. unicolor Gloss. Int. Ent. 2. l9lo. 10. p. 39. 
Porevings white without any markings. 

ab. litnbata Pondou. Ann. he. Ent. Pr. 193^. 101.p. 234. 
The basal half of the forewings and hindwings white with black spotting, the exter¬ 
nal half deeo brown. 

ab,flav03cans Lompke. Tiidschr.Ent. 1961.104.p. 128. 
The ground colour of forowings, the fringes of the hindwings,and the body,pale 
yellow. 

ab. grisea Van ’isselingh 
Examples of the subsp.ar 
intead of white. 

Ent. 3er. (ams t. ). 1961.21. p. 39. 
naria from coastal dunes,with the forewings dirty-grey 
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jacobaeae Linn. Syst.Tlat.1758.Ed.10. , 11. 
■ ions " ,, P .Fra , 18 22, . . 77* - Q -p 1 

v • - » —» 

aberrational forms etc. 

jacobaeae Linn, typical form — the markings and hindwings red. 

ab. flavescens Thierr y-Ifieg. Lo T -at. 1289,11.p. 181. 
.11 the normally red parts ye Horn instead of red. 

ab.expallescens Cockayne. 'Cat. ;:©c. 19J1, '>% p.263. 

The parts normally blackish-brown have a faded,yellowish-grey colour, jxd the parts 
normally red are faded orange,sometimes tinged with reddish-or n *e. 

ab. fulve'scens Cpuler. Schmett. Pur. 1906.2. e. 14-3, 

.11 the normally red parts are replaced by yellow-red. (orange. 

.b.pallens Oabeau. Larabillionea 1928.28.0.12. 

Porewings of a more greyish-black than the typical colour,the markings red but less 

bright. Hind in ;s of a pale re 1. 

,b. albescens Cockayne. Ent. :ec. 1931. op. p. 2 , 
ilbs , Pore in \ pal silv ry-grey rith lightly darker ?ring ,and nnal red 
marki ;s. Hi " :: igs red rith a silvery-grey border and ?ring , [borax dark grey, 
abdomen pale grey. 

ab.nigrana Gabeau. L .mb. 1928.28. a I 2. ( i . . , ' , , d. , .) 
Hind i gs up- sr and underside blackish,with a dull red basal area, I singl 
specimen,the type,h f tl r r ing .. ’ : g . . *dly visil 1 1 i1 tl i 1 i t 1 rt. 
in the latin or French description following the name. 

ab. totoxiigra ichter. I it. li t, d. 1317.10. p. 128. 
All wings unicolorous dark black-brown, somewhat darker than t’ tormal colour. 

. x ally red 1 ■£ :i is Imost ab s< it, > ly 1 ;ing 3 1 in' i 1 certain light3* 

ab. grisescens Cpuler. Cchme tt. Eur. 1906.2,p. 143. 
Hindwings of a greyish tone,except the inner marginal area. In one ; ; f fch v i 
remain red and the margin is also irrowly red in the form of a band. 

ab.pallida '/aughan-Foberts. Ent. Iec.193 •, 6. , . 8, 1. V. h 9. 
_• 1 i gs with the dark ground normal but the markings cream with 1 pinkish 

suffusion. Hind-sings white, "he cilia of all wings normal. 

ab. ortrudae .loch. its. ien Ent. ’/or. 194C. •-i. p. ~J2, 
Hindwings 2' the normal red but showing-the following markings in mole-grey,the 

1 ur of the forewing. Between-veins IV/l and W/2 a dark grey longitudinal 
which does not reaoli the hind margin; between veins IIi/3,111/2,111/1 ."1 II dark 
grey spots,nore or less distinct beginning at the edge of vein III/3 - -r running on 
a slight curve towards the grey natch bet een veins I and II. ,vs a result ", .is 
marking, in spite of its incompleteness,reminds one of the pattern of 1 . iy arcti . s 
and is very similar to the hindwing of d P.pl&ntaginis. 
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ab,oonflu¬ lls Sc’ iulbc 1 90' 

a -the torewmg th 
raar ginal spots. 

1 0S >• - 
red striae on i costa IS VU:' Wl" 

ab. gi 11 Ldre. Jcurn. [ it. i jc i. 1 0,. . )2 i 
[ -4 

On tne lorewing the red stripe on tne costa unites with 
outer margin and forms one single; band. 

-t. ~i l M 
■v o red 

i - 

divisa Lernpke. Tijdscb lit. 19ol. 104.", ,lr~<'ic 
red saoi near the apex of the or e'v ui os IV "I <. 0( ( lO ■Jji.-L 

ab. tenuistriata Lernpke. Beaufortia 1964.11. p. 145. 
On the forewings the red subcostal stripe is much narrowed,the two red spots 
are also smaller than usual. 

ab. ornata Lernpke. Beaufortia (4ms t. ). 1964.11. p. 14p. 
The red costal stripe of the forewings is bordered on its lower side by a very 
narrow whitish line. 

ab. coneyi fats on. Bnt. Sec. 1967. 79. P. 33. pi. 2. f. 1. 

Pore and hindwings of a beautiful clear verrailiom with the normal red markings 
clearly visible but of a darker shade.Fringes buff-yellow except for a few black 
scales on the forewing costa,thorax and abdomen vermilion but slightly dull in 
appearance. 

ab. intermedia Vatson. Bnt.hec. 1967.79.p.33.nl.2.f.2. 

°i e and nindwings 01 vermilion with the norraal red markings more clearly 
defined than in the preceding ab. coneyi and somewhat darker. Binges buff-yellow 
suffused with black scaling which is heavier on the costa of fore and hindwings 
thorax ana abdomen suffused with black. 0 5 

ab. nigrofimbriata Watson. Ent. 3ec. 1967. 79. n. 33.pi. 2. f. 3. 
j ore and hindwings Oj. dull vermilion with the normal red markings clearly 
uefined. ringes and margins of all wings black,heaviest on the costa of fore and 
hindwings,the veins 01 the forewings black and a suffusion of black scales on 
outer third of the forewings.. fnorax and abdomen dull vermilion,heavily suffused 
with black. 

ab.flavarosea Watson. Bnt.Keo. 1968.80.p. 181; pi. 9,f. 1-4. 
Forewings buff yellow suffused with pale vermilion, with the usual costal streak 
and spots of vermilion. Hindwings buff yellow suffused with, a rosy tint which 
follows the veins in many specimens. Fringes buff yellow with a variable amount 
of black scaling, fnorax and abdomen vermilion suffused with black. 

ab. nigrociliata Watson. Bnt. Hec. 1968. 80. p. 181; pi. 10, f. 2 & 3. 
Fore- and hindwings crimson with the usual costal streak and spots of a darker 
shade. Fringes mainly black. Thorax and abdomen crimson, heavily suffused with 
blade. 

ab.pallida Watson, (nom.praeoc.V.-Roberts 1954). Ent.Sec. 1968.80.p. 181; pi. 10, f.4. 
Forewings very pale vermilion with the costal streak and spots only just visible. 
Hindwings pale rose pink. Fringes buff with a. little grey scaling, fnorax and 
abdomen pale vermilion suffused with greyish buff. 
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3 a co ba ea 0 Linn, c ont’d 
S. & B. 35, 

P. 3. 

ab. rubrasuffusa Watson. Ent.Sec. 1968. 80.p. 181; pi. 10,f. 1. 
Fore- and hindwings as the typical form, suffused with rusty vermilion so that 
although all typical markings remain, this form has the appearance of being 
overlaid with additional scaling. Fringes greyish black. 'Ihorax and abdomen dull 
vermilion suffused with greyish black. 
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Euplagia Hubner. 

,uadrioui 1 c t aria Poda. Tfus. Graec. I'/' -l."), 89. 
= her a Linn, S/st. hat. YJ^J,mo m.p. 884, 

i 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab.medionigra Spuler. Schmett. Eur. 1906,2.p. 141, 
'Eie central pale oblique bands of the forewing are stunted or reduced in extent. 

ab.perfusca Bastelberger. Ent. 1.1905.19«p.8^* 
- costimaculata Spuler. 3chm.ett.Eur. 1905*2. p, 141. 
On the forewing* the two white oblique stripes fail completely except for some very 
small spots on the costa,a quite thin stripe along the inner margin is present and 
a thin streak from the apex to near -the anal angle where there is an angulated ' it 
mark. Otherwise the wing is unicolorous dark brown. 
Spuler is costimaculata had only remnants of the second and fourth white bands of th 
forewi g. The description is not full enough to be certain but it would appear to b 
•nractically the same form as perfusca. 

ab. nigricans Kempny. hien Ent, its. 1882.1, p. 62. 
= luctuosa Oberthur, Lew. Corap. 1911. p(l).p.20. (Pig. Lep. Comp, b.pl.119* f* 1042. ) 
Porewing with only the marginal white transverse stripe present,the two other main 
ones are absent except for white spots on the costa. On the hindwing -the black 
central spot is united with the lower part of the apical blotch by a broad black 
band; also there is a black streak or raw from ’the base to the central spot. 
Oberthur's coloured figure agrees almost exactly with this.description,the hindwing 
clearly showing the broad black band running from the discoidal spot to the apical 
blotch and the black ray from -the base to the discoidal,in Oberthur *s spe h 1 tbi 
is doubled. 

ab. latefasciata Bubacek. Verh.zool.-bot. ’ , i< , ' 4". 'o.p. (110). 
Hindwings with the black marginal spots elongated and forming a strong black 
marginal band,fringes and outer margin blackish. Porewings with the inner oblique 
stripe narrower and longer. 

ab. t;/phlotheisa Buholzer * Hkiffer, Ent. Z, 1920. p 4*p*22. fig. 1. 
Forewings completely white,the marking is extinct sith -the exception of a black 
streak at the base and a black liscoidal spot. Hindwings cinnamon-red,the ion 
black spots replaced by indistinct pale bro*> n patches liich hardly stand, out from 
the ground colour.Head and thorax only weakly marked and the black spots on the 
abdomen are absent. 

ab.brunnescens Spuler. 3chmett.Eur.19o6.2, p. 141. (brunescens in text in 
re dn- ith -a j.orr*.le- bolw brownish clouding of the bands or fcri] s . 

ab. lute scene Itaudinger. Gat. Ed, 1.180I. x. 24. 
= lutea Mabille. Bull. Soc.Ent.France* (1883). 1884. 0.p. C C0/1 1. 
Hind ing3 yellow. 





0.2 CjUadripunctaria Pod a, continued 

ab. s^turnira. Oberthur, 
T-Iind'.rings inter radia te 
and. therefore orange. 

Etud !. 1884.8.p. 
betw een the red 

36. (Pig.Etudee 20.nl. 10.fine. I7O-72. ) 

of the type and the /olio ■ of lutescans T, 

ab.tristis Jterel. Ete.Oet.Ent.Ver.i9i9. hp.12. 

The main character is the strong dusting of the. hindering, This du: 
broadest at the inner margin and less broad at the costa,the red 

the general '.lusting in the middle of the -ring, “ore/iag if. the 

white stripes strongly narrowed. 

3 ting i ; gre r-blach, 
breaking through 

O' l_•.J- i.O 1/03TIL 1* vILG 
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£ 37- 

Panaxia. Taras. 

dominula Linn. 3yst. Jat.i758.Scl. 10. p.509. 
: profuga Goeze. Beitr,Ent. 1781.3(3). p.238. 
- domina Hubner. Saraml, Eur. Schmett. l8OO-O3.pl. 27. f. 117-118. 
- dominulina Stephens, (nom. nud. }. :^st. Cat. Ins. 1829. p. p2. 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab. crocea Schultz. Ill. "ts.Ent. 1900. (Aug). B.p.219. 
= ochromaculata Fuchs. Jahrb. Nassau. Ver.f. 1. 1900. (0ct).p. 1. 
= spaneyi Strand. Ent. hindsch. 1912.29. p. 64. 
Forewing with the light spots orange instaad of the normal white. 

ab. haraelensis Pflumer. Stett. Ent. Z. 1879.40. p. 158. 
= albiaacula Pavre. Kacrolep, Valais. I889, 
The spots of the forewing completely 'Elite, 

el 

ab. lutea Staudinger, Gat. 186l.Ed. 1, p. a4. 
= lutescens Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1911.5(1 ).n,18. 
- lusitanicula Bryk.(nom.nov.pro lusitanica Seitz nec Stgr. ) Lep. Gat. 1937. pt. 82 _ 
Forewings normal but the hindwings yellov/ instead of red. 
Staudinger described lie wings and body as yellow. 
Oberthur cites the figure in Barrett pi.70.f.la,which is a British specimen 
and shows the hind wings rather deep yellow. 
Bryk gives a new name to the form mentioned in Seitz 2 p. 101 as"lusitanica Stgr. 
from Germany. The true lusitanica. is a subsp. from Portugal therefore the German 
example is an aberration,described as having yellow hindwings,and thus probably 
the same as lutea Staudinger. 

ab. brumescens Kettlewell. Proc, 3. Lond.Ent. & "It. Hist, doeili't-d E-vd-p.p, 36, pi. 2.9 
Hindwing with the whole of the ground colour,except a narrow strip on the costa, 
olive brown,faintly tinged -ith pink.Between the liscal spot and the anal angle 
this colour is somewhat accentuated by a smoky area,in some examples this area 
alon% is involved. The narrow strip fLon ; the costa runs iistally US far th€ 
outer angle and is of the normal red colour. Abdomen bright red 
contrast to the colour of the hindwings. 

tancian; 
as 
out in 

Kettlewell mentions a specimen figured by Barrett with brown hindv.dngs,-pl. 70, 
which is also brunnescens-. -Ve have this specimen but the abdomen is not red bu 
of the same olive -brown of the hindwings. 

" ab, doraina Hubner." Saranil. Bur. Schraett.pi. 52. f. 223. nec pi. 2.10 f, 117-8. 
ny authors, .have regarded this as the dominula form with brown hindwinga but 

actually it is Hubner*s own persona, deer ibed and figured in Beitr. Gclimett. p. 97 
pl.4.f,V. ,and which is an Italian subspecies. Ilubner figured another ” domina" 
in 3aoiml.Eur. 3chmett.pl,27.f,117“118,which is typical dominula. 

ab.diluta K - 01. roc. 3. Lond.Ent.& Mat, Hist. Soc. (1942--3 )l ,p.3a pL . 
ilindwings ground colour clear pale pink,intermediate bet sen red. and yello- •, 

T7* _ i -i -n *» 1-. -1 •> . , * _ 

Kettlewell describes the mar Icings of4 the type specimen^Kore and hinevings^ but 

the pink hindwings. The abdomen is rec 
the series do not show these particular characters, jS C main character being 
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o, 2 uorainula Linn continued 

ab.fasciata 3ouler. Schmett. :!ur0199", 2. ». 140. 
Sometimes the pale spots of the marginal cells of the forowing ip .ear fused 
together into a bold oblique band and the little spots at the apex into a parallel 
one,the hinder can join with the first, Hind-zing black spots strong!/ reduced. 
As usual with Spuler’s descriptions,this is not at all clear.Presumably- the two 
largest spots fuse into a band and the small apical ones into 
second band can join up with the first. 

a second band; this 

ab. conf erta Schultz. 3oc. Ent. 190p. 19. A148, 
On the forewing the yellowish and white,respectively, spots of the costa are united 
with those below (on the inner margin) to form large pale transverse spots. 
Reich mentions a flavo-conf erta Schultz in Ent. Itundach. p* 9» * but I can find no 
mention of it in Schultz articles. 

ab.illustri [ettlewell.Proc.3. Lond. Ent.Nat.Hist. Soc. (19'd-; ’f. n.yv 1.2.f.l,2 
The main character on the foreving3 is the large white subapical blotch, margin;; 
into the greatly enlarged group of apical spots to form "fingers" reaching out 
from this blotch. The large spot at the anal angle also merges with this white area 
so that a large irregular area of white, edged with yellow in its periphery where 
it approximates to the ground colour, is formed, lindwings ground colour is .. oft 
tomato-pink,with all the normally black markings replaced by golden-yello ,with the 
exception of the discal spot which is small,black and edged with yellow, Fringe 
black,with the exception of a small break just before the anal angle,where it is 
gold. 

ab. albomarginata Kettlewell. 'doc. 3. Lond.Knt. 8 ''Tat. Hist. Soc. (1942-3 )l943.p43.p].2.^1> 
Forewing with the apical group of spots greatly enlarged and. striated. They fuse 
together,particularly the lower two,to form a. large white band edged distally by 
the black fringe. Sometimes there is an extra white snot between this band and the 
anal soot. Hindwing bright red ith some what reduced markon. 

ab.flavoraarglnata Kettlewell. Proc. 3.Lond.Ent. > Hat.Hist. Toe. (19-12-8 )1Q4>p.41. Ify91 
?ore ing’s dth the markings as in the preceding albomarginata but the soots are 
deep yellow as in ab. crocea Schultz, 

ab, juncta Cockayne, Ent. Tec. 1928.40. p. Ip4.pi. ~j. f, 8-4. 
Jhe proximal and distal snots in tv disooidal cell of the forewing are confluent 
and form a mark,in shape,like a dumbell. 

ab.eonjuncta Kettlewell. Proc. S.Lond.Ent.& Hat.Hist. Soc, (1942~3'19 9 ,P. Tl. 1.2.f.U 
On the forewings the basal spot and central spot {in the disooidal cell) are fused 
into one,as in juncta Cockayne,but the fusion is continued distall./ as a thin line 
running parallel with the costa, and joins the subapical blotch. Hind rings pale 
oink. 

ab. decolorata Kettlewell. Proc. S. Loj , Nat. Hist. doc. (1942-3 )l948j.p.42.pl. d, j! 1 1 

Oorev/ings; The normal markings can be seen as through ground glass. The ground 
colour itself is pale,so that the differentiation between it and the markings is 
indistinot,and,where they abut,orange scales add to the blurring of the pattern 
Hind zings ground colour an extremely light crimson,cuite unlike the normal red 
the normal black markings replaced by creamy-brown} ab ha vs.a o:' me -m 4* -i a3 t 
hindwings. 

ab, junctasuffusa Kettlewell*Proc. S.Lond.Ent.& Nat.Hist. Toe, (lj , 194p.p. 4, . 
On the for savings the basal soot of the disooidal cell and the central spot re 

•in. fused as in juncta and conjuncta. The other basal soot is merged in a suffusion 
of yellow scales /hich entirely obliterate the dark ground colour surrounding it, 
and which extends as far as the anal angle spot .mid the lower end o"‘ the subaoical 
blotch. The type is asymmetrical, on the ri^it forewing a yellow streak links the 
juncta mark with the subapical blotch, Hindwings normally marked on the right , 

nn^h^JLof't tk:.;oots almost nhl iterated W.r ,r^ll r ** 
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dominula Linn, continued p. O, 

ab. radiata Krodel, Ent. 1903.19. P. H. pi. 1. figs. 13-13. 
Cockayne and Kettlebell give a wrong reference to this form and kits gives the 
correct reference but wrong description. 'The original b7 Krodel says ,! On the 
underside of the forewings there are two broad ochre-yellow longitudinal stripes. 
running from the base out towards the margi There are three good figures,the 
first of which shows the two basal snots considerably elongated horizontally, 
reaching the base. In the other two idle upper basal spot not only reaches the base 
but also extends outwards to include the outer spot of the discoidal cell. __ most 
striking aberration,it seems strange however that the upperside is not mentioned,so 
apparently the spots are normal,one would hardly expect this in such a striking 
marking,but it occurs in the juncta group. 

p «.'<=- o. .privata Kettlewell.Proc. S.Lond.Ent, , . Soc. 
The terminal cell spot of the for swing (the outer one) entirely absent or reduced 
to a mere pin-point. The form has a false likeness to ab.mediohigca Cockayne which 
however also has the apical spots reduced in size and the double spot at the anal 
angle reduced to a single spot; (see the following. ). 

ab. medionigra Cockayne. Enb. Pec. 1928.40. p. 133® pi. 6. f. 2. 
On the forewing the central spot(the outer one of the discoidal cell),is absent or 
very small; the apical spots reduced in size and sometimes in number; the large 
subapical blotch is reduced to one fairly large spot and a second very small one 
posterior to it;the double spot near the inner angle is reduced to a sihgle spot 
with,in some cases,a. dot re- r nting its posterior component. Hindwing with the 
black markings at the apex increased in extent and with an extra black spot lying 
across nervure 2 between the discal spot and the spot or spots near the anal angle. 
This extra black spot may be quite small or so large as to unite with the black 
markings above or below it. 

ab, bimacula Cockayne. Ent. dec. 1928.40. p. Ip4.pl.;. f. 3 . 
Forewings glossy green with all the spots obliterated by black scales 
exception of the two basal ones which are rather small and. not confluent 

_L Ox 1 Oiltv 

In CL J- wv 

specimens some of the other spots are not entirely obliterated but represented by 
tiny dots. Hindwings heavily marled with black,the most extreme examples have the 
whole apex black,and the black spots nearer, to tie .base united into a broad black 
band running right across the wing,and in some cases this is united by a narrow 
•stripe near nervure 3 to the apical black blotch. 

ab. basinigra Cockayne. Ent.kec.1928. 
On the forewing the basal spot near 
is either absent or reduced in size; 

40.p.136.(fi 
the costa is 
the central 

g. Oberth.Lep. Comp.pi. 118. f. 1039) 
absent,and the second basal spo 

spot is small and unusu.lly long 

4. 0 

and narrow; the subapical blotch is narrower and sometimes onus hook at it; upper 
and inner end,on the- costa,which travels basew&rds for 
apical spots are very small,and the two spots near the 

a very short distance; the 
termen are reduced in size; 

the inner angle spots are separate but of average size. Hindwings with the black 
markings well developed with the two spots near the anal angle united. The type is 
the figure in Lep. Comp, pi, 118. f. 1039* vol. 6. Cockayne figures two specimens in Ent. 
Kec.40.pl.7.f.9 & 10.but does not state their ori they are not in the coll, 

ab. p aucimacula jchi ’It: Soc, jut, 1900.13.0.17 
Forewing with fewer pale spots. The spots completely absent are the two white small 
ones at the apex,the lower of the two at the inner angle and the orange costal spot 
furthest from the base(the central spot).The remaining spots of the typical form 
are here reduced in size so that the dark greenish blue-black ground colour is more 
extensive than usual. Hindwings typical. 
In Soc.Ent.19.n.149 Schultz enlarges on this first description and.says that in 
extreme forms all marking’ disappears with the exception of the inner angle spots. 

Krodel figures these forms in Ent. 3.19. pi. 1,figs. 2-7. 
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dominula Linn, co itinued A 

ab.marita Schulte. 3oo.Ent. 190% 1%p. 148. ’'Tyt. ag. '.at..'Crist. 1904.43. .I'17. 
The description in Soc. Ent. says "Forewing unicolorous /without spots. Transitions 
occur which show the spots of the forewing strongly sooted. Obtained by exposure 
of pupa to cold." ICrodel in Snt. 2.19 gives a figure of marita Schultz on pi, 1. 
fig, 8. which shows the for swings without spots and the hindwings with very heavy 
blade blotches and bands on what appears to be a darker ground colour than some 
other figures which presumably have red ground. Schultz does not mention the colour 
of the hindwings , or the heavy markings,so presumably they are not a character of 
the form. I have not seen -the description said to be in ’ *yt. lag. Fat. Crist. :-p. 
Cockayne gives this reference and gives the description "forewings com lately 
glossy green with no spots; hindwings sometimes dusted with black." 

ab. nigra Spuler. Schraett. Bur, 1906.2. p» 140. 
= nigroviridis Thierry-Mieg. Ann. doc.Ent, Belg. 1910. i4.p. 386. (fig.Milliere. Icon.pl.ll'' 
Completely darkened on fore and hindwings. 
The figure by Killiere shews the body also darkened/Spuler does not mention the bodj 
and forewings glossy dark green, hind v/ings black. 

ab^paradoxa Feich. :litt.:leutsch.Snt. Gas. 1934. % p. 18. fig. 
'^ore- rings and hindwings ground colour uniform black-brown,with reduced scaling,the 
margins darker edged. Forewing with basal area darkest,from there the colour is 
reduced in density towards the outer margin,whioh is rather lighter. At the end of 
the cell there is a thick large discal spots,on the inner margin near the base,a 
2 ram. long red-yellow streak and a hardly visible yellow streak on the costa in the 
basal third; otherwise the forewing is completely markingless and without metallic 
sheen. Hindwings with a narrow discal spot weakly marked,the basal field reddish 
with a yellow infusion,otherwise without any marking. Abdomen at the base black, then 
red with thick black dorsal strine,the anal extremity black. 
Tie figure is quite good and agrees very well with British specimens in the coll¬ 
ection. 

ab. nexa Schultz. Soc. Ent. 190p. 19. P. 148. 
On the hindwing the black spot in the middle of the costa is united 
at the anal angle to form a black transverse band. 
Apparently the forewings are normal since they are not mentioned. 

with the one 

ab. ocellata Aettlewell. Proc. S. Lond, Ent.& T At. Hist. Soc. (1942-3 }l9-’-3. ?»40. pi. 2.p, 
Hindwings very pale red with all the black markings ringed with yellow. Porevrings 
with the white markings minutely bordered with yellow scales,the anal spot is 
noiiited internally. 

ab.plebeia 'illiams. Ent. 2eo. 19^1. 63.p. 14. 
Differs from the typical form by the absence of the two longitudinal stripes on the 
thorax. The wing markings are normal. 

ab. reichi Bryk. Len, Cat. 1937*ft. 82 Arctiiiae. p. 14. ( nom. nov. ab. Ent. Fundsch. pp. p. 10. ) 
The abdomen not as in the typical form,uninterrupted red,but beautifully black and 
red ringed.The normal black dorsal is.present. ding path; :rn normal. 
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CHECK II.,T OF THE BRITISH LYMUTTRIIHAE, 

LYIIANTHIIDAS. 

1* Lymantria Hubner, [1819]. 

1. Lynantria monacha (Linnaeus, 1758). 
2. Lymantria aispar (Linnaeus, 1753). 

2. Pasychira Hubner, 1302. 

3. Pasychira fascelina (Linnaeus, 175S). 
4. Pasychira pudibunda (Linnaeus, 1758). 

3. Laelia otephens, 1326. 

5. Laelia caenosa (Hubner, [1803-08]). 

4. Crgyia Ochsenheimer, 1810. 

6. Or gy i a ant i oil a (Linnaeus, 1758). 
7. Orgyia recens (Hubner, 1819). 

5. Luprcctis Hubner, 1819. 

S. Huprootis chrysorrhoea (Linnaeus, 1758). 
2. Euproctis slnilis (Huessly, 1775). 

6. Leucona Hubner, 1822. 

1C. Leucoma salicis (Linnaeus, 1?5S). 

LY± ZLiLCHI IDAL. 

1. LYLI/ATTRIA Hubner. 

Hubner, [1819], Vers, bek. Schme1t. (10):16C• 

Type (ills only species cited by Hubner) - Phalaens rnonr cha 
Linnaeus, 1756. 

Prjncipal synonyms. Linar 
rortheoria Hubner, [ 1819 J 
Hypocgyr-ria Kirby and opence 
1758); Psilura Stephens. 1 
1753). 

is Ochsenheiner, 1310 (homonym); 
TType Phalaena dispar Linnaeus, 1758) 
, 1326' (type Phalaena dispar Linnaeus 
823 (type Phalaena Honacha Linnaeus, 

* 

t 

Hritish species. 
dispar Linnaeus, 

Phalaena nonacha 
1758. 

Linnaeus, 1758; Phalaena 

ITote 1. Fiidsr the genus Lyraantria. Hubner ranges 
Thai en^ monacha Linnaeus, 1758 and Honbyx eremita Hubner, 
[1805-0877 The latter m as re cognised" by O'cTfaenheiner (1810, 
3chne11. Lur.: 1S2) as a colour variety of P. monacha, and is 
still so" considered. The sen us is therefore mon'otypical. 

Hcte 3. Although. Porthetria Hubner has page precedence 
over Lynartria Hubner," the two were combined in a single genus 
by Hasps on (189 3, Fauna 3r. India ;459) , hno used Lyman tria 
for the combined genus and p. monacha for the type* Under 
Article 28 of. tine International "Commission on Zoological 
Honeiv.:lature it is laid down that where a genus is formed by 
the union of two genera of the sane date, the name selected by 
the first reviser shall stand. 
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2. DaSYCIITPiA Hubner. 

Hubner, 1802, Jars.il .exot. ichnett. 1 pi, [178]. 

by Hubner) lyre (the only specie 
Hubner, [1802]. 

es cited Easychipa tephra 

Principal synonyms. Gynaephora Hubner, [1819] (type Phalaena 
selenitica Eaper, 1789). Calliteara Butler. 1881 (type 
l'-;sycHird argentata ButlerT 1881 FT licallomera Butler, 1881 
[ t yp e Phalaena fascelina Li nil a eu s , 17 5 8]\ 

British s cedes. Phalaena fascelina Linnaeus, 1758; Phalaena 
pudibunda Linnaeus, 17;o8. “ 

■note 1. Heunoegen ana Dyar (1894) and Dyar (1202) treat 
eepu-n as a variety of Plialaena achatina Smith, 17S7. Barnes 

and LicDunnough (1915) refer to it as unrecognisable, but strongly 
resembling Oieuo kerrviliei B. & D. 1913. A manuscript note of 
Hubne 
o 
r-1 o 

^bnerus, in tne possession of the Loyal Entomological Society 
L London, associates the species with, but apparently does not 
ink in so, i-111a 1 aena 1 eucophaea Smith, 1797. The three last- 

arc certainly con- eneric with one mother, 
By0- (;ith D. tepnra. While the identy of D, tephra is, within 
-Units, a mat cur ox some doubt, I have decided to admit it as 
the type, as the name Dasychira cannot otherwise be used. 

3. LnBLIA Stephens• 

Btephon3, Docnibor 1828, Illustr, Brit, Enton. 2:62. 

only species cited by Stephens) - Bcnbyx caenosa 
doner [1303-03]. 

nr\ o - Bonbvx cacnosa Hubner [1603-03], 

-Q'- ^ tiio name is spelt as caencsa in the original 
eioimce [ISOo-Go] Europ . Schmo11. Tab. Bombyx 51 and in 

~foj^ g.j.n . -Q0.1 oyz 77, but as cooncsa in [1307-09] Europ. 
>c.ii xo u. IaG. 

4. 0BGYIA Cchsonheimcr. 

ohsenheimer, 1310, Scfamett. Bur. 3:208. 
artis, 1831, Brit, mat. 8:378. 

ZiU (fixed by Curtis) - Paalaena anti qua Linnaeus, 1758. 

riiicipe.l synonym. Eotoloplnis Gormar, 1312 (type Phalaena 
rtiqua Linnaeus, 1758). 

u1LE_H1HHL12ElHL‘ Ibiulaena antioua Linnaeus, 1758; Gynaephora 
r acens Hubner, 1819. “ —-*- 

ir-hir* so con a British species has been almost univer¬ 
se'known by the^name Phalaena ronostiema Scopoli, 1763, but 

0 13 invalid as is is a synonym of Phalaena antioua, 
' ' description (1763, nnt. C rn.:1997 being basea "upon 

at. illust■■'ation {.: oesol .Jupl. Tab • 13, figs. 3 and 4) of 
dfao error was not detected by Linnaeus, who shows, 

v uu*•. genostigna ( jyst. Hut. E< . 12:826), by references tc 
.mrj.s Oi i n ons in Arc in and ... likes, that he is referring to the 

^P[>nror:» and not to p, antioua. This being so, the 
cluesu T.aiid name icr the “bearce Vapouror,: is Gynaephora 

.'0.! «■> n a r, loir, the tnree references gj.v e n~ djT”Hu bn or’ making 
it clear that he had discovered Linnaeus* error. 
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5. SUPItCCT13 Hu'bner. 

liubnor, 1819, Verz. bek. Schriett. 10:159. 
Ivloore, 1882, Lop. Ceylon. 2:89. 

MLEh (fixed by Moore) • Phal .ena chrysorrhooa Linnaeus, 1758. 

nuns. hrctornis Gernar, 1811 (type Phalaena 
. 1764) ; Uygna Kubnor, 1820 (typo“?halaena 

1-C1-..~3. Ttoll, ^ i790) ; Porthosia Stephens, 1828 (typo Phalaena 
~ lil-itJ.pj dill- Linnaeus, 1758'} ; Con on a Walker. 1856 (tvVe Son ena 
scin t Ilians .alker, 1356). - " 

British species. Phalaena chrysorrhoea Linnaeus, 1758* 
hL£-lp;jna.. .gtriilis Puessl'y, 1775 [Bonbyx auriflua Denis ?an d 
jchiffornuller, 1775), “ “ 

_ .inV.P.8..1 • There has boon much confusion as to the identity 
Llnnafsf £ji—chrysorrhoea. The type, in the possession of the 

Lmnean society of London, is a $ specinen of the "Brown tail” 
or "Gul brun” and not of the "Gold tail” or "Cul dore”. 

iLPlsiS. I have given the nano sinilis Buessly precedence 
cv-.i our^LTua sen is and Schif f ernuller on the evidence set out 
by Prout(190C) in Ann. Mag. Fat. Mist. (7) 6:158. 

-_liii_ii* ^-any systonauists place the two British species 
lng °d?;'L T"", CP^ora, but a study of African and Oriental species 
ap-’^i° _co L-° o0 aj.3courage this view. If a separate renus is 
roquires., senona Walker should bo used. 

6. LEUC 01LL Hub no r. 

liubnor 1322, Syst.-alph. Verz.:14-lfi, 18, 19. 
vestwood January 1840, Introd. class. Ins. 2 3yn.:S2. 

vf-Lxeci by ynstwood) - Phalaena salicis Linnaeus, 1758. 

iaIilis~LinUUp|,l7ip;i”10t:la V'~stgcod» 1840-41 (typo Phalaena 

Pi.AdcA__UPpcies♦ Pnalacna salicis Linnaeus, 1758. 

, idLLA* Although the name Lcucona first appears in Kubner♦s 
Opinion 97 of the International Corals si on on 

-ubiish-d1 ^OXllGnclaturG ralos that it was not then validly 

( (- •' j 
t--, Y o\ c\ S 

UJXLk. Uj kib t /-!,S.W.UvAw. ‘jji^yy. 
L'-' 
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